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Preface to ”Anniversary Feature Papers”

The Journal of Manufacturing and Materials Processing (JMMP) aims to provide an international

forum for the documentation and dissemination of recent, original, and significant research studies

in the analysis of processes, equipment, systems, and materials related to material heat treatment,

solidification, deformation, addition, removal, welding, and accretion for the industrial fabrication

and production of parts, components, and products. The JMMP was established in 2017 and has

published 14 issues and more than 300 contributions. It has been listed in the ESCI, Inspec (IET), and

Scopus (Elsevier).

In celebration of the anniversary of the Journal of Manufacturing and Materials Processing, the

Editorial Office has put together this Special Issue, which includes several representative papers that

reflect the vibrant growth and dynamic trend of research in this field:

(1) Establishment of advanced and innovative manufacturing methodologies—as presented

in the papers entitled “Investigation on Product and Process Fingerprints for Integrated Quality

Assurance in Injection Molding of Microstructured Biochips” and “Machining Forces Due to Turning

of Bimetallic Objects Made of Aluminum, Titanium, Cast Iron, and Mild/Stainless Steel”;

(2) Processes to transform material properties and characteristics for subsequent manufacturing

steps to be performed—as discussed in the papers of “Temperature- and Time-Dependent Mechanical

Behavior of Post-Treated IN625 Alloy Processed by Laser Powder Bed Fusion” and “Finite Element

Modeling of Orthogonal Machining of Brittle Materials Using an Embedded Cohesive Element

Mesh”;

(3) Design of equipment or the development of tooling for materials processing and

manufacturing—as given in “Five-Axis Machine Tool Coordinate Metrology Evaluation Using the

Ball Dome Artefact Before and After Machine Calibration” and “Flexible Abrasive Tools for the

Deburring and Finishing of Holes in Superalloys”;

(4) Assessment and control of process quality, efficiency, and competitiveness—as explored

in the papers of “Performance Comparison of Subtractive and Additive Machine Tools for

Meso-Micro Machining” and “Thermal Modeling of Temperature Distribution in Metal Additive

Manufacturing Considering Effects of Build Layers, Latent Heat, and Temperature-Sensitivity of

Material Properties”;

(5) Capability enhancement of materials processing and manufacturing through prediction,

modeling, analysis, optimization, monitoring, and control—as outlined in the deliberations of

“Optimization of Laser Powder Bed Fusion Processing Using a Combination of Melt Pool Modeling

and Design of Experiment Approaches: Density Control”, “Discrete Element Simulation of

Orthogonal Machining of Soda-Lime Glass with Seed Cracks”, and “Effect of Post Treatment on the

Microstructure, Surface Roughness and Residual Stress Regarding the Fatigue Strength of Selectively

Laser Melted AlSi10Mg Structures”.

ix



This Special Issue shows that manufacturing and materials processing is an actively growing

area in the research community. The scope and the findings of work presented in the JMMP have

carried both palpable scientific merits and tangible application relevance. As the needs in this area

continue to rise, it is expected that the interest in research will expand and the outcomes from studies

will flourish in the future.

The success of the JMMP is attributed to all the scientific authors for their outstanding

contributions. Sincere appreciation is due to the peer reviewers for their constructive comments and

suggestions and also to the editorial team for their commitment in facilitating the high-efficiency and

high-quality operation of the journal.

Steven Y. Liang

Editor
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Abstract: Injection molding has been increasing for decades its share in the production of polymer
components, in comparison to other manufacturing processes, as it can assure a cost-efficient
production while maintaining short cycle times. In any production line, the stability of the process and
the quality of the produced components is ensured by frequently performed metrological controls,
which require a significant amount of effort and resources. To avoid the expensive effect of an out of
tolerance production, an alternative method to intensive metrology efforts to process stability and
part quality monitoring is presented in this article. The proposed method is based on the extraction
of process and product fingerprints from the process regulating signals and the replication quality
of dedicated features positioned on the injection molded component, respectively. The features
used for this purpose are placed on the runner of the moldings and are similar or equal to those
actually in the part, in order to assess the quality of the produced plastic parts. For the purpose
of studying the method’s viability, a study case based on the production of polymer microfluidic
systems for bio-analytics medical applications was selected. A statistically designed experiment was
utilized in order to assess the sensitivity of the polymer biochip’s micro features (μ-pillars) replication
fidelity with respect to the experimental treatments. The main effects of the process parameters
revealed that the effects of process variation were dependent on the position of the μ-pillars. Results
showed that a number of process fingerprints follow the same trends as the replication fidelity of the
on-part μ-pillars. Instead, only one of the two on-runner μ-pillar position measurands can effectively
serve as product fingerprints. Thus, the method can be the foundation for the development of a fast
part quality monitoring system with the potential to decrease the use of off-line, time-consuming
detailed metrology for part and tool approval, provided that the fingerprints are specifically designed
and selected.

Keywords: precision injection molding; quality control; process monitoring; process fingerprint;
product fingerprint

1. Introduction

In the last decades, the development of new technology, legislation, and customer needs have
influenced a change in the functional requirements and design of complex parts, while keeping the
focus on high volume mass production processes that maintain a cost-efficient production for many
applications. Such applications originate in the automotive, electronics, communication, and medical
industries, as well as in micro manufacturing [1,2]. A process that can maintain a cost-effective
production with short cycle times is injection molding. Injection molding is continuously gaining
market share in the production of cost effective products, accounting for 50% of the produced plastic
parts [3], in comparison to other manufacturing processes.

JMMP 2018, 2, 79; doi:10.3390/jmmp2040079 www.mdpi.com/journal/jmmp1
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In a plethora of industrial sectors, and particularly in the medical sector where biomedical
and drug delivery devices are concerned, applications with integrated μ-features, such as μ-pumps
and μ-measuring devices for the precise handling and administration of drugs, dictate the need for
tight tolerances in order to satisfy the functional requirements of the product [4]. Such functional
requirements are challenging to fulfil for all the injection-molded components in a high-volume
production. They require a stable process with frequent metrological inspections in order to ensure
process stability and high part quality. Metrological studies though require a significant amount of
time in comparison to the cycle time of injection molding, which is often in the order of few seconds.
Due to the high costs involved, especially in the cases of micro molding equipment and micro tools
for μ-applications or applications with μ-features, process monitoring is an attractive research subject.
The main objective is the monitoring of the process for the occurrence of defects and quality assurance
of the molded parts, since an out of tolerance production can lead to an inefficient production line with
high costs and scrap rate.

The current paper presents an alternative approach to continuous or statistical monitoring and
part quality control, by proposing indexes that serve as part quality indicators (QI) (i.e., “product and
process fingerprint”) based both on process and product data.

The presented approach is developed in two parallel tracks. Firstly, the “product fingerprint”
track which considers the use of dedicated μ-features positioned on the runner of the component that
are equal or similar in size and shape to the features on the part [5]. The two sides of the microfluidic
system are used as a study case. The μ-pillars positioned on the microfluidic system are designed
as functional micro features [6] that direct the flow of the liquid and inhibit the formation of air
bubbles. As functional features, their replication fidelity is of high importance for the overall quality
and acceptance of the microfluidic component. The correlation of the features’ replication on the
runner to the ones in the part is going to be explored. Current research presents numerous examples
of part features in use for fast part quality inspection. Two prominent examples are the use of weld
line position to assess the quality of the molded part as described by Tosello et al. [7], and the use of
nano-features placed on different areas of a component that provide the necessary indicators for fast
part quality assessment as discussed by Calaon et al. [8]. However, in both those cases the μ-features
are positioned in the cavity.

The “process fingerprint” track investigates the suitability of the transient time-resolved process
data originating from the injection molding machine control sensors, for process monitoring and
consequently part quality control. A number of researchers in the field of sensor technology have
studied different approaches to develop methods of process control, an optimization that could
shorten the duration of metrological investigations for the approval of injection-molded components.
Promising results are shown in studies where in-mold sensors are used for process regulation and
monitoring, though the placement of sensors involves higher tooling costs [9–13]. Chen et al. [14]
have proved that part weight and thickness can be reliably monitored with the use of a linear
variable differential transformer (LVDT) monitoring the mold separation (MS) distance. Instead
Gao et al. [12] have developed a custom multivariate sensor (MVS) in order to monitor the quality on
the injection-molded parts based on the hypothesis that part quality indicators (dimensions) can be
tightly controlled and the in-mold process parameters are already known.

Further studies are using data from external sensors placed on the mold or in-line measuring
equipment to monitor and optimize the process considering the component’s functional requirements.
An online multivariate optimization system for the optimization and control of the process has been
developed by Johnston et al. [15], while Yang et al. [16] have detected defects in the process with the use
of an in-line digital image processing method. Consequently, for the detection of a defect, the software
feeds data to a process optimization algorithm built on a model-free optimization (MFO) procedure.
Other approaches involve the use of numerical simulation procedures for the monitoring and optimization
of the process, such as the work on dynamic injection molding and sequential optimization of warpage
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based on the Kriging surrogate model, presented by Wang et al. [3], and the application of artificial neural
networks (ANNs) and genetic algorithms as discussed by Ozcelik et al. [17].

Most of the approaches discussed in literature focus on tightly controlled and optimized processes,
with the dimensional control of the injection-molded components to be indirectly considered. However,
the main target of any quality control system is the quality of the final product, and thus coupling the
replication fidelity of the parts to the sensor data is a requirement.

The current paper presents an alternative approach based on process and product fingerprints.
The remainder of the article is structured as follows: in Section 2 the experimental setup and methods
are presented; in Section 3 the results are discussed; in Section 4 a summary of the article and
conclusive remarks are given. The extraction of both process and product fingerprints is discussed
with the selection of the most suitable “fingerprints” to be completed.

2. Experimental Setup and Methods

2.1. Molding Tool Geometry

The experimental setup was designed in a way that accommodates both research tracks related
to the process and product fingerprints. To proceed with the approach of product fingerprint and in
order to access the quality of on-part micro features in correlation with on-runner μ-pillar features,
specifically developed tool inserts for the production of a biochip were manufactured. The mold
used was a two-cavity mold as seen in Figure 1 and the manufactured geometry consisted of the
two sides of a bio-fluidic microchip for drug testing. The biochip had the form of a 20 × 20 × 2 mm
plate with on-part conical μ-pillar features with 600 μm nominal height, Ø250 μm base diameter,
and Ø200 μm top diameter [6] as seen in Figure 2. The tool inserts were manufactured to accommodate
pillar μ-features on the runner equal to those on the part, as it can be seen in Figure 3.

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 1. Half section view (a) and 3
4 views of the movable (b) and stationary (c) sides of the mold

used for the experiment.

 

Figure 2. The micro pillars’ feature shape and the dimensions of the parts.
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(a) 

 
(c) 

 
(b)  

(d) 

Figure 3. Molded geometry with fingerprint structures on the part and runners (a,b), and measurement
positions on Cavity 1 (c) and Cavity 2 (d).

Figure 3 illustrates the geometry of the molded plastic parts and presents the positions of interest;
PP1 close to the gate, PP2 in the middle of the parts, PP3 far from the gate and RP2 on the runner of
the molding for both cavities. The pillars in the illustrated positions are used to assess the replication
quality of the molded components for all treatment combinations in the experiments as presented in
the following section of the paper. Figure 4 presents an example of the physical molded components.

 

Figure 4. (a) Molded component with fingerprint structures on the part and runners. The fingerprints
at the front (top) and back (bottom) side of the components are visible. (b) Bottom (Cavity 1) and (c) top
(Cavity 2) parts of the microfluidic system.

2.2. Injection Molding Process and Experimental Conditions

The proposed product and process fingerprint concept is built on the hypothesis that the quality of
the on part μ-features is correlated to the on runner μ-features and other quality indicators originated
from process signals as is discussed in Sections 2.4 and 2.5. The concept requires an experimental
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validation to confirm the hypothesis of the micro features and extracted indices suitable to be used as
quality indicators. The experiments were performed on an electric Arburg 370A injection-molding
machine (Arburg GmbH + Co KG, Lossburg, Germany), with a hydraulically actuated clamping
unit capable of a maximum clamping force of 600 kN and a screw whose diameter was Ø18 mm.
A statistically designed 24 × 3 full factorial experiment was utilized in order to investigate the
experimental process window. The parameters under consideration are: Tmelt (Tm) [◦C], Tmould
(Tmld) [◦C], Injection Speed (InjSp) [mm/s] and Packing Pressure (PackPr) [bar] that, as from
well-established research [18] and preliminary screening experiments are known to be the most
significant parameters affecting the quality of injection molded components and surface replication.
Table 1 presents the experimental treatments. The process parameter levels were selected by assessing
the specification of the material (Figure 5), a commercial grade of acrylonitrile butadiene styrene
(ABS, Styrolution Terluran GP-35, INEOS Styrolution GmbH, Frankfurt am Main, Germany), which is
characterized by a relatively large processing window. Other parameters such as packing (tpack = 10 s)
and cooling times (tcool = tpack + 10 s) were set on levels high enough to avoid their influence on the
responses of the experiment.

Table 1. Experimental Parameters.

Run

Parameter Unit 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Tm [◦C] 220 260 220 260 220 260 220 260 220 260 220 260 220 260 220 260
Tmld [◦C] 40 40 60 60 40 40 60 60 40 40 60 60 40 40 60 60
InjSp [mm/s] 100 100 100 100 140 140 140 140 100 100 100 100 140 140 140 140

PackPr [bar] 440 440 440 440 440 440 440 440 540 540 540 540 540 540 540 540

(a) (b) 

Figure 5. (a) PvT and (b) viscosity plots of material Styrolution Terluran GP-35 (Acrylonitrile Butadiene
Styrene—ABS) [19].

For every experimental treatment, the initial 20-molded parts from the start of the process were
discarded, as the process was running to reach stability. Then the following 10 parts were collected
for assessment and the three sample parts were measured (denoted as: part 1, part 5, part 10) for the
assessment of the μ-pillars’ replication quality and then placed both on the parts and on the runners.
The sequence followed and the experiment is illustrated in Figure 6.

 

Figure 6. Flow diagram of the experimental sequence. The figure denotes the measurement areas
on the part (i.e., PP1 = Part Position 1) and on the runner (i.e., RP2 = Runner Position 2) without the
indication of cavity as seen in the text (i.e., Cavity 2 RP2 = C2RP2)
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2.3. Pillar Dimensional Measurement and Uncertainty Evaluation Procedure

The pillar height dimensional measurements were carried out by using a focus variation
microscope (Alicona Infinite Focus from Alicona Imaging GmbH, Raaba, Austria). The focus variation
method is suitable for the scanning of the 3D topologies as it can effectively acquire scans of features
with high slopes. A full scan of the μ-pillars though, proved to be challenging due to the almost vertical
slopes (88◦) of the μ-pillars. The settings used for the measurements are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Alicona measurement settings for μ-pillars.

Measurement Settings

Objective ×20
Exposure 3.05 ms
Contrast 1.11
Vertical

resolution 299 nm

For the assessment of the process’ stability, the effect of process parameter changes and the
replication fidelity of the pillar μ-features for each experimental treatment, three pillars in each position
were scanned to measure the μ-pillar height. The middle pillars in positions PP2 and RP2 of both
cavities were measured five times in order to determine the repeatability of the measurements (standard
deviation in the range of 0.1–0.2 μm was achieved) and provide sufficient data for measurement
uncertainty calculations (see Section 3.1). The measurement data sets were consequently processed
with the use of scanning probe image processing software (SPIP V6.4.1 by Image Metrology A/S,
Hørsholm, Denmark) to extract the μ-pillar height from each scan. In SPIP, a procedure was developed
to process the scans and prepare the files for pillar height calculations following the same steps for all
four positions of interest by correcting the 1st order tilt in the scan as well as to set the zero background
for all data-points as illustrated in Figure 7.

The average pillar height was calculated with the use of four profiles that intersected the center of
the pillars with the procedure utilized to scan of both mold and molded parts in order to calculate the
height and height deviation (mold-part) as a measure of the molded features replication fidelity.

To verify the quality of measurements and procedures an uncertainty evaluation was conducted.
The evaluated expanded uncertainty U is a parameter associated with the measurement results and
describes the data dispersion always in connection to the respective measurand. The estimation of
the uncertainty and its inclusion in the replication fidelity assessment of the micro features is of great
importance as the measurement repeatability and instrument accuracy can be of similar magnitude.
The uncertainty budget of the measurements of the pillar heights on the parts and the respective
cavity features on the mold insert were estimated based on the ISO 15530-3 (Equations (1)–(4)) [20].
The method was developed for measurements conducted with a tactile coordinate measuring machine
(CMM); however, it can be adapted and applied for optical measurements [21] using Equation (4).

6
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 7. (a) SEM 3D image of the pillars and (b–d) pillar height measurement procedure, (b) step 1:
extracting cros-section profiles, (c) step 2: assessing pillar height from the four extracted profiles as
indicated by different color, and (d) 3D representation of the pillar [5].

The expanded uncertainty was calculated with a coverage factor k = 2 to achieve a confidence
level of 95%, and four uncertainty contributors were considered (Table 3) (see Equations (1)–(3)).
Such uncertainty contributors are ucal which is the standard uncertainty as evaluated from a calibrated
step height artefact to have traceable measurements, ub which is the standard uncertainty associated
with the systematic error (b) of the measurement process, which is the measuring instrument bias.
Thirdly, the uth is the standard uncertainty associated with the systematic error of the measurement
process based on the heat expansion coefficient deviations of the material, since the measurements
were not conducted at the reference temperature, and lastly up is the uncertainty associated with the
manufacturing variation from either mold or parts (upmould and uppart), which is calculated using
a square distribution in the modified ISO 15530-3 (Equation (4)). The measurement on individual
pillars, features, and different molded parts are all affected by instrument repeatability. Thus, for uppart

the maximum value of uncertainty contributor related to instrument and process is considered in
order to avoid underestimating the uncertainty. These contributors are part of uppart, where: uppillar
is the standard deviation of five repeated measurements on the same pillar; upfeatures, the standard
deviation of repeated measurements on four different pillar areas to estimate feature repeatability
in terms of polymer replication and upsample the standard deviation of repeated measurements on
3 different samples on four different pillar area. The uncertainty contributors are used to calculate
the uncertainty of the mold (Equation (1)) and part pillar (Equation (2)) measurements, as well as
the deviation uncertainty (Equation (3)). The values of the specific uncertainties per position and
experimental runs are provided in Tables 4 and 5, respectively. Table 5 provides information on the
expanded uncertainty for pillar height and height deviation measurements per run.

Upart = k ×
√

u2
cal + u2

b + u2
th + u2

ppart (1)

7
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Umould = k ×
√

u2
cal + u2

b + u2
th + u2

pmould (2)

Udev =
√

U2
mould + U2

part (3)

| upi
=

datamax − datamin

2
√

3
, i = pillar, feature, sample for part or mold (4)

| uppart = max(uppillar, upfeature, upsample). (5)

Table 3. Uncertainty contribution for pillar height measurements.

Uncertainty Contributions
Mold Inserts Parts

Cavity 1 Cavity 2 Cavity 1 Cavity 2

ucal [μm] 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
uth [μm] 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003
ub [μm] 0.034 0.034 0.034 0.034

uppart [μm] - - 0.26–0.97 0.22–0.95
umold [μm] 0.11–0.12 0.13–0.79 - -

Table 4. Expanded uncertainty for single pillar height and height deviations measurements.

Expanded Uncertainties
Mold Inserts Parts

Cavity 1 Cavity 2 Cavity 1 Cavity 2

Upart [μm] - - 0.54–1.94 0.45–1.91
Umold [μm] 0.25–0.26 0.29–1.58 - -
Udev [μm] 0.54–3.92

Table 5. Expanded uncertainty for pillar height and height deviations measurements per Run.

Expanded Uncertainties per Run (Uexp [μm])

R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 R10 R11 R12 R13 R14 R15 R16

Cavity 1

Upart 1.04 1.10 0.77 0.88 1.42 0.84 1.94 1.87 0.55 1.40 0.74 1.43 1.05 1.29 0.76 1.02
Udev 1.65 1.74 1.77 1.86 1.86 1.77 2.09 1.69 1.98 1.95 2.02 1.83 2.49 1.68 1.80 2.28

Cavity 2

Upart 1.04 1.10 0.79 0.97 1.42 0.84 1.94 1.87 1.18 1.40 1.24 1.43 1.91 1.29 0.85 1.64
Udev 1.65 1.74 1.77 1.86 1.86 1.77 2.09 1.69 1.98 1.95 2.02 1.83 2.49 1.68 1.80 2.28

2.4. Product Fingerprint as Quality Indicator

The concept uses the microfluidic system described in Section 1 as a case study. It is of particular
interest as it builds upon past studies that used nano features (fingerprint) on the part, where a close
correlation of the fingerprint on the part to the overall quality of the component was revealed [8].

The current paper considers the use of dedicated μ-features positioned on the runner of the
molding that are equal or similar in size and shape to the features on the part [5]. The μ-pillars on the
runner can be used as a product fingerprint as they can be quickly measured with an in-line process
set up, separated from the main component and directly correlated to the overall part quality.

2.5. Process Fingerprint as Quality Indicators

Similar to product fingerprint a set of indices is proposed to serve as QIs in order to represent the
quality of the molding components with data from machine signals. Two type of QIs were considered:
the first type was calculated based on the deviation of consequent signals and the second was calculated
as single values per signal.
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The individual QIs belonging to the first type are presented in the following sections. They were
error of alignment, integrated squared error, cross correlation, shift error, and dynamic time warping.
The same quality indicators were also computed for the cross-correlated signals.

2.5.1. Work of Error and Integrated Squared Error

The controller of the injection-molding machine records the injection speed and the pressure
time resolved transient data during the process for every consecutive cycle. In theory, the controller
and the responses of an optimized process should be the same; however, in real world conditions,
the machine’s controller, the components of the machine, and the material can have different behavior.
For example, all operations include a level of uncertainty and interference from external conditions.
As such, the recorded signals in every consequent cycle of the process can deviate from the reference
cycle. This deviation describes the alignment error from each consequent cycle signal to the reference
signal by Equation (6).

ε(t) = y0(t)− yi(t) (6)

Erwork =
∫

ε(t)dt (7)

ISE =
∫

ε(t)2dt (8)

where: ε(t) the alignment error for time instance t, y0 the reference signal, yi any cycle signal, and i = 1,
2, . . . , N cycles.

The alignment error, though computed by Equation (6), is still a time series that consists of the
amplitude difference of two signals for the time instances t, where t = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 11 s. However,
although the ε(t) time resolved data contain valuable information, it is challenging to use. As such,
the work of error (Erwork) and the integrated squared error (ISE) [22] as described in Equations (7) and
(8), respectively, are used to extract the information as one single value for every signal associated
with the deviation of each processing cycle with respect to the reference cycle. The performance of
the alignment error and the ISE as a quality indicator in consequence will be discussed in a following
section of the paper.

2.5.2. Shift Error

Another quality indicator is the “Shift error” or “Shift” that originates from the cross correlation
of the input signals to the reference signal in every DOE run in the conducted experiment.
Cross correlation in discrete time series/signals y0(t) and yi(t) is described by Equation (9) [23].

Shifty0,yi
(l) =

∞

∑
t=−∞

y0(t)yi(t − l) (9)

where l is the lag of signal yi (i = 1, 2, . . . , N) in association to the reference signal y0. Cross-correlation
measures the similarity between a reference y0 and shifted (lagged) copies of y as a function of the
lag as illustrated in Figure 8. The “Shift” error can be used as a QI and will be discussed further in
Section 3.3.1. An example of cross correlation alignment from experimental Run 1 is provided in
Figure 9.
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Figure 8. Alignment error ε(t) and Shift error.

 

Figure 9. Signals of injection speed and pressure from part cycles 1, 5, and 10 of Run-1 before (top) and
after cross correlation alignment (bottom).

2.5.3. Work Deviation

The work deviation of any consequent signal to the reference one as described in Equation (10),
is an alternative QI that is used to describe similarity of any signal to the reference. A graphical
representation of “WorkDev” is provided in Figure 10.

WorkDev = W0 − Wi =
∫

y0(t)dt −
∫

yi(t)dt (10)

where: i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , N cycles.
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Figure 10. Representation of work deviation, given by the non-intersecting area of signals y0(t) and yi(t).

The compatibility of the “WorkDev” QI will be discussed in Section 3.3.1 and compared with the
previously introduced QIs and the dynamic time warping (see next section).

2.5.4. Dynamic Time Warping

Dynamic time warping (DTW) is an algorithm that has found use in applications such as acoustics
and seismic motion fields, where the alignment of a pair of time series or sequences is required [24].
The algorithm considers time series data of unequal size and it is used to compute the warping distance
between two different time series or signals. The warping distance of vectors yi to the reference vector
y0 is defined as the minimum distance from the beginning of the DTW table to the current position
(k, j). Based on the dynamic programming (DP) algorithm [25] the DTW table can be calculated as
follows [26] in Equation (11):

WarpDis : D(k, j) = d(k, j) + min

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

D(k − 1, j)
D(k, j − 1)

D(k − 1, j − 1)
(11)

where D(i, j) is the node cost connected to points yi(k) and y0(j) of the input and reference signals y0

and yi and is calculated with the use of L2-norm in Equation (12).

d(k, j) =
√(

yi(k)− y0(j)
)2 (12)

The warping distance (“WarpDis”) is the minimum Euclidean distance in the warping DTW table.
For the purposes of this work, the single dimension DTW algorithm was used to align

each consecutive signal to a reference signal. The algorithm stretches the two vectors y0 and yi,
onto a common set of instances such that the warping distance “WarpDis”, the sum of Euclidean
distances between corresponding points yi(k) and y0(j), is minimized. To properly match the input and
reference signals, the algorithm repeats each element of vectors yi and y0 as many times as necessary
resulting in two signals yi* and y0* of equal size, as illustrated in Figure 11. As such, the warping
distance “WarpDis” can be used as a QI.
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Figure 11. Alignment of original (top) and cross-correlated (bottom) signals of injection speed and
pressure of Run 1 and part c ycles 1, 5, and 10 using dynamic time warping (DTW).

To ensure the validity of the previously introduced QIs, the QI values were not directly comparable
to the dimensional measurements of the micro-feature on the collected samples, and the data were
standardized using Equation (12).

Zscore =
x − μ

σ
(13)

where, “x” is the xth observation, “μ” the mean value of all observations, and “σ” the standard
deviation of all observations per treatment.

Apart from the “process fingerprint” candidates originated from the deviation of both the transient
injection pressure and injection speed signals to the respective reference signals, two more “process
fingerprint” candidates were calculated from each signal. Those candidates belong to the second type
of quality indicators and were the signal integrals and signal powers as described below.

2.5.5. Signal Integral

The signal integral “Ix” is calculated with Equation (14) and of the time resolved data from the
whole signal y(t) recorded starting at the injection phase (t0 = 0 s), till the end of the packing phase
(tn = 11 s). The integral is related to the energy stored in the system and can differ on the measured
quantity. When the integral is calculated from the pressure signals, it provides the approximate value
of energy stored in the polymer from the melting, compression, and injection of the molten polymer in
the cavity.

Ix =
∫ T

0
y(t)dt (14)

T: end time of signal during (time = 11 s).

2.5.6. Signal Power

The power of a signal x, “SPx” is given as the sum of the absolute squares of the time-domain
samples of the signals divided by the signal length. Similar to the integral, signal power relates to the
energy of the system for all the recorded frequencies of the signal.

SPx = lim
T→∞

1
T

T∫
0

|y(t)|2dt (15)

T: end time of signal during (time = 11 s).
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Dimensional Measurements and Uncertainty Calculation

As stated in Section 2.3, three collected parts for each experimental run were examined. In order
to assess the quality of the parts and of the three pillars per measurement position, as illustrated in
Figure 3, they were examined to provide data for the replication fidelity of the pillars in each area of
the parts and the stability of the process.

In a preliminary analysis the average pillar height (part) and pillar height deviation per area is
presented in Figures 12 and 13, respectively, with their respective part measurement uncertainties as
described in Equation (1) (Upart) and Equation (3) (Udev). The uncertainty bars as illustrated on the
bar graphs are associated with the combined measurement uncertainty (Udev) (Figure 12) from both
mold (Umold) and parts (Upart) (Figure 10) measurements (Equation (3)) as calculated based in the ISO
15530-3 [20].

 

Figure 12. Average pillar height and Upart measurement uncertainty per position on the part for
Cavities 1 and 2 parts. The x-axis here represents the experimental DOE runs (R1 for Run 1) as
presented in Table 1.

 

Figure 13. Comparison of average pillar height deviation (mold-part) per position for Cavities 1 and 2.

Figure 12 presents the real area pillar height of the biochip, which is homogeneous for most of
the experimental runs. Figure 12 illustrates the replication fidelity of the pillars in both cavities. It is
evident that the less replicated pillars are originated to position PP1, and for the experimental runs 1, 3,
and 9, where the treatment uses the low value of the Tm parameter, and for runs 3 and 9 where Tmld
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is also at a low level. In position RP2 though, the μ-pillars positioned at the runners before Cavities 1
and 2 are better replicated for all the experimental runs where the high level of the InjSp parameter
was used, as higher injection speed increased the temperature of the molten polymer through the
mechanism of shear thinning. In comparison, when the lower level of InjSp was used, the replication
fidelity of the μ-pillars in position RP2 was lower due to the thicker cross-section where the shrinkage
was larger than the rest of the molded component.

3.2. Product Fingerprint Analysis

The dedicated μ-pillar features positioned on the runner of the molding can be potentially used
as product fingerprints, as they can be rapidly measured with an in-line process set up, while already
separated from the main component. However, for the on runner μ-pillars to be considered a suitable
candidate for product fingerprints, sensitivity and correlation analyses are required in order to
assess the sensitivity of the candidates to the process variation and their correlation to the on-part
pillars, respectively.

Figure 14 presents the results of the sensitivity analysis for the effects of the process parameter
changes. In particular, Figure 14a presents the results from the μ-pillar arrays height measurement
in position PP1 (μ-pillar structures near the gate). From the effect plots it can be seen that the
parameter with the greatest influence on the response is the injection speed (InjSp); its increase
leads to 39.9 ± 3.2 μm height deviation decrease of the feature height for Cavity 1 and a 0.06 μm
height deviation increase for features in Cavity 2. The error bars at the two parameter levels do not
overlap, and thus, the effect is considered significant for Cavity 1. The parameter with the second
most significant effect is Tm where an increase to its level results to 39.8 ± 3.2 μm height deviation
(from mold values) decrease of the μ-pillars. The rest of the parameters all appear to have an influence
with the exception of Tmld. However, the error bars at the parameter levels of the Tmld and PackPr
parameter effects do overlap indicating that the parameters cannot be considered as significant.

Figure 14b presents the results from the pillar array height deviation measurements in position
PP2 (μ-pillar structures in the middle of the part). The main effect plots reveal that the parameter with
the greatest influence on the response is the InjSp, where its increase from 100 mm/s to 140 mm/s
leads to 24.9 μm increase of the feature height deviation for Cavity 2, which is considered significant.
For the rest of the parameters only Tm appears to have an influence; however, none can be seen as
significant as the error bar in the main effect plot overlap for the two parameter levels for both cavities.

Figure 14c presents the results from the pillar arrays height deviation measurement in position
PP3 (μ-pillar structures far from the gate). However, none of the effects can be considered significant
as the error bars do overlap again.

In all three cases, the presented results are supported by the Pareto graphs at the right column of
the figure with respect to the parameters (Tm and InjSp) that have the largest effect. The effect of the
two-way interaction between Tm and InjSp is smaller from the effects of those two parameters, thus it
is considered insignificant.
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(d) 

Figure 14. Influence of IM process on the eight measurand deviations (from mold values) and “product
fingerprints candidates”. (a) Position PP1 in Cavities 1 and 2, (b) position PP2 in Cavities 1 and 2,
(c) position PP3 in Cavities 1 and 2, (d) position RP2 in Cavities 1 and 2. The figure presents the main
effects (left column) and the Pareto graphs (right column), with a schematic representation of the
measurement areas to be provided at the top. The error bars in the main effect’s plots represent the
measurement uncertainty from the dataset of the respective product fingerprint (Table 6).
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Table 6. Measurement uncertainty of the main effects (Ume) per parameter level.

Ume. per Run-Cavity 1

Tm [◦C] Tmld [◦C] InjSp [mm/s] PackPr [bar]

Position Unit 220 260 40 60 100 140 440 540
PP1 [μm] 5.6 3.6 3.9 3.8 3.0 3.8 3.2 3.0
PP2 [μm] 5.7 2.2 5.1 4.2 6.2 0.8 3.5 5.7
PP3 [μm] 16.0 1.8 13.3 13.3 17.3 3.2 12.6 14.0
RP2 [μm] 27.5 21.5 23.9 25.6 26.2 21.0 27.2 21.8

Ume. per Run-Cavity 2

Tm [◦C] Tmld [◦C] InjSp [mm/s] PackPr [bar]

Position Unit 220 260 40 60 100 140 440 540
PP1 [μm] 3.1 3.2 3.2 3.0 3.1 3.2 3.2 3.1
PP2 [μm] 3.7 4.3 3.9 4.1 3.9 4.2 4.0 3.9
PP3 [μm] 3.7 3.2 3.1 3.5 3.4 3.3 3.4 3.3
RP2 [μm] 46.8 21.8 37.3 39.4 32.8 3.7 35.2 41.3

In comparison to positions PP1, PP2, and PP3 that are located on the molded part, the μ-pillar
features in positions RP2 (at the middle of the runner for both Cavities 1 and 2) (Figure 14d) are less
sensitive to process variation than the three previously discussed measurand positions. In the case
of C2RP2 (Cavity 2—position RP2) a level increase in the Tm, Tmld, InjSp, and PackPr parameters
results to a feature height deviation decrease of 8.5 μm, 3.6 μm, 25.2 μm, and 0.66 μm, respectively,
revealing the influence of the InjSp parameter. In particular, the Pareto chart in Figure 14d presents the
larger influence of InjSp to the measurand C2RP2 in comparison to C1RP2, which is directly connected
to the different geometries in Cavities 1 and 2. However, similarly for the results of the feature
height deviation from positions C1PP3 and C2PP3 (Figure 14c), none of the parameters’ effects can be
considered significant due to the overlapping of the uncertainty bars in the presented main effects.
The reason for the influence of InjSp and Tm lies again in the lower viscosity of the melt. The melt
viscosity in combination with the geometry of μ-structure features, has an effect on the replication of
the μ-features, as molten polymer at higher injection speeds (InjSp), or melt temperature (Tm) has
a lower value of viscosity and can fill the features before a surface frozen layer is formed. When the
packing pressure (PackPr) is considered alone, the already formed frozen layer of the polymer cannot
be deformed by the higher packing pressure in order to fill the high aspect ratio μ-pillars. From the
main effect plots charts, it can be seen that lower height deviation (i.e., better replication) existed
mainly at the positions in the middle of the parts and farther from the gate where the response were
less sensitive to process variation. Table 6 presents the measurement uncertainty levels of the main
effects shown in Figure 14.

The μ-pillars in position RP2 are sensitive to process variation (although less than the rest of
the measurands), and are thus considered suitable “product fingerprint” candidates. The analysis of
the effects for the IM process parameters on the eight measurands has provided some indications on
the most suitable possible product fingerprints with respect to their sensitivity to process variation.
A product fingerprint though is required to have a high level of correlation with the overall part
quality assessed by a measurand. In the current concept, the on runner μ-pillars viability as “product
fingerprints” is examined.

Thus, the other μ-pillar positions are disregarded since they resulted in non-suitable product
fingerprints. A correlation analysis was carried out to determine the most suitable product fingerprint
related to the quality of the on part measurands and from the two on runner measurands. For the
analysis, the Pearson correlation ρ coefficient was calculated with the use of Equation (16) [27].
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ρ(x, y) =
∑n

i=1(xi − x)(yi − y)√
∑n

i=1(xi − x)2 ∑n
i=1(yi − y)2

(16)

n is the sample size of the two datasets X and Y (n∗1 vectors), xi and yi: data points in the vectors;
x and y: the sample means of datasets X and Y.

The coefficient ρ can vary between −1 and 1, where −1 indicates a perfect negative correlation
and 1 indicates a perfect positive correlation. Instead, a ρ value equal to 0 connotes that no correlation
exists between the two compared datasets. In this analysis, all the data points from the three replicates
of each treatment of a 24 × 3 full factorial experiment were used for the correlation analysis and the
calculation of the absolute Pearson coefficients.

The calculated |ρ| values for the 32 dataset combinations (16 combinations per cavity) are
presented in Figure 14. High correlations exist for many dataset combinations, though special focus
was given in the correlations of the datasets to the dataset originating to positions RP2 from Cavities
1 (C1RP2) and 2 (C2RP2). Figure 15a is focused on Cavity 1 and it illustrates that the combination
dataset with the highest correlation is C1PP1/C1RP2 (|ρ| = 0.73) (i.e., near the gate/on the runner),
followed by C1PP2/C1RP2 (|ρ| = 0.60) and C1PP3/C1RP2 (|ρ| = 0.57) (i.e., far from the gate/on
the runner), which present a strong correlation for the first combination and moderate correlation for
the two consequent ones. Instead, in Cavity 2 no strong correlations exist to the measurands in the
cavity, indicating that even though measurand C2RP2 is sensitive to process variations, particularly
for injection speed, it is not considered suitable for the quality monitoring of the μ-pillars inside the
cavity. Taking into consideration the sensitivity and correlation analyses from measurands in both
cavities, only the μ-pillars on the runner of Cavity 1 (C1RP2) can be considered as suitable “product
fingerprints” candidate and only for the measurands of Cavity 1.

(a) (b) 

Figure 15. Pearson correlation coefficient plots of measurands to the pillar “product fingerprint”
positioned on the runner of the molding (a) in Cavity 1 and (b) in Cavity 2. A perfect correlation
|ρ| = 1 exists only for combinations of the same dataset.

3.3. Process Fingerprint Analysis

In the same way as for the “product fingerprint”, a set of “process fingerprint” candidates were
extracted from the machine process monitoring and regulation signals. The goal was to verify which
can act as indicators of the overall product quality, especially for the functional μ-pillar features.

The time-resolved machine data were used to extract two type of indicators:

(1) The first type is characterized by those indicators which originated from the deviation of both the
transient injection pressure and injection speed signals with respect to the reference signals such
as error of alignment (ε(t)), integrated squared error (ISE), cross correlation shift error (Shift),
and dynamic time warping (WarpDis);

(2) Those indicators where the “signal integral” (Ix) and “signal power” (SPx) were calculated from
each signal to extract the information from the signal curve and are subsequently converted into
a single value representative of the second type.
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3.3.1. Process Fingerprint Based on Indicators of Type 1

As already discussed in Section 2.5.1, the machine controller records the injection speed
and the pressure time series and transient data during the process for every consecutive cycle.
The deviation of those signals from the initial reference (1st signal per run) is used for the
calculation of the deviation-based “process fingerprints” (Type 1). When this type of indicator
is considered, the “fingerprints” as well as the dataset’s values are standardized in order to be
compared. Figure 16 provides an example of the trends that exist between the standardized mold-part
deviation measurement and the standardized “process fingerprints” candidate values. It can be seen,
particularly for experimental run 16, that not all deviation datasets follow the same trend of the “process
fingerprints” candidates. However, the same fingerprints and dataset trends exist for both the nominal
(see Figure 16 top) and cross correlated aligned signals (see Figure 16 bottom). It can be seen that
“Workdev-InjPr” and “Erwork-InjPr” follow the exact trend with the dataset “C2PP2”. Analogously
“ISE-InjPr” follows a similar trend. Moreover, the dataset of position RP2 in Cavity 2 (C2RP2) follows
a similar trend to fingerprint candidate “ShiftXcorr-InjPr”. A similar trend can be observed between
the “process fingerprint” candidate “WarpDis-InjPr” and the dataset of position C1PP3.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 16. Example of process fingerprint candidates to measurand trends for experimental run 16
based on (a) nominal signals and (b) cross correlated signals. The legend of the graphs denotes both
the measurand datasets (i.e., C1PP1: Cavity 1–Position PP1) and the deviation based (Type 1) “process
fingerprints”.

When the whole experimental space is considered, the same dataset trends were not always
in agreement with the trends of the same candidates. Figure 17 illustrates the occurrence of similar
“process fingerprint” trends to the measurement datasets of each experimental run. For example,
significant trends between the measurement datasets and the candidate “WarpDis-InjPr” occur
a maximum of six times (i.e., six datasets) for Runs 7 and 15 where the Tmelt parameter is kept on the
low level. The second process fingerprint candidate occurrence is “Erwork-InjSp” with five times for
Run 9 and four times for Run 1. Instead, “process fingerprint” candidates such as “Workdev-InjPr”,
“ISE-InjPr”, and “ISE-InjSp” have less similar trends to the measurement datasets from the same
run, even though they appear to have similar trends to measurement datasets from most of the
experimental runs.
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Figure 17. Process fingerprint candidate trend occurrence per Run.

As a conclusion, “process fingerprints” “Workdev-InjPr”, “ISE-InjPr”, and “ISE-InjSp” together
with “WarpDis-InjPr” are considered suitable for the quality control of the pillar μ-features in most
of the examined experimental space. However, their correlation and trend are directly dependent on
each of the treatments’ process parameter combination.

3.3.2. Process Fingerprint Based on Indicators of Type 2

The second type of “process fingerprint” candidates originates from each signal individually.
To examine the suitability of signal integrals and signal power to serve as “process fingerprint”
candidates, a correlation analysis to respective measurement datasets was conducted with the
correlation coefficients |ρ| to be presented in Figure 18a for Cavity 1 and Figure 18b for Cavity 2.
The maximum correlation coefficient (|ρ| = 0.436, indicating a moderate correlation) values occur for
the combination I.InjSp/C2PP2 (integral of injection speed signal vs. the dataset in position C2PP2,
in the middle of the part). The rest of the combinations had weak correlation: they exhibited |ρ| values
lower than 0.4. For this reason, the integral and power of the injection pressure and speed signals
originating from the IM machine were not considered suitable “process fingerprint” candidates for the
quality control and assurance for μ-pillar structured molded components for the particular application.

(a) (b) 

Figure 18. Pearson correlation coefficient plots of measurands to the pillar “product fingerprint”
positioned on the runner of the molding (a) in Cavity 1 and (b) in Cavity 2.

4. Conclusions

A new approach towards process monitoring and fast-integrated quality assurance of injection
molded microstructured components based on product and process fingerprints was presented and
validated in this paper. The concept is examined on two parallel tracks. Micro pillars were positioned
on the runner before each cavity to serve as “product fingerprints” and the process controlling signals
were collected to extract “process fingerprint” candidates. The suitable fingerprints were selected after
a sensitivity and correlation analysis was conducted to assess their sensitivity to process variation and
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correlation, respectively. As far as the product quality assurance was concerned, the replication quality
of the μ-pillars was assessed using 3D scanning focus variation microscopy (i.e., off-line metrology).
For the process monitoring, the signals generated by the machine regulation embedded sensors were
used to extract the time-resolved data. Summarizing the key findings of the research, the following
conclusions can be drawn:

• The variation of the IM process parameters settings has an effect on the manufacturing quality
and replication of the molded μ-pillar structured components placed both in the cavities as well
as on the runners.

• The variation of the process was used to assess the suitability of μ-pillars in the eight different
positions to act as product fingerprint. The analysis was based on their replication quality.
A correlation analysis was then used for verification. This track was focused on the μ-pillars
positioned on the runners of the molding in positions C1RP2 and C2RP2. For Cavity 1, it can
be seen that the dataset position C1RP2 can be used to monitor the quality of the μ-features on
the part, especially for position C1PP1 (near the gate) with the highest correlation to originate to
the combination is C1PP1/C1RP2 (|ρ| = 0.73) (i.e., near the gate/on the runner), followed by
C1PP2/C1RP2 (|ρ| = 0.60) and C1PP3/C1RP2 (|ρ| = 0.57) (i.e., far from the gate/on the runner).
Instead, the μ-pillars on the runner of Cavity 2 (C2RP2), did not present strong correlations with
respect to the measurands of the features in the cavity, indicating that these μ-pillars are not
suitable to serve as a “product fingerprint”.

• Two different types of process fingerprint candidates were assessed for their suitability to
act as quality indicators of the micro structures on the molded parts. Results show that only
a small number of process fingerprint candidates from the category of deviation-based process
fingerprints (i.e., Type 1) were considered suitable for process monitoring when considered
together with the proper measurand. From the Type 2 indicators in fact, no candidate presented
a strong correlation with the quality of a measurand. This indicates that the integral and signal
power of machine injection pressure and speed signals could not be used for the monitoring of
the overall part quality in the current application.

• Finally, it can be concluded that the deviation of the quality of the part’s μ-pillars can be monitored
by monitoring the deviation of the “Workdev-InjPr”, “ISE-InjPr”, “ISE-InjSp”, and “WarpDis-InjPr”
process fingerprints. These fingerprints present similar trends with measurands for most of the
treatments in the investigated process window.

Future work will aim at the validation of the presented concept, enriched with data acquired
from in-mold temperature and pressure sensors. Furthermore, the assessment of product and process
fingerprints performance robustness will be carried out in longer manufacturing runs emulating
an actual production environment.
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Abstract: This article elucidates the characteristics of machining forces (an important phenomenon
by which machining is studied) using three sets of bimetallic specimens made of aluminum–titanium,
aluminum–cast iron, and stainless steel–mild steel. The cutting, feed, and thrust forces were recorded
for different cutting conditions (i.e., different cutting speeds, feeds, and cutting directions). Possibility
distributions were used to quantify the uncertainty associated with machining forces, which were
helpful in identifying the optimal machining direction. In synopsis, it was found that while machining
the steel-based bimetallic specimens, keeping a low feed and high cutting speed is the better option,
and the machining operation can be performed in both the hard-to-soft and soft-to-hard material
directions, but machining in the soft-to-hard material direction is the better option. On the other hand,
very soft materials should not be used in fabricating a bimetallic part because it creates machining
problems. Cutting power was estimated using the cutting and feed force signals. Manufacturers
who support sustainable product development (including design, manufacturing, and assembly)
can benefit from the outcomes of this study because parts/products made of dissimilar materials
(or multi-material objects) are better than their mono-material counterparts in terms of sustainability
(cost, weight, and CO2 footprint).

Keywords: sustainability; bimetallic object; cutting force; uncertainty; machining power

1. Introduction

The research on machining is mostly concerned with the machining of objects made of mono-material
and special alloys. On the other hand, research on the machining of objects made of multiple materials
cannot be ignored, mainly because of the rising concerns for sustainability. The explanation is
given below.

In general, sustainability means fulfilling the present generation’s needs without compromising
the ability to fulfill the future generations’ needs [1]. In more specific terms, sustainability means
ensuring material efficiency, energy efficiency, and component efficiency, preferably simultaneously,
for all products that inhabit the artificial world [2]. Here, material efficiency is with respect to the
usages of materials and takes into account the issues regarding energy consumption and resource
depletion while producing the primary materials; it also considers issues like the cost and weight
reduction of a product [2–5]. Energy efficiency takes into account the energy consumption during the
manufacturing activities (e.g., machining and assembly) of a product [2,5]. Component efficiency takes
into account the degree of fulfillment of the intended functionality, quality, and reliability requirements
of the components used in a product [2]. The interplay of these efficiencies is presented in detail
in [2], where it is concluded that material efficiency is more effective than the other two efficiencies
in enhancing the sustainability of a product. For example, a multi-material object is better than its
monometallic counterpart (e.g., an object made of aluminum–titanium is better than its monometallic
counterpart made of Titanium only, in terms of cost, weight, and CO2 footprint) [2]. Increasing
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the material efficiency might affect the energy and component efficiencies, which is not desirable.
Therefore, optimization is needed to obtain the best that a multi-material object can offer.

Nevertheless, the usages of multi-material products are expected to increase in the years to come
due to the fact mentioned above (i.e., enhancing the sustainability of a product from the viewpoint
of material efficiency). Nowadays, both physical joining processes (e.g., friction welding) [6–9] and
additive manufacturing processes (e.g., selective laser sintering) [10–13] are used to manufacture
objects made of dissimilar metals. The advent of such manufacturing processes will also accelerate
the usages of multi-material products since these processes help manufacture different parts made
of different types of dissimilar metals. It is worth mentioning that additive manufacturing processes
that add materials layer by layer based on the solid model of an object have been found suitable
for manufacturing very complex and highly customized objects using multiple materials [10–13].
As such, additive manufacturing processes (selective laser sintering) can easily fabricate an object
made of multiple materials, which is often difficult to achieve by conventional manufacturing processes
(e.g., machining, casting, forming, and welding).

The above explanation refers to the fact that more and more objects made of multiple materials
will inhabit our surroundings in the years to come. However, a multi-material object manufactured
either by additive manufacturing or by other manufacturing processes (e.g., friction welding) must be
machined so that it achieves the required dimensional accuracy and surface finish. This necessitates
machining knowledge regarding multi-material objects. In the literature, a relatively limited number
of studies are found regarding the machining of objects made of dissimilar materials. In particular, the
studies reported in [14–21] are noted. These studies show that the machining of a multi-material object
entails some unique properties. For example, a monometallic workpiece can be machined from any
sides, whereas while machining a workpiece made of two different materials, the machining direction
must be optimized (e.g., machining from the softer material side to the harder material side or vice
versa) [20]. The surface roughness quantification process of an object made of two different metals
needs some unconventional parameters (e.g., entropy, possibility distribution, and the like) [19,21].
The main issue of such uniqueness is the existence of the joint area or heat-affected zone, where
the material compositions and properties (particularly hardness) exhibit a great deal of variability
compared to the constituent materials. The authors in [6–9,22] have described this issue elaborately.
Depending on whether a cutting tool passes the joint area from the softer material side to the harder
material side, or vice versa, the machining characteristics might differ. As a result, the machining
forces (cutting force, feed force, and so on) might exhibit a different kind of character when the
cutting tool passes the joint area either from the softer material side to the harder material side or vice
versa. Since machining forces provide valuable insights into machining phenomena [23], it is worth
investigating the nature of the machining forces that arise when a cutting tool passes the joint area from
both sides of a bimetallic specimen. From this contemplation, this article reports the characteristics
of machining forces that occur when turning three sets of dissimilar metallic specimens made of
aluminum–titanium, aluminum–cast iron, and stainless steel–mild steel. Accordingly, the remainder
of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the bimetallic specimens, experimental
setup, and data acquisition technique. Section 3 presents the characteristics of the machining forces
underlying the stainless steel–mild steel in terms of time series data and uncertainty. Section 4 presents
the characteristics of the machining forces underlying the aluminum–titanium in terms of time series
data and uncertainty. Section 5 presents the characteristics of the machining forces underlying the
aluminum–cast iron in terms of time series data and uncertainty. Section 6 discusses the implication of
the results. Section 7 provides the concluding remarks of this study.

2. Machining Experiments and Data Acquisition

This section describes the bimetallic specimens, experimental setup, and data acquisition technique
used while turning the bimetallic specimens.
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Three different sets of bimetallic specimens were fabricated using friction welding [6,7].
The description of the welding conditions can be found in [2]. Table 1 lists the materials used to
prepare the specimens. The tensile strength, percent elongation, and hardness of each material are also
listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Materials used for fabricating the dissimilar metallic specimens.

Bimetallic
Specimens Materials

Tensile Strength Elongation Hardness

(MPa) (%) (Scale)

SU–SC

Stainless Steel
663 55

182
(JIS: SUS304) (HV)

Mild Steel
439 38

132
(JIS: S15CK) (HV)

Al–Ti

Aluminum
120 27

41
(JIS: A1070) (HV)

Commercial Pure
(CP) Titanium 401 35

146
(HV)

Al–CI

Aluminum
265 17.4

86
(JIS: A5052) (HV)

Ductile Cast Iron 442 18.6
79.2

(HRB)

The first set of specimens, defined as SU–SC, was prepared by joining two different materials,
namely, stainless steel (JIS: SUS304) and mild steel (JIS: S15CK). The chemical composition (wt%) of
the stainless steel was as follows: 0.052 C, 0.416 Si, 1.529 Mn, 0.0319 P, 0.0186 S, 8.057 Ni, 18.293 Cr,
0.185 Mo, 0.483 Cu, and 70.9345 Fe. The chemical composition (wt%) of the mild steel was as follows:
0.15 C, 0.20 Si, 0.40 Mn, 0.19 P, 0.022 S, 0.03 Ni, 0.14 Cr, 0.02 Cu, and 98.848 Fe. The tensile strength
(i.e., ultimate strength), elongation, and hardness of the stainless steel were 663 MPa, 55%, and 182 HV,
respectively. The tensile strength (i.e., ultimate strength), elongation, and hardness of the Mild Steel
were 439 MPa, 38%, and 132 HV, respectively. The second set of specimens, defined as Al–Ti, was
prepared by joining two different materials, namely, aluminum (JIS: A1070) and commercial pure
(CP) titanium. The chemical composition (wt%) of the aluminum (JIS: A1070) were as follows: 0.03 Si,
0.10 Fe, 0.01 Cu, 0.02 Mg, 0.01 V, 0.01 Ti, others ≤ 0.03 others, and 99.82 Al. The chemical composition
(wt%) of the CP titanium was as follows: 0.0011 H, 0.089 O, 0.006 N, 0.038 Fe, 0.005 C, and 99.8609 Ti.
The tensile strength (i.e., ultimate strength), elongation, and hardness of the aluminum (JIS: A1070)
were 120 MPa, 27%, and 41 HV, respectively. The tensile strength (i.e., ultimate strength), elongation,
and hardness of the CP titanium were 401 MPa, 35%, and 146 HV, respectively. The other set of
specimens, defined as Al–CI, was prepared by joining two different materials, namely, aluminum
(JIS: A5052) and ductile cast iron. The chemical composition (wt%) of the aluminum (JIS: A5052) was
as follows: 0.09 Si, 0.16 Fe, 0.02 Cu, 0.03 Mn, 2.6 Mg, 0.25 Cr, 0.01 Zn, ≤0.15 others, and 96.69 Al.
The chemical composition (wt%) of the ductile cast iron was as follows: 3.76 C, 2.91 Si, 0.49 P, 0.011 S,
0.029 Mg, and 92.8 Fe. The tensile strength (i.e., ultimate strength), elongation, and hardness of the
aluminum (JIS: A5052) were 265 MPa, 17.4%, and 86 HV, respectively. The tensile strength (i.e., ultimate
strength), elongation, and hardness of the ductile cast iron were 442 MPa, 18.7%, 79.2 HRB, respectively.

Note that the tensile strength, percent elongation, and hardness of one of the constituent materials
are greater than those of the other for each set of specimens. This ensures machining of soft-to-hard
material or vice versa at the joint area. Figure 1 shows the pictures of the specimens, one from
each set of specimens. The flash generated in the joint area (see Figure 1) was removed by using a
turning operation before conducting the machining experiments for obtaining the machining force
data. The friction welding conditions used to prepare the bimetallic specimens (Figure 2) are listed in
Table 2. As seen in Table 2, for the specimens called SU-SC, the rotating material was S15CK (i.e., mild
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steel). For the specimens called Al-Ti, the rotating material was A1070 (i.e., aluminum). For the other
specimens, the rotating material was A5052 (aluminum). The diameters of rotating material (while
performing friction welding) for all specimens were 12 mm. The friction speed, friction pressure,
and upset time were 27.5 s−1 (1650 rpm), 30 MPa, and 6 s, respectively, for all specimens. Whereas,
the friction times for the specimens namely SU-SC, Al-Ti, and Al-CI were 2 s, 1 s, and 3 s, respectively.
The upset pressures for the specimens, namely SU-SC, Al-Ti, and Al-CI were 270 MPa, 90 MPa, and
200 MPa, respectively.

 

Figure 1. The pictures of the bimetallic specimens.

Figure 2. Experimental setup.

On the other hand, the cutting conditions for the machining experiments are summarized in
Table 3. Carbide inserts (TNMG160404-MF) supplied by SandvikTM were used as cutting tools for the
machining experiments. Two cutting speeds (vc), 25 m/min and 50 m/min, were used here. The reason
for using such cutting velocities is that most job-shop type workshops, where machining is carried
out in real-life settings, are often forced to use very low cutting velocities due to resource constraints:
see [24] for a detailed description on the choice of cutting speed based on real-life constraints. However,
the rotational speed of the chuck was adjusted in every machining run, ensuring the above cutting
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velocities. The cutting speeds also ensure no or less tool wear during each machining run. Similar to
cutting speed, two values of feed (f ), 0.1 mm/rev and 0.2 mm/rev, were used, whereas the depth of
cut (ap) was kept constant (1 mm) for all machining runs. The machining experiments were conducted
at three different zones of each specimen: the zones of the constituent materials and the joint area.
In Figure 2, one of the constituent materials is denoted as Material A and the other is denoted as
Material B. According to Table 1, Material A means stainless steel (JIS: SUS304), aluminum (JIS: A1070),
or aluminum (JIS: A5052), for the specimen SU–SC, Al–Ti, or Al–CI, respectively. Similarly, Material B
means mild steel (JIS: S15CK), commercial pure (CP) titanium, or ductile cast iron, for the specimen
SU–SC, Al–Ti, or Al–CI, respectively.

Table 2. Friction welding conditions for fabricating the dissimilar metallic specimens.

Friction Welding Conditions
Specimens

SU-SC Al-Ti Al-CI

Rotating material S15CK A1070 A5052
Diameter of the rotating material (mm) 12

Friction speed (s−1) 27.5 (1650 rpm)
Friction pressure (MPa) 30

Friction time (s) 2 1 3
Upset pressure (MPa) 270 90 200

Upset time (s) 6

Table 3. Cutting conditions for machining experiments.

Items Descriptions

Machine Tool
Lathe Machine
Make: WASHINO
Model: LEO-80A

Cutting Tool
Carbide CVD Coated Insert
Make: Sandvik™
Code: TNMG160404-MF

Cutting Speed (vc) (m/min) 25, 50

Rotational Speeds of the Chuck (rpm) 1377

Feed (f ) (mm/rev) 0.1, 0.2

Depth of Cut (ap) (mm) 1

Cutting Direction A to B, B to A (for the joint area)

The joint area was machined from both directions—the hard-to-soft material direction and vice
versa (i.e., from the Material A to Material B directions, and vice versa)—for each specimen. To do
this, the machining force signals for a machining length of about 4 mm were recorded using a strain
gage-based data acquisition system, as schematically illustrated in Figure 2. As seen in Figure 2,
the system outputs the machining forces from three different channels. One of the channels records
the forces in the direction of the cutting speed. The force signals recorded from this channel are called
cutting force signals. Another channel records the forces in the direction of the feed. The force signals
recorded from this channel are called feed force signals. The other channel records the forces in the
direction of the tool post. The force signals recorded from this channel are called thrust force signals.
The signals were recorded after every 0.2 ms for the three channels. It is worth mentioning that the
cutting and feed force signals were used to calculate the cutting power and thereby to determine
the specific cutting energy/pressure. The thrust force signals were not used in the calculations but
recorded for the sake of having a complete picture of the machining phenomena.

However, for the sake of analysis, the raw signals require sampling. Figure 3 schematically
illustrates the sampling technique. The description is as follows. The time series of the force signals
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consists of the signals produced when the cutting tool approaches the cutting zone, when the cutting
tool is removing materials, and when the cutting tool moves away from the cutting zone. Therefore,
the raw signals, as shown in Figure 3a, require sampling. To do the sampling, a sampling span,
i.e., a time interval, was chosen in such a way that the signals in the sampling span consist of
cutting/feed/thrust force signals only when the cutting tool removes the materials either in the
constituent material zone (i.e., in the zone of Material A and Material B) or in the joint area (i.e., the
segment where Material A and B are physically connected). The case shown in Figure 3 corresponds to
the sampling of the machining force signals in the joint area. The force signals after sampling were reset
to a time equal to zero. Thus, the following relationships hold between the raw and sampled signals.

 

(a) sampling procedure (b) sampled machining forces 

Figure 3. Force data after sampling.

Let FRX(t), t = 0, Δ, . . . , T1, T1 + Δ, . . . , T2, . . . be the raw signals of X, ∀X ∈ {C, F, T}. Here,
C, F, and T mean cutting, feed, and thrust force signals, respectively. The interval [T1, T2] is the
sampling span. The symbol Δ is the sampling interval of the raw signals FRX(t). As mentioned before,
here Δ = 0.2 ms. The segment of signals FRX(t = T1), . . . , FRX(t = T2) is used to get the sampled
signals. However, the time interval in the sampled signal can be increased for the sake of analysis.
Let FSX(τ) be the sampled signals. Thus, FSX(τ = 0) = FRX(t = T1), FSX(τ = λΔ) = FRX(t = T1 + λΔ),
. . . , FSX(τ = nλΔ) = FRX(t = T2). This means that the sampled signal consists of n + 1 data points, and
the data points are collected using a time interval λΔ. If λ = 5, and Δ = 0.2 ms, then λΔ = 1 ms, i.e.,
the time interval of the sampled signal is 1 ms. Therefore, FSX(τ) means cutting, feed, or thrust force
signals at a time interval of 1 ms where X = C, F, or T, respectively. This convention is used throughout
this article. The pictures of the specimens taken after machining are shown in Appendix A.

3. Analyzing Machining Forces Underlying SU–SC

This section describes the machining forces underlying the bimetallic specimens denoted as SU–SC.
Figure 4 shows the machining forces (thrust, feed, and cutting forces) in the time domain. The plots

in Figure 4a,d,g,j show the expected machining forces of the constituent materials (S15CK + SUS304),
neglecting the joint area. The plots in Figure 4b,e,h,k show the machining forces manifested in the joint
area while machining from the S15CK direction to the SUS304 direction. The plots in Figure 4c,f,i,l
show the machining forces manifested in the joint area while machining from the SUS304 direction to
the S15CK direction. As seen in Figure 4, if a low feed (0.1 mm/rev) and low cutting speed (25 m/min)
are used and machining is done from the hard material (SUS304) direction to the soft material (S15CK)
direction, then the machining forces can be reduced. When a high feed is preferred, then the choice is
to machine from the opposite direction—from the soft material (S15CK) direction to the hard material
(SUS304) direction. For a high cutting speed (50 m/min), this argument is still valid for both low and
high feeds, but a low feed is perhaps a better option.
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f (mm/rev) vc = 25 m/min 

0.1 

 
(a) S15CK + SUS304 

 
(b) S15CK to SUS304 

 
(c) SUS304 to S15CK 

0.2 

 
(d) S15CK + SUS304 

 
(e) S15CK to SUS304 

 
(f) SUS304 to S15CK 

 vc = 50 m/min 

0.1 

 
(g) S15CK + SUS304 

 
(h) S15CK to SUS304 

 
(i) SUS304 to S15CK 

0.2 

 
(j) S15CK + SUS304 

 
(k) S15CK to SUS304 

 
(l) SUS304 to S15CK 

Figure 4. Machining forces underlying SU–SC.

To be more specific, the uncertainty in the cutting forces was studied by constructing the possibility
distributions [25,26] (probability-distribution-neutral representation of uncertainty) for the cutting
forces, as shown in Figure 4. Appendix B shows the mathematical settings for inducing a possibility
distribution from a set of numerical data. The results are shown in Figure 5. In the plots in Figure 5,
the phrase “DoB” means the degree of belief (or membership value, see Appendix B), which is a
value in the interval [0, 1]. The possibility distributions also support the abovementioned conclusions
regarding the relationships between cutting conditions and cutting forces. In particular, the possibility
distributions show that the use of a low feed and low cutting speed and the cutting direction
hard-to-soft is a better option for reducing the cutting force and its uncertainty.
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vc = 25 m/min 

 
(a) f = 0.1 mm/rev 

 
(b) f = 0.2 mm/rev 

vc = 50 m/min 

 
(c) f = 0.1 mm/rev 

 
(d) f = 0.2 mm/rev 

Figure 5. Uncertainties in the machining forces underlying SU–SC.

4. Analyzing Machining Forces Underlying Al–Ti

This section describes the machining forces underlying the bimetallic specimens denoted as Al–Ti.
It is worth mentioning that this is a uniform combination similar to SU–SC because the tensile strength,
hardness, and percent elongation of CP titanium are greater than those of aluminum (A1070), as listed
in Table 1. As such, it will help validate the conclusion made in the previous section.

Figure 6 shows the machining forces (thrust, feed, and cutting forces) in the time domain for the
dissimilar metallic specimens denoted as Al–Ti for the cutting conditions listed in Table 1. The plots in
Figure 6a,d,g,j show the expected machining forces of the constituent materials (Al + Ti), neglecting
the joint area. The plots in Figure 6b,e,h,k show the machining forces manifested in the joint area while
machining from the Al direction to the Ti direction. The plots in Figure 6c,f,i,l show the machining
forces manifested in the joint area while machining from the Ti direction to the Al direction. As seen in
Figure 6, if a low feed (0.1 mm/rev) and low cutting speed (25 m/min) are used and the machining
is done from the soft material (Al) direction to the hard material (Ti) direction, then the machining
forces can be reduced. The same conclusion regarding the feed is valid for a high cutting speed. This is
somewhat an opposing conclusion compared to that of the previous case. The reason for this somewhat
dissimilar result is perhaps the hardness of the materials. Here, Al is too soft compared to the other
material. This means that when a very soft metal is used in a dissimilar metallic object, it is better to
start the machining operation from the soft material side using a low feed and low cutting speed.
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f in mm/rev vc = 25 m/min 
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(a) Al + Ti 

 
(b) Al to Ti 

 
(c) Ti to Al 
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(d) Al + Ti 

 
(e) Al to Ti 

 
(f) Ti to Al 

 vc = 50 m/min 

0.1 

 
(g) Al+ Ti 

 
(h) Al to Ti 

 
(i) Ti to Al 

0.2 

 
(j) Al + Ti 

 
(k) Al to Ti 

 
(l) Ti to Al 

Figure 6. Machining forces underlying Al–Ti.

To be more specific, the uncertainty in the cutting forces shown in Figure 6 was further studied by
constructing possibility distributions similar to the previous case. The results are shown in Figure 7.
The possibility distributions also support the abovementioned conclusions regarding the relationships
between cutting conditions and cutting forces. In particular, the possibility distribution shows that the
use of a low feed and low cutting speed and employing the cutting direction soft-to-hard is the right
approach for reducing the cutting force and its uncertainty.
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vc = 25 m/min 

 
(a) f = 0.1 mm/rev 

 
(b) f = 0.2 mm/rev 

vc = 50 m/min 

 
(c) f = 0.1 mm/rev 

 
(d) f = 0.2 mm/rev 

−

Figure 7. Uncertainties in the machining forces underlying Al–Ti.

5. Analyzing Machining Forces Underlying Al–CI

This section describes the machining forces underlying the bimetallic specimens denoted as Al–CI.
It is worth mentioning that this is a uniform combination similar to the previous two cases, because
the tensile strength, hardness, and percent elongation of cast iron are greater than those of aluminum
(A5052), as listed in Table 1 (note that the hardness equal to 79.2 HRB is about 142 HV.) Compared to
the previous case, the Al alloy used here is much harder. As such, it will help validate the conclusions
made in the previous two sections.

Figure 8 shows the machining forces (thrust, feed, and cutting forces) in the time domain
for the dissimilar metallic specimens denoted as Al–CI for the cutting conditions listed in Table 1.
The plots in Figure 8a,d,g,j show the expected machining forces of the constituent materials (Al + CI),
neglecting the joint area. The plots in Figure 8b,e,h,k show the machining forces manifested in the
joint area while machining from the Al direction to the CI direction. The plots in Figure 8c,f,i,l show
the machining forces manifested in the joint area while machining from the CI direction to the Al
direction. As seen in Figure 8, if a low feed (0.1 mm/rev) and low cutting speed (25 m/min) are used,
both machining directions provide similar cutting forces. For the high cutting speed, the machining
direction soft-to-hard provides a better result only for the low feed. To be more specific, the uncertainty
in the cutting forces shown in Figure 8 was further studied by constructing the possibility distributions
similar to the previous two cases. The results are shown in Figure 9. The possibility distributions
also support the abovementioned conclusions regarding the relationships between cutting conditions
and cutting forces. In particular, the possibility distributions show that the use of a low feed and low
cutting speed and using the cutting direction soft-to-hard is the best procedure for reducing the cutting
force and its uncertainty.
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f in mm/rev vc = 25 m/min 

0.1 

 
(a) Al + Cast Iron 

 
(b) Al to Cast Iron 

 
(c) Cast Iron to Al 

0.2 

 
(d) Al + Cast Iron 

 
(e) Al to Cast Iron 

 
(f) Cast Iron to Al 

 vc = 50 m/min 

0.1 

 
(g) Al + Cast Iron 

 
(h) Al to Cast Iron 

 
(i) Cast Iron to Al 

0.2 

 
(j) Al + Cast Iron 

 
(k) Al to Cast Iron 

 
(l) Cast Iron to Al 

Figure 8. Machining forces underlying Al–CI.

vc = 25 m/min 

 
(a) f = 0.1 mm/rev 

 
(b) f = 0.2 mm/rev 

Figure 9. Cont.
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vc = 50 m/min 

 
(c) f = 0.1 mm/rev 

 
(d) f = 0.2 mm/rev 

Figure 9. Uncertainties in the machining forces underlying Al–CI.

6. Discussions

Manufacturers who support sustainable product development (including design, manufacturing,
and assembly) can benefit from the outcomes of this study because parts/products made of dissimilar
materials (or multi-material objects) are better than their mono-material counterparts in terms of
sustainability (cost, weight, and CO2 footprint). Particularly, this kind of study will help them by
supplying the knowledge of material wastages and energy conceptions during the manufacturing
processes. Regarding the material wastage calculation, the methodology described in [2] can be used.
As far as the energy consumption is concerned, the machining force signals shown in Figures 4–9
can be used. For example, the machining power (PM) (kW) can be estimated using the cutting and
feed force signals, which is a useful piece of information for determining the energy efficiency of
a manufacturing process [2]. The machining power, denoted as PM, has two components, namely,
Cutting power (Pc) and Feed power (Pf) components. As such, the following formulation holds:

PM(i) = Pc(i) + Pf (i) =
1

60 × 103

[
FSC(i)vc +

FSF(i) f N
103

]
(1)

Figure 10 shows, for example, the PM of the bimetallic specimen called SU–SC for the cutting conditions
vc = 25 m/min and f = 0.2 mm/rev. As seen in Figure 10, PM varies in the range of [0.2, 0.45] kW. The
variability in the cutting power for the four possibilities are illustrated in Figure 10a–d that correspond
to the segments S15CK, SUS304, S15CK to SUS304, and SUS304 to S15CK, respectively. When the
cutting tool passes the joint area, a gradual decrease/increase in the cutting power is observed, which
is similar to that of the machining forces. This means that when the force sensors are not available, a
power measurement instrument can be used to monitor the machining behavior of a bimetallic object.

 
(a) S15CK (b) SUS304 

Figure 10. Cont.
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(c) S15CK to SUS304 (d) SUS304 to S15CK 

Figure 10. Machining power of the SU–SC bimetallic specimen (vc = 25 m/min, f = 0.2 mm/rev).

7. Concluding Remarks

This study reports the cutting/feed/thrust forces exhibited by three sets of bimetallic specimens.
It was found that an entirely different machining force behavior arises due to the presence of
two different materials, as well as the joint area.

The results shown in Figures 4–9 lead to the following conclusions:
Referring to the results in Figures 4 and 5, while machining steel-based bimetallic objects, keeping

a low feed and high cutting speed is the better option, and the machining operation can be performed
in both hard-to-soft and soft-to-hard material directions, but machining in the soft-to-hard material
direction is the better option.

It is not recommended to create a bimetallic object using very soft material. Otherwise, it creates a
machining problem (e.g., the case shown in Figures 6 and 7).

If an aluminum-based bimetallic part is preferred, then it is better to use a relatively harder alloy
(e.g., compare the results shown in Figures 6 and 7 with those of shown in Figures 8 and 9). For the
aluminum-based bimetallic objects, it is better to machine at a low cutting speed and low feed when
the hard-to-soft material direction is needed.

Nevertheless, the research on machining is mostly concerned with the machining of objects made
of mono-material and special alloys, whereas the research on machining objects made of multiple
materials is in its infancy. The outcomes of this study can be used as a reference while enriching the
machining technology of multi-material parts.
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Appendix A Pictures of the Bimetallic Specimens Taken after Machining

This Appendix shows the pictures of the three types of specimens after conducting the turning
experiments. The respective cutting conditions and directions are shown.
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f = 0.2 (mm/rev), vc = 50 (m/min), SC to SU 

 
f = 0.1 (mm/rev), vc = 50 (m/min), SC to SU 

 
f = 0.1 (mm/rev), vc = 25 (m/min), SC to SU 

 
f = 0.2 (mm/rev), vc = 25 (m/min), SC to SU 

 
f = 0.2 (mm/rev), vc = 50 (m/min), SU to SC 

 
f = 0.1 (mm/rev), vc = 50 (m/min), SU to SC 

 
f = 0.1 (mm/rev), vc = 25 (m/min), SU to SC 

 
f = 0.2 (mm/rev), vc = 25 (m/min), SU to SC 

Figure A1. The SU–SC specimens.
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f = 0.2 (mm/rev), vc = 50 (m/min), Al to Ti 

 
f = 0.1(mm/rev), vc = 50 (m/min), Al to Ti 

 
f = 0.1 (mm/rev), vc = 25 (m/min), Al to Ti 

 
f = 0.2 (mm/rev), vc = 25 (m/min), Al to Ti 

 
f = 0.2 (mm/rev), vc = 50 (m/min), Ti to Al 

 
f = 0.1 (mm/rev), vc = 50 (m/min), Ti to Al 

 
f = 0.1 (mm/rev), vc = 25 (m/min), Ti to Al 

 
f = 0.2 (mm/rev), vc = 25 (m/min), Ti to Al 

Figure A2. The Al–Ti specimens.
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f = 0.2 (mm/rev), vc = 50 (m/min), CI -> Al 

 
f = 0.1 (mm/rev), vc = 50 (m/min), CI -> Al 

 
f = 0.1 (mm/rev), vc = 25 (m/min), CI -> Al 

 
f = 0.2 (mm/rev), vc = 25 (m/min), CI -> Al 

 
f = 0.2 (mm/rev), vc = 50 (m/min), Al -> CI 

 
f = 0.1 (mm/rev), vc = 50 (m/min), Al -> CI 

 
f = 0.1 (mm/rev), vc = 25 (m/min), Al -> CI 

 
f = 0.2 (mm/rev), vc = 25 (m/min), Al -> CI 

Figure A3. The Al–CI specimens.

Appendix B Inducing Possibility Distributions (Fuzzy Numbers) from Numerical Data

This appendix describes the mathematical procedures used to induce the possibility distributions
(fuzzy numbers) from the time series of machining forces. The same procedure can be found in [25,26].

Let x(t) ∈ 	, t = 0, . . . , n − 1 be n data points in the form of a time series, as shown in Figure A4.
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Figure A4. A given set of numerical data.

Let (x(t), x(t + 1)), t = 0, . . . , n − 1 be a point-cloud in the universe of discourse X = [xmin, xmax]
so that xmin < min(x(t)| ∀t ∈ {0, . . . , n}) and xmax > max(x(t)| ∀t ∈ {0, . . . , n}). Let A and B two
square boundaries so that the vectors of the vertices of A and B (in the anti-clockwise direction) are
((xmin, xmin), (x, xmin), (x, x), (xmin, x)) and ((xmax, xmax), (x, xmax), (x, x), (xmax, x)), respectively, ∀x ∈
X. As such, (x, x) is the common vertex of A and B. For example, consider the arbitrary point-cloud
shown in Figure A5. According to Figure A5, the universe of discourse is as follows, X = [20, 80].
Notice the relative positions of the boxes denoted as A and B in Figure A5. The boxes are connected at
their common vertices.

 
Figure A5. Relative position of A and B in the point-cloud (x(t), x(t + 1)).

Let PrA(x) and PrB(x) be two subjective probabilities, wherein PrA(x) and PrB(x) represent the
degrees of chance that the points in the point-cloud are in A and B, respectively. As such, these functions
are defined by the following mappings:

X → [0, 1]

x 
→ PrA(x) =

n−1
∑

i=0
Θ(t)

n−1

Θ(t) =

{
1 ((x(t) ≤ x) ∧ (x(t + 1) ≤ x))
0 otherwise

(A1)
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X → [0, 1]

x 
→ PrB(x) =

n−1
∑

i=0
Ω(t)

n−1

Ω(t) =

{
1 ((x(t) ≥ x) ∧ (x(t + 1) ≥ x))
0 otherwise

(A2)

The typical natures of the functions defined in Equations (A1) and (A2) are illustrated in Figure A6,
using the information of the point-cloud shown in Figure A5. Note that PrA(x) increases with
the increase in x, and the opposite is true for PrB(x). It is worth mentioning that PrA(x) + PrB(x)
≤ 1 for the point-cloud, though for some cases, PrA(x) + PrB(x) = 1 (see Figure A7). This means
that the expression PrA(x) + PrB(x) does not serve the role of “cumulative probability distribution”.
A cumulative probability distribution can, however, be formulated by using the information of PrA(x)
and PrB(x), as shown in Figure A7.

Figure A6. The typical nature of PrA(x) and PrB(x) for unimodal quantity.

Figure A7. Nature of PrA(x) + PrB(x) and min(PrA(x), PrB(x)) for unimodal data.

Consider a mapping that maps x into the minimum of PrA(x) and PrB(x), as follows:

X → [0, a]
x 
→ g(x) = min(PrA(x), PrB(x))

(A3)
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In Equation (A3), a = 1 if the point-cloud is a point; otherwise, a < 1. Figure A7 shows the nature
of g(x) with respect to PrA(x) + PrB(x). The area under g(x) is given by:

Q =
∫
X

g(x)dx (A4)

There is no guarantee that Q = 1. Otherwise, g(x) could have been considered a probability
distribution of the underlying point-cloud. However, a function F(x) can be defined as follows:

[0, a] → [0, 1]

x 
→ F(x) =

x∫
xmin

g(x)dx

Q

(A5)

F(x) can be considered a cumulative probability distribution because max(F(x)) = 1, F(x) ≥ F(z) for
x ≥ z, F(x) ∈ [0, 1], ∀x, z ∈ X. Figure A8 shows the nature of F(x) derived from g(x) shown in Figure A7.
The cumulative probability distribution defined in Equation (A5) produces a probability distribution
Pr(x). Thus, the following formulation holds:

Pr(x) =
dF(x)

dx
(A6)

Figure A9 shows the probability distribution Pr(x) that corresponds to F(x) as shown in Figure A8.
The area under the probability distribution Pr(x) is unit and Pr(x) remains in the bound of [0, 1].

From the induced probability distribution Pr(x), a possibility distribution given by the membership
function μI(x)) can be defined based on the heuristic rule of probability-possibility transformation—the
degree of possibility is greater than or equal to the degree of probability. The easiest formulation is to
normalize Pr(x) by its maximum value, max(Pr(x) | ∀x ∈ X), yielding the following formulation:

[0, 1] → [0, 1]
Pr(x) 
→ μI(x) = Pr(x)

max(Pr(x)|∀x∈X)

(A7)

Figure A10 shows the possibility distribution μI(x) derived from the probability distribution Pr(x)
shown in Figure A9. The shape of the induced probability and possibility distributions are identical,
as evident from Figures A9 and A10, respectively. Other formulations can be used instead of the
formulation (A7), if needed.

 
Figure A8. Nature of cumulative probability distribution of a point-cloud.
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Figure A9. The nature of the probability distribution of a unimodal point-cloud.

 
Figure A10. The nature of the possibility distribution of a unimodal point-cloud.

However, it is observed that when the point-cloud resembles the point-cloud of a bimodal quantity,
the induced possibility distribution resembles a trapezoidal fuzzy number. In addition, when the
point-cloud is a point, the induced possibility distribution becomes a fuzzy singleton. Moreover,
when the point-cloud resembles the point-cloud of unimodal data, the induced probability/possibility
distribution resembles a triangular fuzzy number. To define the membership function of an induced
fuzzy number in the form of a triangular fuzzy number, the following formulation can be used.

Let u, v, and w be three points in ascending order in the universe of discourse X, u ≤ v ≤ w ∈ X. Let the
interval [u, w] be the support of a triangular fuzzy number and the point v be the core. The following
procedure can be used to determine the values of u, v, and w from the induced fuzzy number μI(x)
(Equation (A7)):

u ≤ v ≤ w ∈ X
u = x (μI(x) = 0 ∧ μI(x + dx) > 0)
v = x (μI(x − dx) < 1 ∧ μI(x) = 1)
w = x (μI(x − dx) > 0 ∧ μI(x) = 0)

(A8)

As defined in (A8), u is the point after which the membership value μI(x) is greater than zero,
v is the point corresponding to the maximum membership value max(μI(x)), and w is the point
from/beyond which the membership value μI(x) again becomes/remains zero. Thus, the membership
function of the induced triangular fuzzy number denoted as μT(x) is as follows:

X → [0, 1]
x 
→ μT(x) = max

(
0, min

( x−u
v−u , w−x

w−v
)) (A9)
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In this article, the formulations up to (A7) were used, i.e., the regular fuzzy number was not
constructed. The triangular fuzzy numbers are particularly important when the optimization of
cutting conditions is carried out using the experimental data obtained by using a statistical procedure
(e.g., design of experiment), as shown in [26].
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Abstract: The microstructure and mechanical properties of IN625 alloy processed by laser powder
bed fusion (LPBF) and then subjected to stress relief annealing, high temperature solution treatment,
and hot isostatic pressing were studied. Tensile testing to failure was carried out in the 25–871 ◦C
temperature range. Creep testing was conducted at 760 ◦C under 0.5–0.9 yield stress conditions.
The results of the present study provided valuable insights into the static and creep properties of LPBF
IN625 alloy, as compared to a wrought annealed alloy of similar composition. It was shown that at
temperatures below 538 ◦C, the mechanical resistance and elongation to failure of the LPBF alloy were
similar to those of its wrought counterpart, whereas at higher temperatures, the elongation to failure
of the LPBF alloy became significantly lower than that of the wrought alloy. The solution-treated
LPBF alloy exhibited significantly improved creep properties at 760 ◦C as compared to the wrought
annealed alloy, especially under intermediate and low levels of stress.

Keywords: nickel-based superalloys; additive manufacturing; high temperature mechanical
properties; creep resistance

1. Introduction

Nickel-based Inconel 625 alloy has numerous applications in the aeronautics, aerospace, marine,
chemical, and petrochemical industries [1,2]. The alloy is generally used in a medium temperature
range (250–593 ◦C) for structural applications requiring high strength and excellent corrosion resistance,
and in a high temperature range (over 593 ◦C) for applications calling for outstanding creep
resistance (ASTM E139-11, ASTM B444). These service properties can be achieved by conventional
manufacturing technologies such as forging, rolling, or extrusion [3–6]; laser powder bed fusion (LPBF)
additive manufacturing (AM) technology, however, offers numerous advantages over conventional
manufacturing, more specifically in terms of its ability to fabricate parts with near net shapes, unique
designs, added functionalities, low buy-to-fly ratios, and high productivity [7–10]. Moreover, LPBF is
capable of producing fully functional parts directly from metal powder without the need for specialized
tooling and intermediate processing steps.

It should nevertheless be noted that complex heat effects, which occur during LPBF and are
related to highly localized multiple melting–remelting of powder and of underlying bulk materials,
differ from those seen during conventional casting and welding. They are also responsible for strongly
non-equilibrium heat and mass transfer and solidification phenomena leading to grain refinement,
texture development, and the formation of unusual metastable phases [11–13]. High residual stresses
resulting from a combination of significant temperature gradients and high cooling rates represent
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another peculiarity of LPBF; to avoid distortions and cracking, printed parts must therefore be
subjected to post-processing stress relief heat treatment before they can even be removed from the
build plate [14,15].

To mitigate the undesirable effects of LPBF processing on the microstructure of parts
(columnar structure and precipitation formation), various post-processing heat treatments have been
proposed [12,13,16,17]. These treatments frequently differ from those recommended for conventionally
processed IN625 alloy parts, because of the previously mentioned structural features related to LPBF
processing. For example, only a small amount of recrystallized structure is found in the LPBF IN625
alloy at 980 ◦C (~0.8 Tm) [12], while in the conventionally deformed (ε = 0.4) IN625 alloy, annealing in
the 900–980 ◦C temperature range results in full recrystallization [18]. A fully recrystallized structure
has been observed in the LPBF IN625 alloy only at temperatures higher than 1100 ◦C [12,13,16]. Thus,
numerous studies on LPBF-fabricated alloys have aimed to find an original sequence of post-processing
heat treatments, which can include solution treatment, homogenization annealing, aging, etc., in order
to render the service properties of LPBF parts comparable or superior to those of conventionally
manufactured alloys of similar compositions.

An excellent combination of outstanding corrosion resistance and superior creep resistance, as well
as the relatively high tensile strength of nickel-based IN625 alloy (up to 600 ◦C), make it an interesting
choice for aerospace applications. It has been shown that post-processing annealing of LPBF IN625 alloy
can significantly improve its room temperature ductility as compared to its as-built state [13,19–21].
However, the assessment of mechanical properties cannot solely be limited to room temperature testing,
especially for materials dedicated for service at elevated temperatures. In this context, it is known
that conventionally processed nickel-based superalloys face the risk of embrittlement at temperatures
higher than 600 ◦C, and that thermal treatments can affect this mechanical behavior either positively or
negatively [22].

It has been shown, for example, that at 538 ◦C, the mechanical resistance and the elongation to
failure of an IN625 alloy that was electron beam-melted and then hot isostatically pressed (HIP, 1120 ◦C,
100 MPa, 4 h) were close to those of wrought IN625 alloy [23]. At 760 ◦C, however, as compared to its
wrought counterpart, the laser powder-fused IN625 alloy (HIP under the same conditions as above)
manifested significantly lower ductility, but similar mechanical resistance [16,24]. Notwithstanding the
preceding, such information is very limited, which makes it difficult to compare the tensile properties
of printed and wrought IN625 parts. The outstanding creep resistance of wrought IN625 alloy favors
its use at elevated temperatures, but, as was the case with the tensile properties, we could not find any
publicly available information on the creep properties of 3D-printed IN625 alloy.

Unlike IN625 alloy, LPBF IN718 alloy, as a precipitation-hardened alloy with a higher mechanical
resistance at elevated temperatures [25], has been covered by many studies [26–30]. It was shown
that LPBF IN718 alloy manifested a high build-orientation-related anisotropy of its creep properties,
caused by preferentially oriented distributions of dendrites and precipitations formed during LPBF
processing [26]. Furthermore, the application of the solution (980 ◦C, 1 h) and aging (718 ◦C/8 h +
621 ◦C/10 h) heat treatments recommended by the AMS5662 specifications for forged and welded
IN6718 alloy to the LPBF IN718 alloy led to lower creep rupture times, compared to the as-built
state [26]. It was shown that this property degradation stems from the replacement of particle-shaped
δ phase precipitates located in the interdendritic regions of the as-built alloy by needle-shaped δ phase
precipitates located in the equiaxed structure of the solution-treated and aged alloy.

For the same LPBF IN718 alloy, limited data are available on its microstructure and mechanical
behavior after post-processing HIP treatments. Similarly to the above-mentioned influence of the
δ phase morphology, it was shown in Reference [28] that at 650 ◦C, the HIP-treated alloy (1200 ◦C,
103 MPa, 4 h) exhibited a lower creep rupture time compared to the as-built state. Note that this
comparison was flawed, since the materials in both states were tested under the same stress of 650 MPa
(~0.8 of YS for the as-built alloy), which put the HIP material under less favorable conditions, since HIP
reduces the mechanical resistance characteristics of the printed material. Nevertheless, it was assumed
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that the needle-like δ phase grain boundary precipitates found in crept HIP-treated samples could
be a cause of lower creep lifetimes, but their origins were not clear; it was uncertain whether the
precipitation took place during HIP or if it occurred during creep testing at 650 ◦C. A comparison of the
HIP LPBF IN718 alloy and the conventional hot-rolled IN718 alloy showed that the former manifested
shorter creep lives than the latter under the same testing conditions [28].

It was also shown in Reference [27] that the application of the HIP conditions recommended for
the wrought IN718 to the LPBF IN718 alloy (1180 ◦C, 175 MPa, 4 h [31]) triggered three concurrent
phenomena, namely, microstructure homogenization, δ phase dissolution, and the formation of coarse
carbide precipitates. When these phenomena were combined, they significantly improved the creep
rupture time at 650 ◦C and 550 MPa, as compared to what was obtained in the as-built state.

Based on the above-mentioned observations, two main objectives can be established for future
work: (a) Building a comprehensive database of the mechanical behaviors of LPBF IN625 alloy over a
wide temperature range; for this study, the application of heat treatments recommended for the wrought
alloy of the same composition was considered reasonable as a first approximation; (b) establishing
a correlation between the mechanical properties of LPBF IN625 alloy and its microstructure (size of
structural elements, nature and morphology of precipitates), with the ultimate goal of optimizing the
post-processing conditions for this material.

This work focused on the first objective. The tensile and creep behaviors of laser powder-fused
IN625 alloy subjected to stress relief (SR) annealing, solution treatment (ST), and hot isostatic pressing
(HIP) were studied. The tensile behavior was studied in the 25 to 871 ◦C temperature range (68 to
1600 ◦F), with this range corresponding to the widest service diapason recommended for IN625
alloy [32]. The creep behavior was studied at 760 ◦C (1400 ◦F) under various stresses, this temperature
corresponding to the onset of the high temperature embrittlement phenomenon observed in our
previous work [16]. The correlation between the mechanical behavior and the structural features will
form the core of the next publication.

It should be noted that since LPBF IN625 alloy in its as-built condition is characterized by a
significantly high level of residual stresses and a strongly heterogeneous microstructure, it is not
suitable for practical use, and was therefore excluded from consideration in this study. Meanwhile,
the microstructure and the mechanical properties of the as-built LPBF IN625 alloy at room and elevated
temperatures can be found elsewhere [16,24].

Note also that in this work, the exact heat and HIP treatment conditions have been omitted and
the tensile testing stress values measured normalized to protect proprietary partner information.

2. Material and Methods

In this study, IN625 powder (EOS GmbH, Munich, Germany) with a chemical composition
corresponding to UNS N06625 and ASTM B443 was used. An EOSINT M290 (EOS GmbH, Munich
Germany) laser powder bed fusion system equipped with a 400 W ytterbium fiber laser and the EOS
IN625_Surface 1.0 Parameter Set (laser power ~300 W, scanning speed ~1000 mm/s, hatching space
~0.1 mm, and layer thickness ~40 μm) was employed to fabricate two types of specimens: 10 × 10 ×
10 mm3 cubic specimens for microstructure evaluation, and 85 × 18 × 3 mm3 rectangular blanks for
tensile testing (Figure 1a). The blanks were built in two directions relative to the build plate, as defined
in Figure 1a, and have been referred to as vertical or horizontal (parallel or perpendicular to the
build direction, respectively) throughout this paper. The chemical compositions of the IN625 powder,
the as-built LPBF alloy, and the wrought annealed alloy (reference) are shown in Table 1.
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Figure 1. (a) Rectangular blanks and cubic specimens on the build plate; (b) tensile specimens
(dimensions in mm; * - reference dimension) [24].

Table 1. Chemical composition of IN625 alloy (in wt. %).

IN625 Ni Cr Mo Nb Fe Ti Al Co C Ta Si S Mn

ASTM
B443-00 Bal 21.0–23.0 8.0–10.0 3.15–4.15 ≤5.0 ≤0.4 ≤0.4 ≤1.0 ≤0.1 ≤0.05 ≤0.5 ≤0.015 -

Powder Bal 21.81 9.33 4.06 0.78 0.39 0.34 0.19 0.013 <0.02 0.15 0.002 0.04
LPBF alloy Bal 22.42 9.57 3.95 1.66 0.07 0.19 <0.03 0.012 0.02 0.17 0.004 0.04
Wrought

alloy Bal 23.67 8.49 3.49 4.48 0.22 0.24 0.07 0.032 0.02 0.18 0.001 0.34

Following the LPBF, the build plate with cubic and rectangular specimens was subjected to
stress relief (SR) annealing at ~900 ◦C for 1 h (EOS recommendations), followed by forced air cooling
(~1.5 ◦C/s) [10,33]. The SR treatments were carried out in a Nabertherm H41/N furnace under argon
continuous flow (~15 L/min). Next, all the printed specimens were cut from the platform, using a
reciprocated saw, and the rectangular blanks were machined by EDM (electrical discharge machining)
to obtain the dumbbell-shaped tensile testing specimens shown in Figure 1b.

Finally, some SR specimens were reserved for future study, while the others were subjected to
either hot isostatic pressing (HIP, Avure Technologies, Quintus QIH-3, Columbus, OH, USA) under
pressurized argon atmosphere, followed by furnace cooling (~0.1 ◦C/s) [34–36]; or high temperature
solution treatment (ST) for 1 h in an open-air furnace (Pyradia, Longueuil, QC, Canada), followed by air
cooling (~0.5 ◦C/s) (Figure 2). Both the HIP and ST post-treatments were expected to homogenize the
as-built LPBF microstructure and decrease the anisotropy of the IN625 alloy’s mechanical properties.
Since HIP is time- and resource-consuming, and can result in undesirable grain growth [16], ST is seen
as its economic and technologically sound alternative.
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Figure 2. Schematic presentation of the post-processing sequence of laser powder bed fusion
(LPBF) alloy.

For this study, it was decided to carry out both treatments at the same temperature in the
1100–1150 ◦C range. This decision can be explained by the fact that HIP at this temperature had already
been successfully used to reduce processing-induced porosity, and to homogenize and recrystallize
LPBF-built microstructures [16,24,34]. On the other hand, for a high carbon version of IN625 alloy
(~0.045 wt. %C), a typical ST temperature is also in the 1100–1150 ◦C range [37].

For reference, wrought IN625 alloy annealed at 980 ◦C (Table 1), provided by McMaster Corp.
and corresponding to ASTM B443 (Grade 1, with a grain size of ~13 μm), was also characterized
in the framework of this study. The Grade 1 (fine-grained) alloy was chosen because it possessed
higher mechanical characteristics above 600 ◦C than the solution-treated Grade 2 (coarse-grained)
alloy. The temperature- and time-dependent behaviors of the LPBF and wrought IN625 alloys were
compared in this study from the perspective of their concurrent industrial use.

Tensile testing with a strain rate of 10−3·s−1 was conducted at 25, 427, 538, 593, 649, 760, and 871 ◦C
(68, 800, 1000, 1100, 1200, 1400, and 1600 ◦F) using an MTS 810 testing system equipped with an
infrared radiant heating furnace. High temperature testing was realized under argon atmosphere at a
flow rate of 5–18 L/h. Prior to tensile testing, specimens were heated at a heating rate of 1 ◦C/s and
maintained at the test temperature for 10 min. The temperature was controlled using three K-type
thermocouples in contact with the specimen surface and evenly distributed along its gauge length to
control the uniformity of the temperature distribution. The strain was calculated using data provided
by the LVDT (linear variable differential transducer) of the testing machine. After each treatment and
for each testing temperature, the yield strength (YS corresponding to 0.2% offset strain), the ultimate
tensile strength (UTS), and the elongation to failure (ε) were determined. For each experimental point,
three specimens were tested, and the mean values of YS, UTS, and ε and their confidence ranges at a
confidence probability of p = 0.95 were calculated.

Creep tensile testing was conducted at 760 ◦C (1400 ◦F) at 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9 of the YS with a loading
rate of 10 N·s−1. The testing system, atmosphere, gas flow, and heating rates for the creep testing were
identical to those of the elevated temperature tensile testing. Three tests were conducted for each creep
condition, and the rupture time (τ), the fracture strain (ε), and the steady or secondary creep rates (

.
ε)

were determined.
The fracture morphology and microstructure were analyzed using scanning electron microscopy

(SEM, Hitachi TM3030 system and Hitachi SU8230 system equipped with an electron backscatter
diffraction (EBSD) unit). The microstructural analysis was performed on the horizontal (XY) and
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vertical (ZX) reference faces of the cubic specimens (Figure 1a). All the specimens were polished
manually (down to 1 μm grit size), and then using a vibrometer and colloidal silica (0.05 μm grit size).
For EBSD analysis, samples were tilted at 70◦ and scanned at 20 kV, with a step of 1–2 μm.

3. Results

3.1. Grain Size and Grain Orientation

The EBSD images of the SR-, ST-, and HIP-treated specimens are shown in Figure 3. In the
vertical section, the SR specimen contained grains oriented parallel to the build direction (Figure 3a).
A continuous grain growth (i.e., epitaxial growth across the melt pool boundaries) during the LPBF
process affected the grain orientation and the length of growing grains. In fact, the grains had an
average length greater than 120 μm (three layer thicknesses). Equiaxed grains with an average size
of 20 μm were observed in the horizontal section. After the ST and HIP treatments, the columnar
grain structure of the SR alloy morphed into equiaxed grain structures (Figure 3b,c). After the ST,
the grain size varied from 1 to 80 μm in size, while after the HIP, it varied between 10 and 300 μm.
Note that the average grain size (~45 μm) of the HIP alloy was twice as large as that of the ST alloy
(~20 μm). The equiaxed grains with annealing twins corresponded to a low-stacking fault-free energy
fcc matrix. For the SR specimens, the dominant grain texture in the build direction corresponded to the
[001] direction (red area in Figure 3a), which transformed to a random texture after the ST and HIP
treatments (Figure 3b,c).

Figure 3. Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) images of the (a) stress-relief annealing (SR)-,
(b) solution-treated (ST)-, and (c) hot isostatic pressing (HIP)-treated alloys; white arrow shows the
build direction. (Color crystal orientation code is inserted.)

3.2. Mechanical Properties at Room Temperature

Typical RT tensile stress–strain diagrams of the SR-, ST-, and HIP-treated specimens are shown in
Figure 4a–c, along with the stress–strain diagram of the wrought annealed alloy in Figure 4d. For the
build orientation dependency evaluation, tensile diagrams for the horizontal and vertical specimens
have been superimposed.
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Figure 4. Tensile stress–strain diagrams (RT) of the (a) SR-, (b) ST-, and (c) HIP-treated LPBF alloy and
(d) wrought annealed alloy.

An examination of these diagrams reveals that at room temperature, the SR specimens manifested
the strongest build orientation dependency and the most hardened mechanical behavior as compared to
their ST and HIP counterparts: after SR, the yield strength (YS) and the ultimate tensile strength (UTS)
of the horizontal specimens were higher, while their elongations to failure (ε) were lower than those
of the vertical specimens (Figure 4a). After ST, both the strength characteristics and their orientation
dependency decreased (Figure 4b), while the elongations to failure increased, as compared to the
corresponding values for the SR specimens. The YS and UTS values of the horizontal ST specimens
were still slightly greater than those of the vertical ST specimens, while the elongations were lower.
The HIP specimens did not manifest any orientation dependency and their elongations to failure were
similar to those of the ST specimens, while their strength characteristics were slightly lower (Figure 4c).

3.3. Mechanical Properties in the 25–871 ◦C (1600 ◦F) Temperature Range

Typical stress–strain diagrams of the SR-, ST-, and HIP-treated LPBF specimens and the wrought
annealed alloy are presented in Figure 5 for the temperature ranging from 25 to 871 ◦C (1600 ◦F).
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Figure 5. Stress–strain diagrams of the (a) SR-, (b) ST-, and (c) HIP-treated specimens and (d) wrought
annealed alloy in the 25–871 ◦C temperature range.

Globally, at elevated temperatures, the horizontal SR specimens exhibited higher YS and UTS
and lower elongations as compared to their vertical counterparts (Figure 5a), which was similar
to the room temperature behavior of these specimens. It was seen, however, that the higher the
testing temperature, the lower the orientation dependency in terms of the YS and UTS values, but the
higher this dependency in terms of their elongations to failure. As shown in Reference [16], after low
temperature ST and HIP treatments, the mechanical behaviors of the corresponding specimens became
build orientation-independent, and therefore, only vertical specimens were tested in the present work
(Figure 5b,c).

In the 427–538 ◦C temperature range, the SR specimens manifested the highest YS and UTS
values as compared to those of the ST (HIP) and wrought alloy specimens, but at the expense of lower
elongations. In this specific temperature region, the LPBF specimens (both ST and HIP) and wrought
specimens manifested similar mechanical behavior. However, starting at 593 ◦C and up, the ductility
of the ST and HIP specimens decreased, while that of the wrought alloy increased (the same trend
was observed for the SR specimens at 649 ◦C and up). Vertical ST and HIP specimens manifested
lower elongations than their vertical SR counterparts, but higher elongations than their horizontal SR
counterparts. Thus, in the 593–649 ◦C temperature range, the mechanical behavior of the LPBF alloy
was characterized by increasing brittleness, whereas the wrought alloy showed only a slight decrease
in ductility.

At 760 ◦C, both the SR and wrought specimens exhibited yield strength peaks, while the ST and
HIP specimens both manifested significant work hardening. At 871 ◦C, yield strength peaks and work
softening were observed for all the specimens. At this temperature, the mechanical strength parameters
of all the specimens were similar, while the elongations to failure of the LPBF alloy specimens were
significantly lower than those of the wrought alloy, irrespective of the post-processing conditions of
this study.

Additionally, the fracture analysis of the SR and HIP specimens after their tensile testing at 538
and 760 ◦C confirmed that in this temperature range, the specimens manifested fracture mechanisms
corresponding to the transition from ductile to brittle behavior [24]. As seen in Figure 6, at 538 ◦C,
the fracture surfaces showed a mostly ductile fracture mode characterized by dimples (Figure 6a,c),
while at 760 ◦C, intergranular brittle fracture occurred (Figure 6b,d). Moreover, at 760 ◦C, after HIP,
the fracture surface reflected visible triple points between equiaxed grains.
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Figure 6. Fracture surfaces of the (a,b) SR (horizontal) and (c,d) HIP specimens, tensile-tested at
(a,c) 538 ◦C and (b,d) 760 ◦C.

3.4. Creep Testing

Since the tensile mechanical properties of the ST and HIP specimens were found to be comparable
across the entire temperature range of this study, only the ST-treated specimens were subjected to
creep testing in accordance with ASTM E139−11 (2018), along with their SR and wrought annealed
counterparts. Moreover, since the mechanical properties of the ST specimens over this temperature
range were found to be build orientation-independent, only vertical ST specimens were subjected to
this testing.

Figure 7 shows the typical creep diagrams for the SR, ST, and wrought annealed alloy specimens
under stresses ranging from 0.5 to 0.9 YS (760 ◦C, 1400 ◦F). For the LPBF specimens subjected to low
(0.5 YS) and intermediate (0.7 YS) stresses, three stages of creep behavior were clearly distinguished:
primary, secondary (steady), and tertiary (fracture), with durations dependent on the levels of stress
applied. In the case of the SR specimens (Figure 7a), a secondary stage of creep was less pronounced
than in the case of the ST specimens (Figure 7b), and for the SR specimens at higher stresses (0.7 YS),
the transition from the primary to the steady stage was hardly distinguishable. For the wrought
annealed specimens, the primary stage of creep was almost skipped (Figure 7c); the steady stage
started much more quickly: the start time was ≤ 0.003 h as compared to the SR and ST specimens,
for which this time was 0.15–0.2 h.

 
Figure 7. Creep diagrams of the (a) SR, (b) ST, and (c) wrought annealed IN265 alloys at 760 ◦C
(1400 ◦F).
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Figure 8 collects the lifetime and rupture strain data for the normalized levels of creep stress (σ/YS).
Note large data scattering in the case of LPBF specimens, both SR and ST, as compared to their wrought
counterparts (Figure 8a). In the 0.3–0.9 σ/YS range, the ST-treated LPBF alloy manifested a longer life
to rupture (note also a run-out at 48 h at σ/YS < 0.5), while the SR and wrought specimens exhibited
similar rupture times in the entire 0.3–0.9 σ/YS range. Interestingly, the mean rupture strain in the
case of the wrought specimens was significantly higher than that in the case of the SR- and ST-treated
LPBF specimens (Figure 8b). The ST specimens showed the lowest mean rupture strain. Note also that
the mean rupture strain values correlated well with (and did not exceed) the corresponding tensile
ductility values at 760 ◦C (Figure 5).

Figure 8. Applied stress in relative values (σ/YS) as a function of the (a) creep rupture time and
(b) rupture strain for the SR, ST, and wrought annealed IN625 alloy (760 ◦C).

After low-stress creep fracture (0.5 YS) at 760 ◦C, the fracture surfaces of the SR specimens had a mix
of transgranular and intergranular patterns, while the ST specimens contained mostly transgranular
patterns corresponding to a dimpled fracture after the same stress creep (Figure 9a,c). High stresses,
however, led to mostly intergranular fractures for both the SR and ST specimens (Figure 9b,d).

The fracture surfaces of the wrought annealed alloy, containing numerous voids, dimples,
and tearing ridges, indicated extremely ductile behavior of this alloy as compared to that of the
ST-treated LPBF alloy, under creep conditions at 760 ◦C (Figure 9e,f).

Finally, it is worth mentioning that the SR specimens exhibited a build orientation dependency of
creep properties. The vertical specimens showed a more pronounced steady stage (Figure 7a) and a
higher lifetime and rupture strain (Figure 8) as compared to their horizontal counterparts. Note also
that the horizontal SR specimens demonstrated significantly lower tensile and creep properties than
their vertical counterparts (Figures 5 and 7).
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Figure 9. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the fracture zones of creep specimens: (a,b) SR,
(c,d) ST, and (e,f) wrought annealed IN625 alloys.

4. Discussion

Grain size and grain orientation. It was shown that LPBF processing was responsible for the
formation of an anisotropic microstructure. The SR specimens contained grains elongated in the build
direction with the dominant [001] texture, inherited from the as-built material. The grain length was
more than twice the layer thickness, while the average width was about 20 μm. During the ST and HIP
treatments, grain growth caused the microstructure to become nearly equiaxed with a random texture.
The average grain sizes after the ST and HIP treatments were about 20 and 45 μm, respectively [16].

Map of the mechanical properties. The mechanical properties obtained at a 10−3·s−1 strain rate
across a wide range of temperatures are shown in Figure 10a–c for the SR-, ST-, and HIP-treated LPBF
IN625 alloys, respectively. The mechanical properties of the vertical and horizontal SR specimens have
been presented here, while the properties of the ST and HIP specimens are limited to those of the
vertical specimens. For reference, the mechanical properties of the wrought annealed alloy are also
illustrated in Figure 10d.
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Figure 10. Mechanical properties of the (a) SR, (b) ST, (c) HIP, and (d) wrought annealed IN625 alloys
as a function of temperature.

Regarding the mechanical properties overall, all specimens exhibited a decrease in the YS and
UTS values as the test temperature increased, due to enhanced plastic flow causing tensile deformation
at relatively lower stresses (Figure 5). However, their elongations to failure evolved differently,
as discussed further.

Tensile strength characteristics (YS, UTS): The results show that at room temperature, the SR
specimens exhibited the highest mechanical strengths (YS and UTS) (Figure 10a) and their mechanical
strength characteristics exceeded those reported in the ASTM F3056-14 standard (min. 275 MPa (YS)
and min. 485 MPa (UTS)) and EOS datasheet (min. 414 MPa (YS) and min. 827 MPa (UTS)) for
LPBF IN625 alloy. Regarding other studies, the mechanical properties at room temperature of the SR
specimens obtained in this study were comparable to those reported in References [13,19,21,38] for the
as-built LPBF IN625 alloy. However, the high mechanical strength of the SR specimens came with a
significant orientation dependency in the mechanical characteristics due to a strong microstructure
anisotropy, which was inherited from the as-built material [16]. Thus, a finer microstructure in the build
plane resulted in higher YS and UTS values of the horizontal specimens as compared to their vertical
counterparts. By contrast, the ST and HIP specimens containing equiaxed grains and a random texture
manifested build-orientation-independent behavior, but lower mechanical strength characteristics.
The equiaxed grain structure and reduced mechanical strength characteristics after post-treatments
performed at temperatures higher than 1100 ◦C have also been reported in References [13,21].

At elevated temperatures of up to 593 ◦C, the YS and UTS values decreased continuously with
increasing temperature for all the tested specimens. The orientation dependency and the high
mechanical strength characteristics of the SR specimens were preserved at these temperatures. The YS
and UTS values of the ST and HIP specimens were still slightly lower than those of the wrought
annealed alloy.

With a further temperature increase to up to 760 ◦C, a rapid decrease in mechanical strength
characteristics was observed for the SR specimens, which was caused by dynamic recrystallization [24].
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As a result, no difference was observed between the YS and UTS values. The ST- and HIP-treated
specimens were capable of maintaining their structural strength to up to 760 ◦C, and their UTS values
became comparable to those of the SR specimens. For the ST- and HIP-treated specimens, dynamic
recrystallization took place at 871 ◦C. At this temperature, the YS and UTS values of all the tested
specimens were comparable.

Elongation to failure: From RT to intermediate temperatures (538 ◦C), the elongations to failure
increased for all the specimens. However, the peak in elongations was observed at 593 ◦C for the
SR specimens, and at 538 ◦C for the ST and HIP specimens. Note that for the wrought annealed
alloy, the elongation always increased with an increase in testing temperature (Figure 10d). At higher
temperatures, the LPBF alloy manifested a significant reduction in elongation. Such a significant
decrease in elongation of the LPBF alloy at 760 ◦C was accompanied by changes in fracture pattern
due to weakening of the grain boundaries at elevated temperatures (ductile/brittle transition) [24].
Moreover, the intergranular cracking mode led to a significant increase in the orientation dependency
for the SR specimens in the 593–871 ◦C temperature range. The elongated grains oriented along the
axis of testing were responsible for higher elongations of the vertical SR specimens as compared to
their horizontal counterparts. After the ST and HIP treatments, the grains became equiaxed and their
mean size increased, resulting in elongations to failure higher than for the horizontal SR, but lower
than for the vertical SR specimens.

The elevated temperature embrittlement observed in this study is a known phenomenon for
many Ni-based alloys. The reasons for this behavior are subject to discussion [22]. In particular,
the embrittlement has been attributed to intergranular precipitates, grain boundary shearing or
sliding, gas phase embrittlement, dynamic strain aging, grain boundary segregation, and glide plane
decohesion [22]. For IN625 alloy, this phenomenon is mostly associated with precipitates (carbides,
M23C6 and M6C, and δ phase) distributed along grain boundaries [2,24,39,40]. More specifically,
according to Reference [24], cracks preferentially propagate along grain boundaries containing
M6C carbides.

Finally, it should be mentioned that the mechanical behaviors of the ST- and HIP-treated specimens
were similar (Figure 10b,c). While the YS and UTS values of the ST specimens were slightly higher,
their elongations were slightly lower than those of the HIP specimens.

High-temperature creep properties. It was found that as well as the tensile properties,
the SR-annealed alloy exhibited orientation dependency of its creep behavior: vertically built specimens
showed higher lifetimes and lower rupture strains compared to their horizontally built counterparts
(Figures 7 and 8). Despite the high lifetimes of the vertical SR specimens as compared to the vertical ST
and wrought specimens (Figure 11), the anisotropy in mechanical properties of the SR LPBF IN625
alloy makes its behavior unpredictable. Thus, heat treatment including only stress-relief annealing is
not recommended for the practical use of LPBF IN625 alloy.

Regarding the ST-treated LPBF alloy, at the same creep-to-yield stress ratio, the ST specimens
exhibited significantly improved creep properties as compared to the reference wrought annealed
alloy. However, in the “absolute creep stress-rupture time” diagram (Figure 11), at first sight, the ST
specimens still had an advantage over the wrought annealed alloy, especially at intermediate and
low stresses (≤200 MPa). Using the “strain–time” creep curves, the steady creep rates were measured
and are collected in Figure 12. It was clearly observed that the higher the applied stress, the higher
the steady creep rate, which led to shorter lifetimes for the SR, ST, and wrought alloys, and a higher
fraction of the intergranular fracture areas for the SR and ST alloys. However, it was seen that under
the same creep stress of ≥150 MPa, the steady creep rates for the wrought and SR-treated LPBF alloys
were higher than that for the ST-treated LPBF alloy.
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Figure 11. Applied stress versus creep rupture time at 760 ◦C for the SR, ST, and wrought annealed
IN625 alloys.
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Figure 12. Creep stresses (σ) and mean rupture times (τ) vs. mean steady creep rates (
.
ε) for the (a) SR,

(b) ST, and (c) wrought annealed IN625 alloys.

In general, creep behavior depends strongly on the metallurgical structure, i.e., the grain and
particle sizes, the concentration of the alloying elements, and the creep conditions: stress and
temperature. All the structure characteristics mentioned will affect the structural stability against
vacancies and dislocations mobility, grain boundary diffusion, and, consequently, crack initiation and
propagation at high temperatures under creep stresses [41]. In this study, for example, concentrations
of Fe and C in the LPBF alloy were lower than in the wrought alloy. Note that according to the data of
Heubner [42], elevated contents of Fe and C in IN625 negatively affect the creep behavior, especially at
high temperatures.

Ni-based superalloys are polycrystalline and multiphase materials, and as such, correlating
their properties with structural features is not straightforward. In particular, regarding the grain size
influence, some data for IN718 demonstrate that an increase in grain size reduced the total creep rupture
time, regardless of whether their grain boundaries are clean or intensively decorated with δ precipitates
(67%) [43]. However, in classic cases, the trend is just the opposite: the coarser the structure, the greater
the creep resistance [41]. A possible explanation for these discrepancies is probably related to the
testing methodology: the same stress would create more severe creep conditions for coarse-grained
structures with lower strength characteristics (YS, UTS) than for fine-grained structures with higher
strength characteristics.

It has also been shown that the greater the density of δ precipitates at IN718 alloy grain boundaries,
the shorter the total creep time, but when this density exceeds 45%, the creep time increases rapidly [43].
It has been suggested that with an increase in the density of precipitates at grain boundaries,
the formation of wedge cracks at triple points can be delayed to the stage where creep voids around
precipitates situated far from the triple edges are able to grow into unstable cracks. Thus, the beginning
of the tertiary stage, characterized by rapid crack propagation, is delayed. Note, however, that in this
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study, all the creep tests were carried out at the same stresses, and thus, the variations in the mechanical
strength of alloys with different precipitation densities were not taken into account.

A correlation between the creep rate (Figure 7) and the fractography (Figure 9) observations was be
noted. For example, the specimens of the wrought annealed alloy accumulated a significant elongation
to failure during their final (tertiary) creep stage, which was reflected by a dimpled fracture surface.
At the same time, the ST specimens manifested a long, steady creep stage related to grain boundary
sliding, void formation, and crack initiation, which was reflected by fast intergranular/transgranular
crack propagation to failure.

Since the aim of the present article was mainly to present the tensile and creep properties of
LPBF IN625 alloy, the authors will concentrate more efforts on establishing a correlation between the
structural features and the functional properties in the next publication. However, to summarize,
the SR-treated IN625 alloy contained needle-like δ phase and globular precipitates of M6C carbides on
grain boundaries [24], whereas the grain structures and phase states of the ST- and HIP-treated alloys
were comparable. It has been previously shown that HIP dissolves the δ phase precipitates, forms MC,
and homogenizes initially anisotropic SR-structure [24]. Thus, the presence of a significant quantity
(that should be evaluated) of intergranular δ phase precipitates in vertical SR specimens reinforces
grain boundaries against the sliding and formation of voids under stresses. After ST, in the case of an
equiaxed grain structure with inter- and transgranular carbides, the creep lifetime is less significant,
but the ST structure still has advantages over the wrought annealed specimen.

Summary. It was seen that the SR-treated LPBF alloy exhibited the highest anisotropy, i.e.,
build orientation dependency, and the least predictable mechanical behavior, as compared to its ST-
and HIP-treated counterparts. Therefore, the SR alloy is the least safe material for practical use,
especially at elevated temperatures. The ST and HIP treatments improved the alloy homogeneity
and provided isotropic properties, thus making these alloys more application-safe. The mechanical
strength characteristics of the LPBF alloy after the ST and HIP treatments satisfied the ASTM B444
standard requiring high strength in the 25–593 ◦C (68–1100 ◦F) temperature range.

Note that while the HIP alloy can be seen as a material with more uniform mechanical characteristics
and improved ductility over the ST-treated alloy, this advantage came at the expense of the lower
strength characteristics.

Furthermore, at T ≥ 650 ◦C, special attention must be paid to the time-dependent properties
(creep). It was seen that although the LPBF alloy manifested much lower static ductility at these
temperatures, it offered significantly longer rupture times under stresses of <200 MPa, as compared to
its wrought annealed counterpart (Figure 13).

ε τ 

Figure 13. Comparison of the high temperature mechanical properties (760 ◦C, 1400◦F) of the ST LPBF
and wrought annealed IN625 alloys: (a) strength (YS, UTS) and elongation to failure (ε), and (b) creep
rupture time (τ) under a creep stress of 185 ± 5 MPa.
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5. Conclusions

1. After SR annealing, the microstructure of LPBF IN625 alloy is anisotropic, characterized by
elongated grains mainly oriented along the build direction. ST and HIP treatments lead to the
formation of a uniform microstructure.

2. SR annealing provides anisotropic mechanical properties and low elongations, and the highest
tensile strength in the 25–593 ◦C temperature range. The ST and HIP treatments improved ductility,
but this improvement was obtained at the expense of lower mechanical strength characteristics.

3. At elevated temperatures (649–871 ◦C), the LPBF specimens exhibited low ductility as compared
to the wrought annealed alloy. This decrease in ductility was accompanied by a transition from
transgranular to intergranular cracking mode.

4. The ST-annealed LPBF alloy exhibited significantly improved creep properties at 760 ◦C as
compared to the wrought annealed alloy, especially at intermediate and low stresses (≤200 MPa).
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Abstract: Machining of brittle materials is common in the manufacturing industry, but few modeling
techniques are available to predict materials’ behavior in response to the cutting tool. The paper
presents a fracture-based finite element model, named embedded cohesive zone–finite element
method (ECZ–FEM). In ECZ–FEM, a network of cohesive zone (CZ) elements are embedded in the
material body with regular elements to capture multiple randomized cracks during a cutting process.
The CZ element is defined by the fracture energy and a scaling factor to control material ductility and
chip behavior. The model is validated by an experimental study in terms of chip formation and cutting
force with two different brittle materials and depths of cut. The results show that ECZ–FEM can
capture various chip forms, such as dusty debris, irregular chips, and unstable crack propagation seen
in the experimental cases. For the cutting force, the model can predict the relative difference among
the experimental cases, but the force value is higher by 30–50%. The ECZ–FEM has demonstrated the
feasibility of brittle cutting simulation with some limitations applied.

Keywords: orthogonal cutting; brittle materials; cohesive elements

1. Introduction

Machining of brittle materials such as ceramics, rocks, composites, and bones is common in
aerospace/automotive industries and the medical field [1]. Although efforts [2–6] have been made to
model machining of fiber-reinforced composite materials for predicting brittle failure, there is not a
generalized method that can successfully and efficiently emulate the physics behind brittle cutting—the
rapid and randomized crack initiation and propagation upon tool-workpiece contact. Unlike ductile
material cutting, which is dominated by shear deformation across the shear plane, brittle material
cutting is driven by fractures. Finite element method (FEM) has been widely used to simulate ductile
material machining (e.g., metals) using the Johnson–Cook plasticity model for cutting forces and chip
formation [7–9]. However, FEM has not yet been successfully applied to brittle materials because of the
difficulty of capturing numerous and unpredictable cracks at the same time. Technically, FEM needs
an extremely fine mesh to simulate stress concentration and consequent element failure at each time
increment, which is not practical due to a high computational cost.

Researchers have tried to apply mesh-free methods such as smooth particle hydrodynamics
(SPH) to cutting simulation because they do not require a gridded domain and can handle large
deformation [10]. However, there are discrepancies among the published works, especially on damage
definition. Takabi et al. [11] investigated SPH in orthogonal cutting and showed the uncertainty
of damage due to particles losing connection to each other (i.e., the natural separation), which can
drastically change the outcome. Also, particle separation is not determined by the fracture toughness
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but the material strength. Therefore, mesh-free methods are not considered an ideal approach for
brittle materials cutting.

To deal with fracture problems, the cohesive element has been developed for FEM, which forms the
cohesive zone (CZ) in the model. The cohesive zone concept links the microstructural failure mechanism
to the continuum fields [12]. A CZ element can begin to separate based on the strain energy release
rate, which is often defined by a traction–displacement relationship. The cohesive zone–finite element
method (CZ–FEM) has been a useful tool for investigation of interfacial fracture problems, such as crack
tip propagation, the adhesive strength between two materials, and modeling of composite delamination.
CZ–FEM has been used to solve machining problems of composites and ceramics, though not many.
Rao et al. [2] simulated the orthogonal cutting of unidirectional carbon fiber-reinforced polymer and
glass fiber-reinforced polymer composites using CZ between the fibers and matrix. They used a
2D plane strain model and zero-thickness cohesive elements to enable fiber detachment when the
interfacial energy exceeds the threshold defined by an exponential traction–displacement relationship.
Umer et al. [3] used CZ–FEM to simulate metal matrix composite machining. They modeled the
orthogonal machining of SiC particle-reinforced aluminum-based metal matrix composites by placing
CZ elements between the particles and the matrix. A bilinear traction–displacement profile was used
for CZ elements with zero thickness. Dong and Shin [13] developed a multi-scale model for simulating
the machining of alumina ceramics in laser-assisted machining. Zero-thickness CZ was assigned
around the ceramic grain boundaries, and the traction–displacement profile was determined based
on a separate molecular dynamics (MD) simulation. Note that CZ is often modeled as zero thickness
because it is an imaginary interface inside the material in these cases, unlike physical adhesives.

In the above-mentioned CZ–FEM works, the CZ elements are placed either at known interfaces
or paths as a pre-determined condition where cracks will initiate and propagate [14]. Therefore,
CZ–FEM does not seem possible for a homogenous, flaw-free brittle material in which potential
cracking path cannot be defined. To address this issue, the current study proposes using a CZ mesh
together with a regular element mesh to enable a network of potential cracks. A zero-thickness CZ
element is embedded between regular elements. In other words, this CZ mesh will force the material
to fail between elements instead of within an element. This modified CZ–FEM is named embedded
cohesive zone–finite element method (ECZ–FEM). The ECZ–FEM for brittle machining is developed
and validated in this paper using the commercial FEM software ABAQUS.

2. Finite Element Model Setup

This section presents the overall configuration of ECZ–FEM, step-by-step procedures to construct
the model, and the required modification for material properties. The model introduced here is built
based on the corresponding orthogonal cutting experiment.

2.1. Model Configuration

A two-dimensional orthogonal, plane strain cutting model is configured in ABAQUS
(version 6.14-2), as illustrated in Figure 1. There are two main sections in this model. The top
section (named the chip layer) is the ECZ domain where CZ elements are embedded all around
the main elements. The bottom section is the regular finite element domain without CZ elements.
This configuration saves computational time compared to a fully embedded CZ model since the bottom
layer is not directly involved in the tool–workpiece interaction. Instead, the bottom layer provides
compliance to the material during cutting. To ensure the stress continuity, the nodes on both sides of
the interface must be merged or tied with all degrees of freedom. For this reason, the mesh sizes on
both sections must match to have a perfect node-to-node alignment.
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Figure 1. Schematic of embedded cohesive zone–finite element method (ECZ–FEM) model
configuration, boundary conditions, and element arrangements.

Table 1 shows the actual model dimensions used for two depths of cut (DOC), 0.1 mm and 0.3
mm. The boundary of the bottom layer is fixed in both translational directions (X and Y). The element
size, d, is set at 0.01 mm. The bottom layer is meshed structurally with brick elements, while for the
top layer, the elements are tilted by 45◦. The inclined elements are necessary because the maximum
shear stress to fracture the material is expected to be around 45◦ based on the Merchant’s Circle [15].
This configuration can avoid numerical instability when no CZ mesh aligns with the preferred fracture
direction. The main elements are the four-node plane strain elements CPE4R, and the CZ elements are
the four-node two-dimensional cohesive elements COH2D4. To embed zero-thickness CZ elements,
all elements and nodes of the chip layer need to be assigned through the input file directly because
each CZ element shares nodes with adjacent two main elements, as shown in Figure 1. The CZ element
is defined by nodes ABCD, in which A and D belong to the element on the left side (identical to
Nodes 1 and 4), while B and C belong to the right side (identical to Nodes 2 and 3). Since these two
pairs of nodes are overlaid geometrically, they cannot be identified from the graphic user interface.
The meshing process is automatized by a separate MATLAB code.

Table 1. The model dimensions and depths of cut (DOC) used.

DOC (mm) L (mm) H (mm) W (mm)

Case 1 0.1 2 0.5 0.1
Case 2 0.3 5 0.85 0.1

A complete mesh is imported to ABAQUS/EXPLICIT to set up other boundary conditions.
The plane strain thickness of 3 mm is also applied to the model to be consistent with the thickness of
the actual sample. The cutting tool is modeled as a rigid body with a constant speed at 10 m/min to
match with the experiment. The tool has a rake angle of zero, a clearance angle of 7◦, and an edge
radius of 11 μm.

2.2. Damage Criteria

To apply the ECZ–FEM to a brittle cutting process, the material properties of the main and
CZ elements and their damage criteria are defined separately despite being within the same entity.
Assuming an isotropic, brittle material, the main element is defined by the modulus of elasticity (E),
Poisson’s ratio (μ), the ultimate strength (σu), and damage criteria of the material. Although the model
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is meant to impart fracture-based failure on the CZ mesh, the main element should still allow failing
to avoid excessive element distortion when no fracture occurs. For this reason, the damage to the
main elements is defined by an initiation at the ultimate strength followed by a progressive damage
evolution by the Hillerborg’s fracture energy theory. The total energy required to completely degrade
the element after the damage initiation is Gf, which can be calculated from the material’s fracture
toughness Kc by Equation (1):

G f =

(
1− υ2

E

)
K2

c . (1)

The degradation is in a linear manner [16], such that

D =
u
u f

, (2)

where u is the equivalent element displacement after the damage initiation; u f represents the equivalent
displacement at failure. The displacement at failure is calculated by

u f =
2G f

σu
, (3)

where σu represents the ultimate stress. These are standard steps to simulate material failure for metal
cutting [16]. It should be emphasized that this damage definition for the main element is to ensure the
model stability by avoiding excessive element distortion.

The properties associated with the CZ elements embedded in the chip layer are defined differently.
The cohesive zone is a mathematical approach in which the work is done to overcome the energy
needed to open a crack. This work can be described by a traction–displacement relationship, t-δ,
as seen in Figure 2. Damage initiation is related to the interfacial strength (i.e., the maximum traction
tc) on the traction–displacement relation, and the area under the relation represents the fracture energy,
Gf, as defined in Equation (1).

Figure 2. Bilinear traction–displacement (t-δ) model for the cohesive element.

In this study, a bilinear traction–separation law is adopted along with the mixed-mode progressive
damage. The maximum traction tc should be equal or less than the strength of the material to be able to
fail, while a lower strength can improve the convergence rate of the solution. In general, the variations
of the maximum strength do not have a strong influence on the results [12]. Hence, the 80% ultimate
stress is selected here. The initial stiffness k should be large enough to ensure the continuum between the
two adjacent bulk elements, but small enough to avoid numerical issues such as spurious oscillations
of the tractions in an element. Studies suggest that the initial stiffness of CZ elements can be calculated
from Equation (4), which balances accuracy and simulation stability [12,17,18].

k = α
E
d

, (4)
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where E is the bulk elasticity, d is the maximum element size, and α is taken as 1.
The maximum deflection of a CZ element δc is determined by given Gf and tc, as shown in

Figure 2. Therefore, the deflection can become relatively large compared to the element size when a
fine mesh is used. A large deflection is infeasible since it increases the material ductility when a CZ
mesh is embedded in the material, as shown in Figure 3. When the material is subject to stresses to
deform, the original element size (d) will increase to (d’ + δ), which adds additional elongation δ to
the material. Because of this limitation, a scaling factor (denoted as f ) is introduced here to limit the
maximum deflection of CZ elements, as shown by fδc in Figure 2, and thus to control the chip behavior.
Chip behavior is a critical indicator as the cutting force can be affected by the number of cracks during
cutting (i.e., work done vs. total fracture energy).

Figure 3. A schematic drawing to show unrealistic deformation due to the deflection of cohesive zone
(CZ) elements.

When the deflection is scaled to control chip behavior, the fracture energy and, therefore, the cutting
force will be scaled accordingly. Thus, the cutting force must be inversely scaled to represent the
actual force. To properly apply this model with the scaling factor, the following assumptions are made.
First, beyond the elastic deformation, no plastic deformation occurs in the material and all the force
contributes to material removal. Second, the specific cutting energy (energy required to remove a
unit volume of material) is based solely on the fracture energy. Given constant cutting velocity vf and
material removal rate (MRR), the cutting force (Fc) will be linearly proportional to the specific cutting
energy (p), as described in Equation (5),

Fcv f = MRR · p. (5)

This implies that the cutting force is scaled linearly with the CZ element’s fracture energy. This concept
will be validated in the experimental study.

2.3. Other Material Properties

The brittle materials used for the experiment are two types of solid bone-mimetic materials
made of high-density polyurethane (PU) foam (Sawbones, Vashon, WA, USA). This material provides
consistent and uniform material properties; it is isotropic and does not require a large force to cut.
It is ideal for the modeling purpose and experimental validation without extraneous variables such
as vibration, impact shock, and heat. These two foams are named based on their densities, 30 and
40 pcf (pound per cubic foot), which equates to 480 kg/m3 and 640 kg/m3

, respectively. The 30 pcf has
the ultimate strength of 12 MPa and the elasticity modulus of 592 MPa; the 40 pcf has the strength of
19 MPa, and the modulus of 1000 MPa, respectively, based on the manufacturer provided data [19].
The fracture toughness, Kc, of these foams is obtained from a separate three-point bending experiment
following ASTM D5045–93. The averaged Kc for the 30 pcf is 0.46 MPa.m1/2 and that of 40 pcf is
1.13 MPa.m1/2. The 40 pcf is stiffer and also tougher than the 30 pcf. Based on these properties,
the original CZ element properties are calculated in Table 2 below. As seen, the allowed cohesive
element deformations are both larger than the element itself (0.01 mm).
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Table 2. The CZ element properties for the testing materials 30 pound per cubic foot (pcf) and 40 pcf.

Samples tc (N/mm2) k (N/mm3) Gf (N/mm) δ (mm)

30 pcf 9.6 59,200 0.31 0.064
40 pcf 15.2 100,000 1.12 0.147

2.4. Scaling Factor

The scaling factor is necessary to control the maximum deflection of CZ elements and thus the
material ductility. In the case of 30 pcf, the original CZ deflection goes up to 0.064 mm. With the adjacent
element size being 0.01 mm, this allowable deflection is equivalent to a 600% additional elongation
(0.064/0.01), which is unrealistic. Figure 4 shows four different scenarios when using the original
Gf and scaled Gf that limits the deflection to be 0.00512 mm (51.2% elongation), 0.00128 mm (12.8%
elongation), and 0.00032 mm (3.2% elongation), respectively. As seen in Figure 4a with the original Gf,
the workpiece and elements experience excessive deformation. Many stretched CZ elements remain
alive though the chip has been distorted significantly. Figure 4b shows small but consistent chips
generated from the shear plane, which is similar to cutting of brittle metals like high carbon steels.
Figure 4c begins to generate fragmented, irregular debris accompanied by dusty pieces, which can
be similar to ceramic materials. Figure 4d shows a more extreme case, where the workpiece shatters
upon the tool contact. From these simple examples, it can be seen that a fairly small scaling factor is
needed in order to force the material to behave as brittle. Note that in the simulation no self-contact is
employed because the elements are supposed to support each other via CZ elements. Self-contact is
possible but will exponentially increase the computational load due to the larger number of surfaces
involved in the contact algorithm.

Figure 4. Material responses to the cutting tool with different scaling factors: (a) f = 1, (b) f = 0.08,
(c) f = 0.02, and (d) f = 0.005. The stress is based on the testing material 30 pcf.
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2.5. Sensitivity Study

Simulation output depends on the mesh configuration, such as the element size and the tilt
angle. The element size of 0.01 mm was selected to compromise between the computational load and
convergence. A smaller mesh size of 0.005 mm was compared to the 0.01 mm mesh using the 30 pcf
case and showed a similar force magnitude and chip formation, but the computation could hardly
proceed after a few steps due to a large number of elements and surfaces.

For the tilt angle, although 45◦ is the theoretically preferred cracking path, different angles were
also tested at 0◦ (square mesh), 30◦, and 60◦ to study the mesh sensitivity using the 30 pcf case with a
scaling factor of 0.02. In the case of square mesh, the chip layer was sheared offwithout any cutting
phenomenon due to the lack of fracture path around the theoretical shear angle. Results of the other
cases are shown in Figure 5. Compared to the 45◦ mesh, the chip size is larger at 30◦ and smaller at
60◦. Consequently, the cutting force is a little smaller (about 2%) at the 30◦ mesh and larger (about
20%) at the 60◦ mesh because the work done of cutting force is proportional to the number of fractured
surfaces. Therefore, although the 45◦ mesh is recommended based on the shear angle, other mesh
angles may also work but would produce different results. In any case, the scaling factor needs to be
adjusted to match the chip behavior to the experiment for the best outcome.

Figure 5. Material responses to the cutting tool with different tile angles: (a) 30 degrees, (b) 45 degrees,
and (c) 60 degrees.

3. Experiment Setup for Model Validation

Orthogonal cutting is the basic cutting configuration for all machining processes. The essential
geometrical parameters include rake angle, clearance angle and the depth of cut. In this experiment,
the solid foams, the 30 and 40 pcf, are sectioned to a 20 × 30 × 3 mm testing sample. Each sample is
hand-polished with the same grit size to ensure a smooth surface and uniform depth of cut. Figure 6
illustrates the experimental setup for the orthogonal cutting setup which consists of two linear
actuators and a dynamometer for force measurement. The cutting tool is attached to the vertical
linear actuator through a customized tool holder. The linear actuator (L70, Moog Animatics, Milpitas,
CA, USA) is driven by a high-torque servo-motor to maintain a constant feed rate during cutting.
The force dynamometer (Model 9272, Kistler, Winterthur, Switzerland) is used to capture high-speed
or high-frequency force data up to 5 kHz. Data collection is performed via an amplifier, a shielded
connector block, and a data acquisition device (PCle-6321, National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA),
along with a data recorder, LabVIEW, at 2 kHz sampling rate. The workpiece is fixed by a clamping
system on the top of the dynamometer which is placed on the other linear slider to control the depth of
cut for each test.

The cutting tool has a tungsten carbide substrate and a polycrystalline diamond (PCD) insert as a
cutting edge, provided by Sandvik (Model TCMW16T304FLP-CD10). This PCD insert is extremely hard
and minimizes any possible deformation or wear at the cutting edge. This cutting tool has a zero-rake
angle and a clearance angle of 7◦. The cutting edge radius is 11 μm, measured by a high-definition
surface profiler (Alicona InfiniteFocus G4, Graz, Austria).
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In this experiment, two depths of cut, 0.1 mm and 0.3 mm, are used to present common chip loads
for a machining process. The cutting tool is moved at a constant velocity of 10 m/min to represent a
machining condition. These parameters are applied to two specimens and repeated for four times each.

Figure 6. Schematic of the orthogonal cutting setup for model validation.

4. Simulation and Experiment Results

The simulation results are compared to the experiments in different depths of cut and material
properties (30 pcf and 40 pcf) in this section.

4.1. Chip Formation

To find an appropriate scaling factor, a qualitative comparison of chip formation behavior
against the experiment is conducted. In brittle materials, the chip can be generated in various forms,
including dusty debris, fragmented and irregular pieces, or equal-sized small chips. Different scaling
factors are tested until a similar chip behavior to the experiment is achieved or no obvious behavior
difference can be observed. For this purpose, the initial guess for the scaling factor is recommended to
be half of the element size (i.e., δc/d = 0.5) to ensure the material brittleness. Then, a binary search
method is used. If the current f does not show a good match, half of the value (f /2) will be investigated
until the best fit is found or further improvement is not distinguishable.

Following the aforementioned procedure, the model calibration is performed for 30 pcf and
DOC = 0.1 mm. Figure 7a shows the corresponding simulation results with a selected f = 0.02,
which has a similar chip formation to that of the experiment. The simulation can capture the irregular
chips of different sizes generated from the cutting zone. Then this scaling factor is also used to simulate
the case of 0.3 mm DOC. The result is shown in Figure 7b. A larger DOC tends to generate bigger chips
surrounded by small debris as compared to the case of 0.1 mm DOC. Consistently, the experiment also
sees much bigger or clustered pieces when DOC increases to 0.3 mm. The results of 30 pcf with the
selected scaling factor show qualitative agreement between the model and experiment in terms of chip
behavior. Chip sizes of simulation and experiment do not match exactly due to the limited observation
window and material uncertainty, but the difference is in the order of sub-mm.
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 7. Simulated and experimentally measured chip formation of the 30 pcf with (a) depth of cut
(DOC) = 0.1 mm and (b) DOC = 0.3 mm.

For the 40 pcf, the same scaling factor of 0.02 is used, which corresponds to a maximum of
0.00294 mm deformation (29.4% elongation). This value also makes the workpiece more ductile than
the 30 pcf (12.8% elongation). The simulation result of 40 pcf at 0.1 mm DOC and corresponding
experimental observations are shown in Figure 8a. Different from 30 pcf at 0.1 mm DOC, bigger and
similarly-sized chips are generated with dusty debris around. This phenomenon also indicates a more
ductile behavior as tested in Figure 4.

When the same scaling factor is applied to the case of 0.3 mm DOC, the simulation of the
cutting process starts to show unstable chip formation, as shown in Figure 8b,c at different time
steps. Cracks can propagate ahead of the cutting tool motion to generate large chips and sudden
fracture along the cutting direction to shear the chip layer. This phenomenon is also seen in the
experiment, though the unstable cracks into the workpiece could not really be captured due to the
material uncertainty and the randomness of cracks.
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 8. Simulated and experimentally measured chip formation of the 40 pcf with (a) DOC = 0.1 mm,
(b) DOC = 0.3 mm, and (c) DOC = 0.3 mm at a later time step with a sudden crack propagation.
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4.2. Cutting Force

Figure 9a shows the cutting forces measured from four repeated tests for 30 pcf at DOC = 0.1 mm.
Force profiles are oscillating due to the brittle nature of the material. The system noise is assumed
minimal considering the system rigidity. During a roughly 0.14 s cutting period, the cutting forces can
reach and stay at a certain level, namely the steady cutting, and then drop toward the end. That said,
the simulation length of about 0.01 s is enough to reach the steady cutting to extract the force. According
to the scaling factor f = 0.02 used in these simulations, the simulated force is scaled by 50 times (1/f ) and
overlaid on Test 4, shown by the comparison in Figure 9b. Since the simulation ran at every 0.00006 s
increment, the sampling frequency is equivalent to 16.7 kHz as opposed to 2 kHz of the experiment.
The averaged force of simulation is 12.5 N, and the experimental average across the steady cutting is
about 9 N. Although the forces are at a similar magnitude, the simulated force is oscillating much more
significantly (0 to 35 N). These discrepancies may be attributed to the fact that embedded CZ elements
have a different property from the main elements and less deformability. Such an oscillating profile is
seen in all simulation cases of 30 and 40 pcf at 0.1 and 0.3 mm DOCs.

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 9. (a) Experimentally measured cutting forces of 30 pcf at DOC= 0.01 mm and (b) the comparison
between the experiment and the simulated, scaled cutting force.

Figure 10 compares all simulated cases with the corresponding experiments in terms of the average
force of cutting, where the error bars stand for one standard deviation from the four replicated tests.
The overall trend of model prediction agrees with the experiments in different materials and depths of
cut. However, the simulated forces are always higher by 30% to 50%, likely due to an over-estimated
fracture energy or non-linearity of the cutting force to the cutting energy. The causes of oscillating
and overestimated force will be elaborated more in the discussion section. Nonetheless, based on the
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results, the concept of ECZ–FEM is considered viable to approximate the magnitude of cutting force
and to predict the changes of cutting force and chip behavior in different brittle cutting scenarios.

Figure 10. Comparisons between all simulated cutting forces and experimentally measured cutting
forces (averaged).

5. Discussion

In ECZ–FEM, the key to a successful simulation is choosing an appropriate scaling factor by
calibrating the model behavior with an experiment. As mentioned, CZ elements are determined by a
traction–displacement relationship. When CZ elements are embedded in the workpiece, their allowable
deflection can change the material ductility, and thus it must be limited. Figure 3 has shown how
different scaling factors can change the chip formation from very ductile to brittle. Although limiting
CZ deflection inevitably changes the material property (Gf), the effect on cutting force can be assumed
linearly scaled under the assumption of 100% cutting energy conversion. This is reasonable because
most of the brittle materials do not plastically deform and do not produce significant friction and
frictional heat due to discontinuous chip formation.

The model predicts the relative behavior well among different materials and depths of cut, but the
calculated cutting forces are always higher. One explanation is that it is due to the oscillating force
profile, but it can also be caused by an overestimated fracture energy. The over-estimation can be
from the difference between the static and dynamic fracture toughness, Kc. The fracture energy Gf is
determined by the material toughness Kc, which is measured from a quasi-static test. Thus, the obtained
Kc is the static fracture toughness while the actual dynamic toughness may be much lower, as reported
in the literature [20,21]. However, it is technically challenging to measure a dynamic toughness at a
comparable speed of cutting (10 m/min or 167 mm/s).

Another issue is the significant oscillating force profile as shown in Figure 9. This is because the
model consists of embedded CZ elements which have different material properties and fewer degrees
of freedom than those of the main elements. Therefore, the force can change drastically when the cutter
makes a pass and the workpiece experiences deformation and damage. Another reason could be a
non-self-contact definition of the main elements. This may result in intermittent contact between the
tool and material and thus significant force changes. A much finer mesh with full contact definition
can mitigate the problem at the cost of computational time.

6. Conclusions

This paper presents a fracture-based model for brittle material cutting using cohesive zone concept,
namely ECZ–FEM. In this model, cohesive zone elements are embedded in the material body to allow
free development of cracks to emulate the undetermined fracture during a cutting process. The research
results have shown a certain degree of agreement with the experiment in terms of chip formation
and cutting forces while also revealed some limitations. First, controlling the maximum deflection
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of the cohesive zone element through a scaling factor is a critical step in this method, and for that,
an experimental calibration is necessary. This factor is currently determined on a qualitative basis in
terms of chip size and crack propagation, because it is a behavior indicator instead of a property. Also,
the current model is limited to brittle materials in order to scale the force linearly with the fracture
energy. The model should also not be used for flexible material because the CZ mesh does not have
enough degrees of freedom to handle deformation. For future work, modifications in CZ element or a
new type of CZ element that can address these issues can further improve the model.
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Abstract: Now equipped with touch trigger probes machine tools are increasingly used to measure
workpieces for various tasks such as rapid setup, compensation of final tool paths to correct part
deflections and even verify conformity to finished tolerances. On five-axis machine tools, the use
of data acquired for different rotary axes positions angles brings additional errors into play, thus
increasing the measurement errors. The estimation of the machine geometric error sources, using
such methods as the scale and master ball artefact (SAMBA) method, and their use to calibrate
machine tools may enhance five-axis on-machine metrology. The paper presents the use of the ball
dome artefact to validate the accuracy improvement when using a calibrated model to process the
machine tool axis readings. The inter-axis errors and the scale gain errors were targeted for correction
as well the measuring tool length and lateral offsets. Worst case and mean deviations between the
reference artefact geometry and the on-machine tool measurement is reduced from 176 and 70 μm
down to 31 and 12 μm for the nominal and calibrated machine stylus tip offsets respectively.

Keywords: coordinate metrology; on-machine measurement; ball dome artefact; calibration;
machine tool

1. Introduction

Machine tools with three, five or more axes are now equipped with touch trigger probes to
accomplish metrology tasks such as tool path re-planning [1] or setup location and finishing path
correction for the workpieces and even to evaluate the conformity of the finished machined parts [2].
The machine tool accuracy directly affects its ability to be used for such tasks. Accuracy is defined
in the VIM (International Vocabulary of Metrology) as “closeness of agreement between a measured
quantity value and a true quantity value of a measurand” [3] thus that it includes both systematic and
so-called non-repeatable effects. A similar approach is used in the ISO (International Organization for
Standardization) standard on machine tool accuracy [4].

On coordinate measuring machines, a probe head with two rotary axes is used to gain access to
features on complex parts. The resulting change in the position of the stylus tip with respect to the
machine foundation is handled by calibrating the change in this position through the probing of a
reference ball at a fixed position in the machine base frame. A similar approach could be adopted on
a five-axis machine, but it is not probably due to the limited available space on the workpiece table.
Instead, the approach here is to rely on the measured angular positions of the rotary axes to perform
the computation of the stylus tip in the workpiece table frame. Performing such calculation using a
nominal, error free machine model will likely result in coordinates of a similar level of accuracy as the
machine tool itself. Improvement in the computed coordinates, as was done on coordinate measuring
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machines [5,6], is possible through the use of a rigid body kinematic model incorporating known
machine errors. Using the mathematical models to simulate the machine tool geometry is the main
concept to compensate the error parameters.

A variety of approaches have been proposed to acquire the machine error parameters [7,8], using
touch trigger probes [9], scanning probes, ball bars [10], laser interferometers, and laser trackers are
some methods which have been applied to this task. A pseudo 3D grid configured from a kinematically
relocated calibrated 2D ball plate [11] was proposed for testing and calibrating machine tools but it
was used for a 3-axis vertical machine. By increasing the number of machine axes, with rotary axes,
the machine geometry becomes more complex and the number of error sources increases. Assessing the
out of sphericity by probing 25 points on a precise ball mounted on the machine tool table, for various
rotary axes indexations was used to assess the coordinate measurement accuracy of a five-axes machine
tool before and after considering the machine’s error parameters [12]. However, no traceability is
provided to the meter. The ball dome artefact, proposed by Mayer and Hashemi [13] is made of
Invar, to eliminate the thermal effects deformation, was developed to estimate a five-axis machine tool
metrology performance. Calibrating the coordinates of the balls to obtain reference values provides
this traceability.

Machining a part and then measuring it by a coordinate measuring machine (CMM) is a common
industrial method to check the accuracy of a machine but it is not only an expensive and time
consuming method but also it is just applicable to the machining mode and it is not useful for machine
evaluation in the coordinate measuring mode [14,15].

In this paper, an alternative calibration verification method is defined for a five-axis machine
center when all five axes contribute to the measurement. First, the SAMBA method for machine
calibration [16] is briefly explained. Then the mathematical model used to compensate the machine
readings using its topology and error parameters is presented. It is followed by the SAMBA
experimental probing procedure, which produces the calibrated machine stylus tip offsets. Finally,
the newly designed ball dome artefact is used to validate the SAMBA calibrated model for a five-axis
machine tool used as a five-axis coordinate measuring machine.

2. SAMBA Calibration Method

The machine tool error parameters are gathered using the scale and master balls artefact (SAMBA)
method, which consists in probing special artefacts and using the raw probing data to estimate the
machine error parameters as an indirect method through a mathematical model. The SAMBA hardware
part is composed of a reconfigurable uncalibrated master ball artefact (RUMBA) and a length standard;
all mounted on the machine table. The processing of the raw probing data allows estimating the
machine errors parameters, the artefact positions, the stylus tip coordinates (as the tool), and the
volumetric errors.

Let the topology of the machine be wCBXFZYSt wherein the workpiece branch includes C-, B-
and X-axis and the tool branch includes the Z- and Y-axis and the spindle. The two branches are linked
by the foundation frame F. W, S and t stand for the workpiece, the spindle and the tool, respectively.
The nominal kinematics of the machine is

wn Ttn =
(

FTX
XTB

BTC
CTwn

)−1(FTZ
ZTY

YTS
STtn

)
(1)

where the first parenthesis is the homogeneous transformation matrix (HTM) of the workpiece to
the frame and the second one is the HTM of the tool to the frame. However, the kinematics of a real
machine contains the errors as follows:
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where X0, Y0, Z0, B0, C0, wn, S, and tn are the nominal joint positions. X′
0, Y′

0, Z′
0, B′

0, and, C′
0 are the

actual joint positions before movement. X, Y, Z, B, and C describe the nominal motion and X′, Y′, Z′,
B′, C′, wa, S′, and ta describe the error motions. The erroneous five-axis machine requires 30 intra-axis
errors (error motions) and eight inter-axis errors (axis location errors). Considering the two spindle
lateral offsets and the three linear axis scale gain errors add another five parameters. However, different
error models have been studied which typically contain all or a few of those errors [16,17]. The “13”
machine error model, describing the erroneous machine, is studied in this paper due to its advantages
such as short measuring time and simple indexation design. This error model consists of eight axis
location errors, the two spindle offsets, and the three linear gains errors [16]. The model mainly
contains inter-axis errors. However, the three linear gain errors, EXX1, EYY1 and EXX1 associated with
the intra-axis errors EXX, EYY, and EZZ, respectively, are significant error sources and thus they are
added to the model.

The strategy of SAMBA method is applied wherein B- and C-axis fully rotate. By releasing ball
positions, which are not accessible, by the touch probe in some indexations, a number of joint positions
are achieved for which the following Jacobian is constructed

EV = JEP (3)

where EV is the volumetric error, J is the Jacobian and EP contains the machine error parameters.
Provided a well-conditioned system a least square solution is found via the pseudo inverse

EP = J†EV (4)

where J† is the pseudo-inverse of J. The main steps of the SAMBA method are as follows: machine
error model selection, artefact selection, indexation design (relative positions of the rotary axes) and
verification, probing G-code generation, probing on the real machine tool and data processing.

3. SAMBA Test on Experimental Machine Tool

Figure 1 shows the probing process with an MP700 Renishaw touch trigger probe of the SAMBA
method of four accessible master balls and one scale bar artefact installed on the pallet of the HU40-T
machine tool and Table 1 presents the nominal position of the ball centers. The tough trigger probe
contacts the workpiece, which triggers the acquisition of the X-, Y- and Z- axis readings. The master
ball is always measured twice. For each of these measurements, the master ball artefact is measured
with fast and slow probing speed. The first measurement is to get a better estimate of the ball position,
before re-measuring it using this new center as a target for the probing. For the second measurement,
the probing approaches are adjusted to ensure the spherical surface is touched with an approach close
to the local surface normal. The second master ball artefact positions are recorded.

For each measurement, the same probing strategy is applied. It is probed at +45 and −135 degree,
to get a plane for the measurements at –45 and +135 degree. Then a point on the pole is taken.
A simple geometric calculation is used to estimate the centre. For the SAMBA probing process,
the Renishaw MP700 touch trigger probe has negligible pre-travel variation errors (0.25 um) thus it is
not compensated.

A total of 109 balls probing for 32 angular axes indexations pairs are recorded from which
13 machine error parameters, six balls coordinates and three tool coordinates are estimated. Axes
indexations include 0◦, ±10◦, ±30◦, ±60◦, and ±90◦ for the B-axis; from zero to 360◦ and reverse for
the C-axis by 90◦ steps and from zero to 360◦ for the spindle axis by 90◦ steps. During the measurement,
the laboratory temperature varied between 21 and 23 ◦C and the machine tool is started in the cold
condition before each measurement. The test was repeated 11 times on different days over a two
month period.
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Figure 1. Scale and master ball artefact (SAMBA) measurement process on the HU40-T five-axis
machine tool.

Table 1. SAMBA balls position.

Ball Identifier X (mm) Y (mm) Z (mm)

1 −152.4000 0 40.8550
2 152.4000 0 40.4350
3 160.0000 160.0000 177.8350
4 −160.0000 160.0000 177.6950
5 −160.0000 −160.0000 75.6050
6 160.0000 −160.0000 76.0450

4. Machine Tool Estimated Error Parameters

The estimated machine tool error parameters obtained from the SAMBA method are listed in
Table 2. Figure 2 illustrates the error terms in the machine kinematic chain.

Figure 2. Estimated error parameters in the machine kinematic chain (modified from reference [16]).
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Table 2. Estimated error parameters for the 13-error model (nomenclature as per ISO230-1:2012).

ISO Name Parameter Description Value

EA0B Out-of-squareness angle of the B-axis relative to the Z-axis −11 μrad
EC0B Out-of-squareness angle of the B-axis relative to the X-axis −8 μrad
EX0C Offsets between the B and C axes −0.105 mm
EA0C Out-of-squareness of the C-axis relative to the B-axis −11 μrad
EB0C Out-of-squareness of the C-axis relative to the X-axis −8 μrad
EB0Z Out-of-squareness of the Z-axis relative to the X-axis −13 μrad
EA0Y Out-of-squareness of the Y-axis relative to the Z-axis −18 μrad
EC0Y Out-of-squareness of the Y-axis relative to the X-axis 21 μrad
EY0S Offset of the spindle relative to the C-axis in Y 0.020 mm
EX0S Offset of the spindle relative to the B-axis in X −0.106 mm
EXX1 Positioning linear error of the X-axis −16 μm/m
EYY1 Positioning linear error of the Y-axis 11 μm/m
EZZ1 Positioning linear error of the Z-axis 21 μm/m

5. The Ball Dome Artefact

In order to evaluate the machine metrology performance across the entire machine workspace,
the maximum number of artefact balls should be accessible for probing for a broad range of angular
axis positions. The ball dome artefact structure includes three semi-circular arcs attached together
at their mid-point, with both ends fixed to a base ring. The result is a quasi-hemispherical structure
holding 25 balls. In addition, there are three balls on the base ring and four balls on the base plate,
which provide stable points to define a reference coordinate system. This design allows testing the
machine for the full range of rotary axis motion. On this machine tool, the B-axis and C-axis rotation
range are –90◦ to +90◦ and 0◦ to 360◦ respectively. The ball dome artefact is shown in Figure 3. To limit
thermal effects the artefact structure is made of Invar. The measurement repeatability is affected by
the clamping force that is applied to hold the artefact on the base plate, and by elastic deformation
caused by a changing gravity vector. The reported measurement repeatability for clamping and
gravity deflection was on average of the order of 0.6 and 6.5 μm respectively [13]. The measurement
uncertainty for the artefact ball center once mounted on the machine tool is also reported at 5.3 μm
(k = 2) [13].

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 3. (a) Ball dome artefact, (b) the ball dome holds on the machine tool work table.

6. Ball Dome Probing

The ball dome artefact is used to evaluate the machine tool metrology performance with and
without the machine calibration. The artefact balls coordinates were measured to an uncertainty
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of 5.3 μm; Table 3 lists the measured coordinates. The artefact then is probed on the machine tool.
The machine measured ball center coordinates in the machine table frame are calculated using the
axis position readings and either the nominal model or the calibrated one, Equation (1). Then they
are compared to the reference artefact coordinates. Because coordinate metrology generally requires
accessing some features from different angles, the artefact should be probed at various machine
indexations to ensure that different rotary axes positions are involved in the measurement process.
The ball dome artefact is probed in 24 different machine rotary axes indexations, from −90◦ to +90◦ for
the B axis and from 0◦ to 360◦ for the C axis. At each indexation, the maximum numbers of balls, which
are accessible for the probing tool, are measured. A total of 613 ball centers were measured in about
15 h. All the other accessible balls centers are measured once at each pair of rotary axes indexation,

Table 3. Balls coordinates measured on the coordinate measuring machine (CMM) and used as
calibrated values.

Ball X (mm) Y (mm) Z (mm)

1 −0.2132 −165.1204 51.5225
2 −0.2629 −139.6651 99.1026
3 −0.3403 −101.2336 136.8692
4 −0.3955 −52.6576 160.2703
5 −0.2887 52.9376 159.8028
6 −0.2151 100.6740 136.3087
7 −0.2995 139.3806 98.7283
8 −0.0574 164.8339 51.0565
9 −151.3660 −87.3181 54.0706

10 −128.5393 −73.7984 104.8753
11 −92.6593 −53.1975 144.6691
12 −48.5258 −27.6129 169.9002
13 48.2969 28.3799 170.6793
14 92.7368 53.9159 145.7798
15 128.8048 74.6037 105.5009
16 151.8661 87.8615 54.1932
17 −158.5380 91.4808 57.2096
18 −134.0660 77.0156 110.0194
19 −97.3725 55.6279 151.3944
20 −51.4891 29.2089 178.4874
21 −0.2529 −0.3028 188.9155
22 50.7425 −29.6543 180.3483
23 97.7621 −56.4384 153.8900
24 135.6217 −78.1585 111.5776
25 159.6956 −92.6723 57.6537
26 80.9629 −140.3990 9.8332
27 −162.7489 0.3372 9.3833
28 80.9960 141.0359 9.9255
29 124.7426 −174.8164 −27.5606
30 −125.2386 −174.7670 −27.5602
31 −124.9456 175.3488 −27.5602
32 124.7427 175.3130 −27.5607

7. Stylus Tip Offsets Calculation

On a five-axis machine tool, there will be a situation when measurements are taken at different
rotary axes positions are combined to analyse particular geometric characteristics of the workpiece.
In such cases, the stylus tip coordinates are needed. These coordinates can be obtained using different
approaches yielding different quality of results. In addition, the machine’s own geometry, as for a
coordinate measuring machine, needs to be calibrated and compensated. However, most machine
tools are not geometrically calibrated. In this section, various ways to calibrate the stylus tip offsets
and the machine geometry are presented. The ball dome is then used as a reference to evaluate the
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effectiveness of the calibrated models. One of the parameters studied is the effect of the stylus tip
offsets. The term stylus tip offsets here stand for the coordinates of the stylus tip center of the touch
trigger probe relative to last machine tool branch axis frame, in our case the Y-axis frame. The stylus
tip offsets can either be the nominal value for the tool length or values estimated through the SAMBA
algorithms by probing one or more balls at various positions of the machine rotary axes. Table 4 lists
the various stylus tip offsets used and how they are obtained. The ball dome data was processed either
using a nominal machine model with null error parameters or using error parameters estimated from
the SAMBA method.

N1-Nominal machine model, nominal tool (tool item N1):

The nominal tool is assumed to have zero lateral offsets and the tool length, as measured by the
machinist during tool setting, as a negative z value.

N2-Nominal machine, estimated tool from a single ball dome ball (tool item N2):

The other approach to determine the stylus tip offsets is to use a nominal machine to estimate
the stylus tip offsets. The tool length (−z value) and lateral offsets in x and y are estimated by using a
single ball on the ball dome, which is located close to the ring section; no machine error parameter is
estimated, and the parameters are set to zero. The ball and the tool coordinates are the only estimated
variables to explain the machine readings.

N3-Nominal machine:

A similar process as for N2 but using all ball dome balls at once.

S1-SAMBA estimated machine, the tool from machinist for ball dome probing (tool item S1):

The same tool as for item N1, reported by the machinist, is used in this case. However, the ball
dome coordinates are calculated based on the machine estimated from the SAMBA process, from one
year ago.

S2-SAMBA estimated machine, an estimated tool from a single ball dome ball (tool item S2):

The tool x, y and z coordinates are estimated in order to best explain the machine readings while
using the machine error parameters estimated by the SAMBA process from one year ago. The calibrated
ball dome coordinates are not used.

S3-SAMBA estimated machine, an estimated tool from all ball dome balls (tool item S3):

As for S2 but all the ball dome balls are used for the tool estimation.

S4-SAMBA estimated machine, manually estimated tool (tool item S4):

The tool is estimated during the machine calibration using the SAMBA method. However, the
stylus tip used to measure the ball dome was different from that used for the SAMBA calibration.
In addition, during the dome measurement, the spindle was not rotated so that the tool could not be
estimated independently from the spindle position. The spindle location was estimated during the
SAMBA calibration conducted a year earlier. A complete machine, tool and ball coordinates estimation
are conducted to explain the machine probing readings but only the tool coordinates are further used
here. Vector subtraction is used to extract the tool geometry from the two vectors as illustrated in
Figure 4 resulting in the following equation,

toola = toolball−dome − spindleSAMBA (5)

toola =
(

tooln + δtoolball−dome
)
− spindleSAMBA (6)
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where tooln is the nominal tool geometry used during ball-dome measurement and δtoolball−dome is the
deviation of the tool geometry calculated by Equation (4) and

δspindleSAMBA = [EXOS EYOS 0] (7)

where EXOS and EYOS are the two spindle lateral offset errors obtained by SAMBA method defined in
Table 2. The kinematics of the machine tool accompanied by the two offset errors contributing in the
tool twist estimation are illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 4. Left: For a nominal machine, the reference frame of the spindle coincides with the B- and
C-axis crossing point, which is also the machine foundation frame. For case N1 the tool only has a
non-zero z coordinate. Right: The non-nominal machine estimated by the SAMBA method has spindle
offsets in x from the B-axis and in y from the C-axis. This right-side diagram also illustrates the cases of
an imperfect tool with lateral offsets in x and y.

Table 4. Various stylus tip offsets.

Item Tool Description
Stylus Tip Offsets (mm)

tX tY tZ

N1 Nominal machine with tool from machinist for ball dome probing 0 0 −326.717
N2 Nominal machine with estimated tool by using one ball on ball dome −0.105 0.001 −326.725
N3 Nominal machine with estimated tool by using all balls on ball dome −0.046 −0.002 −326.735
S1 Estimated machine by SAMBA, tool from machinist for ball dome probing 0 0 −326.717
S2 Estimated machine by SAMBA, estimated tool from one ball −0.011 0.002 −326.749
S3 Estimated machine by SAMBA, estimated tool from all the artefact balls −0.012 −0.012 −326.746

S4 Estimated machine by SAMBA, tool from full estimation with dome, −0.003 −0.014 326.754manually calculated tool

8. Deviation Results

Table 5 shows the maximum and average deviation calculated for different models. The deviation
is between artefact reference probing coordinate from CMM measurements and artefact probing
coordinate from the machine tool as a coordinate measuring system. A least square fitting algorithm is
applied to best match the two sets of coordinates. For every single ball, the coordinate deviations in x,
y and z and the deviation norm, R, are calculated. The maximum and average values of R considering
all ball dome balls are calculated.
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Table 5. Maximum and mean deviation for different models (μm).

Item Tool Maximum Deviation μm Average Deviation μm

N1 Nominal machine with tool from machinist for
ball dome probing 176 70

N2 Nominal machine with estimated tool by using
one ball on ball dome 138 88

N3 Nominal machine with estimated tool by using
all balls on ball dome 140 60

S1 Estimated machine by SAMBA, tool from
machinist for ball dome probing 56 30

S2 Estimated machine by SAMBA, estimated tool
from one ball 34 19

S3 Estimated machine by SAMBA, estimated tool
from all the artefact balls 32 12

S4 Estimated machine by SAMBA, tool from full
estimation with dome, manually calculated tool 31 16

Figure 5 shows the deviation between the calibrated artefact and machine tool measured
coordinates while using SAMBA estimated machine and manually estimated stylus tip offsets (item
S4), which are used for comparison. The vectors (arrows) are the 3D deviation for every single ball
while the reference values are the artefact reference coordinate measured on a CMM and each color
represents a specific machine tool axes indexation out of the 24 indexations. Each vector has three
Cartesian components; the length of each vector is calculated by Equation (8):

dR =

√(
dx2 + dy2 + dz2

)
(8)

The maximum and average deviations (vector lengths) for the 25 balls at 24 indexations are
presented in Table 4.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 5. Plotted deviation between compensated artefact by SAMBA and calibrated artefact, manually
estimated tool is applied (item S4); (a) 3D view; the legend of the arrows’ colors is as on figure b.
(b) Deviation for one ball in X-Y view for different machine axes and indexations (units are millimeter).

Figure 6 presents the deviation while using the stylus tip offsets calculated based on just one ball
on the artefact (item S2). In this case, to lighten the plots, the deviation arrows just for seven selected
balls are shown through the artefact.
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 6. Plotted deviation between compensated artefact by SAMBA while considering one ball to
model the tool and calibrated artefact for seven balls, estimated tool by probing one ball (item S2) (units
are millimetre). (a) Deviation arrows, X-Y view, (b) 3-D view, (c) X-Z view, (d) Y-Z view

On the other hand, as it mentioned in Table 5, while the non-calibrated machine and nominal
stylus tip offsets are used, the maximum and average deviations are 176 and 70 μm respectively.

9. Discussion

The SAMBA calibrated machine tool errors parameters are used to compensate the machine
for the purpose of on-machine coordinate metrology. The considered errors are eight axis location
errors, two spindle lateral offsets, three linear axis positioning scale gain errors and the stylus tip
center coordinates (the tool) relative to the spindle frame. The ball dome artefact is used to evaluate
the accuracy of the compensated machine. The ball dome includes 25 balls on a quasi-hemispherical
envelop fabricated of Invar, which is clamped on kinematic supports to reduce clamping distortion.

The machine measuring performance when no calibration is applied neither for the machine
geometry nor for the stylus tip offsets, displays the maximum and average deviations equal to 176
and 70 μm respectively. Calibrating the machine geometry based on the SAMBA estimated error
parameters improves the machine performance and reduces the maximum and average deviation to
56 and 30 μm, respectively, a 60% improvement. Another important error contributor is the stylus tip
offsets. There are two options to estimate the stylus tip offsets; the first one is using just one ball on the
artefact which leads to 34 and 19 μm as the maximum and average deviations. The results achieved
by using the second option, which stands on using all balls, are 32 and 12 μm. The other choice for
the stylus tip offsets is achieved by vector calculation between the estimated tool from ball dome data
only and estimated spindle from the SAMBA process. For this last case the maximum and average
deviation are 31 and 16 μm respectively, the lowest maximum value obtained. The deviation reduction
achieved by using calibrated machine and estimated stylus tip offsets is figured in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Deviation for nominal and estimated machine.

10. Conclusions

In this paper, the SAMBA method is used to calibrate the machine tool and to estimate the stylus
tip offsets and then the efficiency of the calibration process and estimated models are verified by using
the ball dome artefact. Due to the large size of the ball dome, during its measurement by the machine
on various rotary axes indexations, all the linear and rotary axes motions are covered and then all
the measurement results are transferred to the same reference frame. A single ball measurement
would be the preferred option to estimate the stylus tip offsets. This approach provides the lowest
average deviation.

Therefore, using the SAMBA calibration method accompanied with an optimized machine
and stylus tip offsets has reduced the machine tool maximum and average volumetric errors by
82% and 83% respectively, while all the linear and rotary axes are involved in the coordinate
measurement process.
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Abstract: Many manufacturing sectors require high surface finishing. After machining operations
such as milling or drilling, undesirable burrs or insufficient edge finishing may be generated.
For decades, many finishing processes have been on a handmade basis; this fact is accentuated
when dealing with complex geometries especially for high value-added parts. In recent years,
there has been a tendency towards trying to automate these kinds of processes as far as possible,
with repeatability and time/money savings being the main purposes. Based on this idea, the aim of
this work was to check new tools and strategies for finishing aeronautical parts, especially critical
engine parts made from Inconel 718, a very ductile nickel alloy. Automating the edge finishing of
chamfered holes is a complicated but very important goal. In this paper, flexible abrasive tools were
used for this purpose. A complete study of different abrasive possibilities was carried out, mainly
focusing on roughness analysis and the final edge results obtained.

Keywords: flexible abrasive tools; finishing; rounding edge; superalloys

1. Introduction

Titanium alloys and nickel-based superalloys are widely used today in aerospace components,
commonly used in engines, considering that superalloys and concretely Inconel 718 are capable of
working in corrosive environments and at high temperatures. Those materials can be used as part
of gas turbine engines, steam, nuclear components, chemicals, etc. There is a strong demand for
dimensional accuracy and surface roughness for these high-value components.

Drilling holes in aerospace components is often a delicate operation; the hole amplifies the stress
around it by a factor of two [1]. Moreover, it is often the last machining operation, with a looming risk
of making a scrap part due to a single bad hole. This circumstance determines the final time used in
the production of the part, and a lack of quality can lead to its rejection, as it should especially take
into account the reliability of the process due to the costs already involved. Therefore, it is a high
value-added operation [2].

Currently in industrial practice, drilling processes are widely used due to their versatility and the
short time invested in performing the task. However, these operations produce results of not very high
quality, thus requiring complementary operations such as dotting, re-drilling, reaming, chamfering and
edge finishing. This fact supposes a waste of time, both in subsequent cutting processes and in tool
changes. The “not very high quality” refers, basically, to the deviations that occur in terms of diameter
tolerances, surface roughness and burr formation, which are inherent phenomena in the process. Also,
the effect of the cutting parameters on the hole quality (circularity and hole diameter) and tool wear
during the drilling of super alloy Inconel 718 allows us infer that the cutting speed and feed rate played
a large role in the variation of the deviation from the circularity values [3]. The available literature
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regarding drilling in high strength materials is rather limited [4,5]. However, in recent years there have
been further investigations into new techniques and processes to drill holes in these alloys.

Among these new techniques, ultrasonic assisted machining is one of the most commonly used.
This is a machining technology where a high frequency vibration (20 kHz) with an amplitude around
10 μm overlaps the continuous movement of the cutting tool, providing an output power between
50 W and 3000 W [6]. The use of ultrasonic-assisted processes allows a reduction in cutting forces
by 30–50% [7], an improvement of the final surface quality, better chip evacuation and a longer tool
life [8].

Other authors propose alternatives to traditional drilling. The idea is to use a ball-end milling
tool giving it a helical motion around the hole. Regarding the helical milling, there are two similar
helical milling techniques: Ball helical milling (BHM) and contouring ball helical milling (CBHM) [9];
the results were quite good in terms of quality but the times were far from those obtained with
twist-drilling operations, or in other processes [10,11]. Takt-time in aeroengine manufacturing in many
cases prevents the replacement of drilling with twist drills, thus edge burrs and poor finishing are
common issues. In emerging processes, the plasticity of metal is also a key factor, as shown in [12,13].

In this paper, brushing techniques using abrasive flexible tools are studied. The aim is to
implement these tools for the finishing process, to improve the surface finish obtained on the one hand,
and to achieve the rounding of the edges in the countersunk holes on the other. Flexible hone tools are
available in silicon carbide, aluminum oxide, zirconia alumina, boron carbide, tungsten carbide and
even in other grades, with diameters ranging from 4 to 1000 mm.

In this work, different available state-of-the-art tools are presented. Tests were carried out in order
to make a first attempt to use these tools, with interesting results that are shown below.

2. Flexible Abrasive Tools

Companies such as Brush Research Manufacturing (BRM) have a long history of solving difficult
finishing problems with brushing technology. The term “brush” is commonly associated with classic
twisted wire brushes or the nylon brushes used for deburring or edge blending. It is a flexible and
elastic abrasive tool, ideal for soft cutting in finishing operations, “plateau honing”, cylinder liner
deburring, hydraulic and pneumatic components, as well as other industry sectors such as aeronautics,
automotive parts, screw machining, etc.

These are a general-purpose tools (Figure 1), the versatility of which stems from the small abrasive
balls overlapping at the end of a nylon filament. Each ball is independent of the others; this fact
ensures the centering and auto-alignment with the hole. Having complete control of the process
parameters and identifying and assessing the influence on the final surface is essential for the efficient
implementation of these tools in CNC machines and robots.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 1. (a) Tools with different abrasive qualities. (b) Tool detail (3×).
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One application of these flexible tools is the surface finishing and edge blending of holes made
in aeronautic alloys, such as Inconel 718 and Ti6Al4V. A wide range of abrasives and grit sizes are
offered by BRM and other companies. This implies the necessity to carry out a comparison between
the different abrasive grades. The test results for different abrasive types and grain sizes are presented
in this work. The parameter measured in this first approach was the final roughness of the brushed
holes. Table 1 shows the variety of tools used. (Prices are shown because in some cases these are twice
those of other solutions.)

Table 1. Different flexible abrasive tools used in tests.

Code Abrasive Grit Sizes Nominal Diameter Web Price

SC10 Silicon Carbide 180 10 mm ≈12 $/un
SC11 Silicon Carbide 180 11 mm ≈12 $/un

SC11-400 Silicon Carbide 400 11 mm ≈23 $/un
BC11 Boron Carbide 180 11 mm ≈15 $/un
Di11 Diamond 2500 C Mesh 11 mm ≈30 $/un

3. Previous Tests on Ti6Al4V Alloy

Preliminary tests on Ti6Al4V alloy were carried out. This alloy was used firstly because is
more economic, easier to buy and has better machinability than the superalloys, such as Inconel 718.
Titanium plates were used (200 × 100 × 7.5 mm dimensions); the main aim of these tests was to
establish a first approach to the process before carrying it out on Inconel 718. On the other hand,
titanium alloys are used not only in engines but in airframe key parts, which join the wings to the
airplane body.

Prior to conducting the brushing tests, 80 holes of 10.7 mm diameter were drilled in the plates.
The following conditions were used for the drilling: Vc = 35 m/min and f = 0.12 mm/rev. Figure 2
shows the experimental set-up.

(a) (b) 

Air

Plate

Vf

S
Turn movement

BrushDinamometer 
plate

Plate

Figure 2. (a) Drilling set-up. (b) Brushing set-up.

As shown in Figure 1 and Table 1, five different flexible abrasive tools were used. With each
different brush, 16 holes were made at these brushing conditions: Vc = 60 m/min and f = 0.5 mm/rev.
Figure 3 shows the results of the roughness measurement, both for the drilled holes and the brushed
holes. Firstly, the surface quality obtained in the previous drilling with the conditions used was quite
good, averaging around 0.5 μm Ra. The main problem was the results dispersion, with varying Ra
roughness parameters from 0.29 to 1.17 μm.

After brushing with the five different flexible abrasive tools, the roughness parameters decreased
and the results dispersion was lower. The best brush type for this material in terms of surface roughness
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was the SC11-400, as it reduced the average Ra roughness up to 0.25 μm, with values between 0.2 μm
and 0.3 μm (Figure 3).

  
Figure 3. Ra [μm] and Rz [μm] roughness values after drilling and after finishing Ti6Al4V.

4. Test on Inconel 718 Superalloy

Based on data from the preliminary tests carried out on Ti6Al4V, we found that that the five
different flexible abrasive brushes were able to reduce the roughness parameters. Moreover, it was
an easy and economical finishing process that can be carried out using machine tools.

On the other hand, the preliminary tests showed a low cutting capacity. It was difficult to make
a chamfer on a hole or deal with large burrs because removing that much material was impossible.
However, these brushes could be useful in order to finish surfaces, round edges or carry out cross-hole
deburring [9]. For these reasons, experimental tests were carried out on Inconel 718 plates, which is
a commonly-used material in aerospace components working at high temperatures. This is a difficult
material to machine, so the soft cut of these brushes may have been insufficient.

In this case, Inconel 718 plates were used with the dimensions 200 × 100 × 7.5 mm, similar to
those used in the preliminary tests in titanium. The tests were carried out in an Ibarmia ZV25 milling
machine, with a spindle with 25 KWs. Regarding the previous drilling, the Table 2 shows the two
different conditions used.

Table 2. Conditions used for drilling in Inconel 718.

Vc [m/min] f [mm/rev] S [rpm] Vf [mm/min] No. Holes

“A” Conditions 20 0.06 595 35.7 40
“B” Conditions 25 0.06 744 44.6 40

4.1. “A” Conditions

Two different cutting conditions for previously-drilled Inconel 718 were tested. The first conditions
were established by the tool manufacturer, the second ones were rather demanding in order to reduce
the processing time and increase productivity. The aim was to compare the surface roughness results
after brushing. The drilling parameters in the “A” conditions were c = 20 m/min and f = 0.06 mm/rev.

After performing the drilling, brushing tests were carried out. In this case the same brushing
conditions as in the preliminary test were used (Vc = 60 m/min and f = 0.5 mm/rev).

Figure 4 shows the roughness results obtained before and after brushing. The surface roughness
obtained after drilling was moderately good (around 0.5 μm Ra) thanks to the conservative drilling
conditions used. After brushing, the results showed that the roughness values decreased somewhat,
but not significantly. In the case of the SC10 brush, the roughness became worse. This implies that for
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this material and using the drilling conditions given by the manufacturer, these SC10 brushes were not
suitable. As for the rest of the tests, similar to the results for the titanium, the best roughness results
were achieved with SC11-400 brushes. However, the BC11 brush provided similar roughness values
and less deviation in the results. In addition, the BC11 brushes were cheaper and showed less wear
after brushing than SC11-400, thus BC11 was the most suitable in this case.

  
Figure 4. Ra [μm] and Rz [μm] roughness values after drilling and finishing Inconel 718.

The results obtained in this case also show that under these drilling conditions it was too
unproductive to execute a brushing operation because the surface improvement was hardly noticeable.
In the following section, the brushing process in more demanding drilling conditions is examined.
In this case, the brushing process might be useful.

4.2. “B” Conditions

In this section, the previous drilling conditions were Vc = 25 m/min and f = 0.06 mm/rev. In this
way, the roughness results obtained after drilling were worse than in the previous cases. However,
brushing could be useful in this case. Figure 5 shows the roughness results. The roughness values
observed before brushing were around Ra 0.9 μm, with a large dispersion of results. After brushing,
the roughness parameters decreased to values lower than 0.65 μm Ra. In this case, the BC11 brush
provided the lowest roughness values and the lowest deviation of the results, thus this was the most
convenient brush. Besides, the tool wear was not critical in this case.

  
Figure 5. Ra [μm] and Rz [μm] roughness values after drilling and after finishing Inconel 718.

It is noted that the results showed that the cutting ability of these brushes was limited, especially
when cutting materials with low machinability such as Inconel 718. Therefore, a large amount of
deburring and chamfering of holes was impossible. However, once the hole was chamfered, rounding
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the edges and finishing the surface was achieved using the flexible abrasive brushes [11]. Figure 6
shows one of the drilled and brushed holes. The process involved drilling, chamfering and brushing.
Figure 6 and Table 3 set out the rounding edge produced by the brushes.

 

Figure 6. (a) Hole section and detail of the chamfer and rounding edge. Image 1 (5×), Image 2
(10×), Image 3 (10×). (b) Angle detail measured with optical means of the rounding edge of a hole
section (5×).

Table 3. Angle detail—hole section of the rounding edge.

Angle/◦ Apex X/mm Apex Y/mm

Angle 1 102.241 99.452 48.341

For years, the edge finishing process has been by hand in many areas, but now the tendency is
to try to automate these finishing processes [12]. One automation possibility uses flexible abrasive
brushes. However, others are possible, such as using shape tools. In this case, the main drawback is
the correct tool positioning and also the tangents to the surface. In addition, it is necessary to consider
the fact that many of these holes are placed in curved areas or in areas that are difficult to access for
a conventional milling tool. The main problem with the brushes is the lack of repeatability and the
rapid wear suffered.

Figure 7 shows some photographs of the brushes following their use. As mentioned above,
despite achieving the best results, the SC11-400 brush is one of the most expensive, along with the
diamond brush. Besides, tool wear on these brushes is greater than the other brushes. To conclude,
regarding tool wear, BC11 is the most appropriate option for materials such as Inconel 718. Moreover,
in some cases it is also the best option in terms of the surface quality achieved.

Figure 7. Tool wear on three different brushes. New tool; after Inconel 718; after Ti6Al4V (3×).
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5. Automatic Process

Polishing and deburring is a process with great automation possibilities, through the use of
robots [13]. Force feedback control is the key aspect to be considered. The definition of a robotic cell
for the application of the process is based on accessibility. The flexible brushes being applied to holes
in different aeroengine components and cases being produced with Inconel 718, Hastelloy or other
nickel alloys are a good task for these robots. Deburring and edge finishing will be always a step in the
process chain. The idea proposed is to work in high-automation mode, in the following stages:

• Burr detection, for instance using structured blue light or other optical means. The random
location implies a random pattern.

• Robotic deburring in brush manipulation: a robotic arm can use a spindle with the usual
low-torque to brush at the required rotational speed.

• Final check: optical means will help, and in cases of internal hole surface roughness, a roughness
meter measurement is necessary.

The proposed system for the automation process consists of a unique superfinished cell capable of
working in two different work modes, in particular with a tool on a robot or with a piece on a robot.
In the first of the work modes (MOD1), the idea was to work on pieces of large dimensions (Ø 2400 mm,
height 1500 mm, weight 2500 kg) mounted on a rotating table and working with tools mounted on the
robot, which is able to access the outer and inner areas of the type pieces. The materials to be worked in
this case will be heat-resistant alloys with mechanical characteristics equal to or higher than Inconel 718,
Titanium 6-4, Jethete type stainless steel or similar. The operations to be carried out will be diverse,
highlighting operations of deburring, edge killing and polishing of localized areas and holes, as well
as measurement and control operations. In a second mode of work (MOD2), we will work with tools
mounted in fixed posts, with the piece positioned mounted on the manipulator robot. In this case,
the pieces to be treated will be units or sets coming from castings or other types of components with
the maximum dimensions of approximately 1000 × 1000 × 1000 mm and maximum weights of up to
120 kg. The materials will have characteristics similar to those indicated for the MOD1 work mode and
the operations to be carried out include cutting and sanding processes as well as other operations such
as those already mentioned for deburring, polishing and measuring and control. Figure 8 shows the
system used to apply the approach.

   

 
Figure 8. Robotic deburring: robot arm, structured-blue light devices, detail of holes with burrs.
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6. Conclusions

Several contributions of this research can be pointed out, namely:

• Preliminary tests on Ti6Al4V show that flexible abrasive brushes are able to reduce the roughness
parameters of drilled holes. Furthermore, the final roughness shows less deviation from the
average value in comparison to the previously-drilled holes. In this material, considering the
roughness values, Silicon Carbide 400 grit size brushes were the most suitable.

• Despite the fact that the brushes were not suitable for chamfering or removing large burrs,
tests made on Inconel 718 showed that these brushes could be a great option for rounding
edges and surface finishing. Particularly, BC11 brushes were the most suitable for this operation.
After brushing with BC11, the roughness was better, the deviation of results was lower, and their
price and wear resistance make them suitable for this aim.

• Brushes are a real choice in the industrial environment in order to achieve a rapid and efficient
improvement of the inner quality of holes and to eliminate burrs at the hole edge, both at the
entrance and exit of the drill bit from plates.

• Polishing, deburring, burr detection or a final check by optical means for large pieces are processes
with great automation possibilities by robotic means.
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Abstract: Several series of experiments were conducted to compare the performance of selected sets
of subtractive and additive machine tools for meso-micro machining. Under the MicroCutting Project,
meso-micro machining of a reference part was conducted to compare the performance of several
machine tools. A prototype flexure of the microspline of an asteroid gripper under development at
NASA/JPL was selected as the reference part for the project. Several academic, research institutes,
and industrial firms were among the collaborators participating in the project. Both subtractive and
additive machine tools were used, including abrasive waterjets, CNC milling, lasers, 3D printing,
and laser powder bed fusion. Materials included aluminum, stainless steel, and nonmetal resins.
Each collaborator produced the reference part in its facility using materials most suitable for their
tools. The finished parts were inspected qualitatively and quantitatively at OMAX Corporation.
The performance of the participating machine tools was then compared based on the results of the
inspection. Test results show that the two top performers for this test part are the CNC precision
milling and micro abrasive waterjet. For machining a single flexure, the CNC precision milling had a
slight edge over the micro abrasive waterjet machining in terms of part accuracy and edge quality.
The advantages disappear or the trend even reverses when stack machining with taper compensation
is adopted for the micro abrasive waterjet.

Keywords: meso-micro machining; micro abrasive-waterjet technology; stacking cutting; micro
milling; taper compensation; flexure; subtractive machining; additive machining; micrograph

1. Introduction

With the development and commercialization of micro-abrasive waterjet (μAWJ) technology,
supported under an NSF SBIR Phase II/IIB grant, OMAX added a MicroMAX®to its product lines of
JetMachining®Centers. In collaboration with MIT Center for Bits and Atom (CBA) and Department
of Mechanical Engineering, the performance of abrasive waterjet (AWJ) was compared with those of
lasers, wire EDM, and CNC milling [1–4]. Reference parts including miniature butterflies, tweezers,
and nonlinear load cells were selected to cut with these tools. Based on their interesting performance
comparison, a MicroCutting Project was initiated with the objective to broaden the performance
comparison by including several selected sets of modern additive and subtractive machine tools.

2. Technical Approach and Equipment

2.1. Technical Approach

A collection of machine tools available at OMAX, CBA, and other facilities were selected for the
project. One of the early tasks was to define a reference part that was suitable to be machined and/or
fabricated with all the selected machine tools. A decision was made to use one the flexures investigated
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at NASA/JPL as a key component of prototype microsplines for asteroid grippers developed under
the Asteroid Redirect Mission [5,6]. As shown in Figure 1, the flexure consists of 11 full-length and
2 half-length spring-like elements. The length and width of the flexure elements were 36.3 mm
and 0.5 mm, respectively. The separation between each element was 0.76 mm. The aspect ratio
(length/width) was therefore 72.6. The widths of the element and gap between them are 0.51 mm
and 0.76 mm, respectively. The aspect ratios of the length-to-width and length-to-thickness were 71.5
and 47.7. The above are the dimensions of the full-scale flexure. Small-scale flexures with 0.5, 0.4,
and 0.33 were also machined using several tools. The flexure is extremely delicate and flexible. It
took only very weak side force exerted onto the flexure element during machining to deflect them
permanently. During the course of machining, strengthening tabs were used to support the delicate
elements (Figure 1a). Figure 1b shows the tool path with several color coded curves: green—traverse
without cutting, magenta—lead in and out, and blue—cut at quality five level. The tool path shown in
Figure 1b included two steps: (1) machine the flexure with the tabs in place and (2) remove the tabs.
Figure 1c shows the final part with the tabs removed.

  
(a) With strengthening tabs (b) Tool path 

 
(c) Finish Flexure 

Figure 1. DXF of flexure selected as the reference part for the MicroCutting Project.

The flexure, machined or fabricated from materials that were most suitable for the individual
tools, were then inspected qualitatively and quantitatively to compare the performances of these
machine tools.

2.2. Micro Abrasive Waterjet Technology

The AWJ is amenable to micromachining as the diameter of the AWJ can potentially reduce to
micro scales [7]. The μAWJ technology was developed and commercialized under the support of an
SBIR Phase II/IIB grant. Several novel processes were developed and incorporated into the MicroMAX
for meso-micro machining of 2D and 3D parts. The main focus was to downsize the AWJ nozzle capable
of meso-micro machining. As such, several challenges were present as the three-phase, supersonic
slurry flow inside the nozzle transitions from a gravity-dominated flow to a microfluidic flow. Novel
processes and apparatus were developed to enable μAWJ technology for industrial applications [4].

At present, the 7/15 nozzle with an orifice and a mixing tube ID of 0.007” (0.18 mm) and 0.015”
(0.38 mm) is the smallest production nozzle whereas the 5/10 nozzle is currently used for special
applications. Garnet with 240 mesh can be readily used with these nozzles. For garnets finer than
240 mesh, a proprietary process was developed to enhance their flowability. Success in developing
the AWJ technology led to the culmination in the release of the MicroMAX as a new product debuted
in 2013. It has a position accuracy and repeatability of 15 μm and 5 μm, respectively. A MicroMAX
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version II with the incorporation of a Rotary Axis for machining axisymmetric features was released
for production in 2016.

2.3. Machine Tools and Participants

The participants in the Microcutting Project included MIT/CBA (www.cba.mit.edu), OMAX
(www.omax.com), Formlabs (www.formlabs.com), Datron (www.datron.com/), (Moog Inc. (http:
//www.moog.com/), and BMF Precision Technology Co, Ltd. (http://bmftec.com/). Machine tools
available at the facilities of the participants and used in the project included CBA Digital Fabrication
Facility (http://cba.mit.edu/tools/index.html) Beam Dynamics Model LMC10000 CO2 laser system—
1.2 m × 1.2 m cutting area, 30.5 m vertical travel, 500 w (1550 W peak), 25 μm overall accuracy, 51 m/min
max cutting speed (91 m/min traverse speed) Sodick SL400G Wire EDM—X, Y, Z Axis travel, 400 × 300
× 250 mm; wire diameter range: 0.051 to 0.30 mm.

Zund G-3 L-2500—Repeatability± 0.03 mm, position accuracy± 0.1 mm/m, working area 1800 mm
× 2500 mm, high speed router 3.6 kW 50,000 rpm.

FabLight 3000 Fiber Laser—3 kW laser, working area of 6.35 m × 1.27 m and tubes of diameter
12.7 mm to 5.1 mm. Capable of cutting steel, stainless steel, spring steel, aluminum, copper, brass,
titanium. Repeatability of 15 μm, accuracy of ± 20 μm/m.

Oxford Solid State Micromachining Laser—532 nm diode-pumped solid-state laser, 150 mm X-Y
travel, 50 mm Z travel, 1 micron resolution. It has spot size of approximately 20 microns. The laser
outputs approximately 6W of power at 10 kHz and can quickly cut through materials typically up to
0.5 mm thick. It’s used for fine cutting, ablation, engraving, and marking

OMAX 5555 JetMachining Center at CBA—X-Y Travel 1.4 × 1.4 m, Tilt-A-Jet, MAXJET 5i Nozzle
(10/21), 7/15 Mini MAXJET 5 Nozzle, Precision Optical Locator, pneumatic drill OMAX Corporation
MicroMAX—A MicroMAX equipped with a Tilt-A-Jet (TAJ), a Rotary Axis (RA), and a Precision Optical
Locator (POL) is available at the OMAX facility (https://www.omax.com/omax-waterjet/micromax).
For meso-micro machining, the 7/15 and 5/10 nozzles have been used routinely for cutting demo
parts and conducting in-house R&D. The nozzles were driven by an EnduroMAX 40 hp crankshaft
pump (Model 4060V) with pressures up to 410 MPa. For these small nozzles, an excess flow control
valve was installed to drain a part of the water through the high-pressure pump. At pressures below
about 70 MPa, the Bernoulli vacuum was too weak to entrain all the abrasive into the mixing chamber.
Vacuum Assist accessory was used to remove the excessive abrasive to mitigate clogging of the nozzle.

AWJ machining was controlled by an IntelliMAX Software Suite featuring an extensive tool set to
streamline production. The Suite is based on a precision cutting model in which each engineering
material is assigned with a machineability index according to its properties derived from the results of
extensive cutting tests. The intuitive Suite that is easy to use consists of a PC-based CAD-LAYOUT and
CAM-MAKE. A set of steel slats spaced 25 mm apart is installed inside each JetMachining Center to
support the workpiece. A 10 cm thick polyurethane honeycomb placed on top of the slats is often used
to provide a firm support to workpieces made from thin materials. Since the AWJ exerts very low force
onto the workpiece, it can be secured by relatively simple fixtures such as carpenter clamps. A number
of options is available to secure the workpiece depending on the setup. For small parts, thin tabs are
incorporated into the tool path to prevent losing it into the tank below. Machining is carried out by
setting a standoff distance of 0.76 mm between the tip of the nozzle to the top surface of the workpiece.
The tool offset is set to on half of the exit diameter of the AWJ. Depending on the thickness of the
workpiece and the required edge quality of cut from Q1 for raw cut to Q5 for precision cut, the cutting
speed is set intelligently by MAKE according to the machineability index. The cutting speed also varies
according to the shape and curvature of the tool path. For example, the traverse of the nozzle speeds
up in straight segments and slows down during corner passing to maintain the same kerf width.

Formlabs-Form 2 Printer—Build Volume: 145× 145× 175 mm, Layer Thickness: 25, 50, 100 microns,
Laser Spot Size: 140 μm, Laser Power: 250 mW, Wavelength: 405 nm (violet), automated resin system,
self-heating resin tank, auto-generated supports. Machine size: 350 mm (L) Ã—330 mm (W) Ã—520 mm (H).
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Moog, Inc. —These parts were made from metal powders, an aluminum alloy and stainless steel,
using laser powder bed fusion. The equipment included:

• EOS 290 for 17-4PH stainless steel: laser power—220 watts, volume scan speed—750 mm/s,
volume hatch spacing—0.11 mm, layer thickness—40 μm;

• SLM 280 for aluminum (twin laser): laser power—350 watts, volume scan speed—1650 mm/s,
volume hatch spacing—0.13 mm, layer thickness—30 μm.

They were then trimmed to correct thickness with a φ0.25-mm wire EDM (Mistsubishi MV2400S)
for 30 min approximately.

Boston Micro Fabrication (BMF) Material Technology Inc.—Digital Lighting Processing (DLP),
similar to Stereolithography Appearance (SLA), was used to fabricate the flexures (https://web.archive.
org/web/20140221025534/, https://thre3d.com/how-it-works/light-photopolymerization/digital-light-
processing-dlp). It is a 3D printing process working with photopolymers. In DLP, a 3D model is
constructed and ‘sliced’ through software. Once the sliced images are received by the printer, curable
liquid, e.g. monomer or pre-cured resin, is exposed to a pattern of UV-light, in order to selectively
solidify a cross-section of the designed parts. The cured cross-section is then lowered below the
surface level of the liquid, allowing the liquid to backfill for curing and bonding of subsequent
cross-sections. The process is repeated until all the slices of the 3D model and hence the printing parts
are completed. The liquid is then drained from the vat, followed by demolding and post-curing of the
parts. The nanoArch Micro Scale 3D Printing System InP140 (https://bmftec.com/) nanoArch®is the
first commercialized high resolution, multimaterial 3D micro-fabrication equipment based on PμLSE
(Projection Micro Litho Stereo Exposure) technology, which is designed for scientific R&D of functional
composite materials.

Datron-Neo Milling Machine (https://www.datron-neo.com/us/datron-neo-simple-milling/
overview/). Masking tapes and super glue were used to secure the workpiece onto the substrate.

• For the full-scale flexure, the first operation was a 2D contour used to cut the profile of the internal
flexure geometry using a double flute φ0.030” (0.76 mm) end mill with ethanol coolant. Ethyl
alcohol, used in minimal quantities, appeared to have no negative effect on the work holding. The
last operation was cutting the perimeter with a 3 mm single flute end mill.

• For the half-scale flexure, the first operation was a 2D contour used to cut the profile of the internal
flexure geometry using a double flute 0.5 mm end mill with ethanol coolant. Ethyl alcohol, used
in minimal quantities, appeared to have no negative effect on the work holding. Datron tooling
was used, which led to slightly undersized internal geometry. The internal geometry was 0.008”
(0.20 mm) instead of the 0.010” (0.25 mm) as modeled due to the larger tool size being used. The
last toolpath was cutting the part out with the 3 mm single flute end mill.

3. Results

For this project, one of the flexures as a key component of a prototype microspline of an asteroid
gripping device under development at NASA/JPL for the Asteroid Redirect Mission [5,6]. The delicate
geometry of the selected flexure, as shown in Figure 1, presented considerable challenge to most
machine tools. There is an option to (1) machine or fabricate the flexure with the strengthening tabs
attached (Figure 1a) and then remove the tabs to finish the part or (2) machine the flexure without the
tabs (Figure 1b).

3.1. Waterjet Cutting

The prototype flexure made of 6061 T6 aluminum using the MicroMAX was originally cut to
demonstrate its performance versus that of the wire EDM. The EDM process conducted at JPL was
carried out in three passes in order to minimize the damage resulted from the induced heat-affected
zone (HAZ). The comparison showed that the cost ratio for machining the part was 14:1 in favor of the
waterjet, leading to a 93% cost reduction [3].
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Figure 2a shows the micrograph of the aluminum flexure (0.81 mm THK) cut on the MicroMAX
using the 7/15 nozzle with the Barton 240 or 220UT mesh garnet with a mean particle size of 60 μm.
The pump pressure was 380 MPa and the abrasive mass flow rate was 73 g/min. The cutting time
was 2.3 min. The geometry of the flexure element including the horizontal and semi-circle segments
were inspected under the microscope. From the micrographs, the following features of the flexure are
inspected:

a. Edge quality

- Smoothness and the presence of chipping
- Edge taper

b. Variation in the element width (over or under cutting)
c. Variation in the gap between horizontal segments
d. Straightness (local bending) of horizontal segments
e. Parallelism of the horizontal segments

Figure 2b shows the superimposition of the tool path onto the flexure element. The overall match
between the tool path and the flexure element is excellent, indicating that there is no distortion of the
flexure element in terms of bending and/or rotating in the X-Y plane.

Magnified views of the two small areas in the middle span and the right end loops of Figure 2a,
were selected to compare in detail the flexure element and the tool path, as shown in Figure 2c,d. The
areas were chosen because they were farthest away from the two anchoring points and least supported.
The selection was made to show the worst mismatches in those two segments of the entire element.
Yet, the match shown in Figure 2c is excellent. A very slight mismatch is observed in Figure 2d. The
maximum mismatch was measured to be about 0.1 mm, part of which is attributed to the error in
overlaying of the tool path onto the micrograph. Figure 2c,d show nearly no macro distortion induced
by the waterjet cutting process, clearly demonstrating the advantages of cold cutting and low-side-force
exertion. In fact, previous investigation verified that waterjet, as opposed to wire EDM, preserved the
structural and chemical integrity of parent materials [8].

  
(a) Micrograph (b) Tool path versus micrograph 

  
(c) Zoomed (mid) (d) Zoomed (end) 

Figure 2. Aluminum flexure—MicroMAX.

The same flexure was then cut from a stainless-steel sheet (0.76 mm THK). The same cutting
parameters for cutting the aluminum flexure were used. The cutting time increased to 3.4 min. Figure 3
illustrates the micrograph of the stainless-steel flexure. The flexure element displays no heat- and/or
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mechanically-induced distortion. Using the 7/15 nozzle, a 2/3-size but not a half-size flexure was
successfully cut as the kerf width of the 7/15 nozzle is larger than the gap between elements of the
half-size flexure.

 
Figure 3. Stainless steel flexure—MicroMAX.

Full-size flexures were cut on CBA’s OMAX 5555. The same setup for the 7/15 nozzle was used.
Figure 4 shows micrographs of two flexures cut on aluminum (0.81 mm THK) and stainless steel
(0.64 mm THK). In Figure 4a,b the overall geometry shows no noticeable distortion of the flexure
element. Minor mismatches between the tool path and the flexure element are however observed
in the zoomed-in micrographs of the aluminum flexure as shown in Figure 4c,d that correspond to
the mid-span and right end segments of the second and third loops from the top. In the mid-span
(Figure 4c), an undercut section about 9 mm long was observed on one of the horizontal segments (third
row down. The maximum undercut is about 0.15 mm. Since this is the only occurrence throughout the
entire flexure element, it is most likely just an outliner. The maximum mismatch at the two ends is
about 0.1 mm. As shown in Figure 4d, the Y-positions of the first loop are slightly below its designed
positions marked by the tool path. In other words, this corresponds to the small rotational (clockwise)
distortion about the axis of the X-Y plane. Note that no such rotational distortion was observed on the
part cut with the MicroMAX (Figure 2d). Comparison of Figure 4c,d with Figure 2c,d indicated that
the cutting accuracy is slightly better for the MicroMAX than for the OMAX 5555. This is expected as
MicroMAX was specifically designed and constructed for meso-micro machining.

  
(a) Aluminum (b) Stainless steel 

  
(c) Zoomed (mid of a.) (d) Zoomed (end of a.) 

Figure 4. Metal flexures—5555 JMC (CBA).
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3.2. Zund

Aluminum flexure (2024 0.51 mm THK) was machined on the Zund G-3 L-2500. Machining
was carried out using a 0.76 mm diameter end mill with amorphous diamond coating (Harvey Tool
72030-C4). The end mill was driven by a 50 krpm spindle. A faced aluminum sheet was used to
provide a level and rigid support to the stock. PSA tapes burnished with a small stainless-steel rod
were applied to both surfaces of the support and the underside of the stock. The tapes were then
bonded with CA glue.

The cutting time was 2.5 minutes that is comparable to the waterjet on the aluminum sheet
1.6 times thicker. Figure 5 shows the micrographs of the flexure (a), superposition of tool path flexure
element (b), and the corresponding zoomed sections (c and d). Figure 5b shows that the overall
geometry of the flexure matches well with the tool path. Magnified views of two segments of the
mid-span and left end of the fourth and fifth loops from the top are shown in Figure 5c,d (flipped
horizontally). They reveal that there are minor mismatches between the flexure element and the tool
path. The maximum mismatch is about 0.1 mm. Figure 5d shows that the mismatches were also
attributed to rotational distortion.

  
(a) Aluminum (b) Tool path overlaid onto core of flexure 

  
(c) Zoomed (mid) (d) Zoomed (end) 

Figure 5. Aluminum flexure—Zund (CBA).

By comparing the magnified micrographs of flexures machined with the two waterjets and Zund,
the match between the tool path and the flexure element appeared to be slightly better for the one cut
with the MicroMAX than the one cut with the Zund whereas the match between the tool path and one
cut with the OMAX 5555 ranked third. For the flexure machined on the MicroMAX, the mismatch
was mostly attributed to undercutting at the end loops. All the horizontal segments of the flexure
element show no observable rotational distortion about the axis perpendicular to the X-Y plane. For
the flexure machined on the Zund, the mismatches were attributed to the rotational distortion of the
several segments of the element about the axis perpendicular to the X-Y plane. Note that there were
differences in the fixturing setup. During waterjetting, tabs were used to strengthen the flexure element.
They were then cut away after machining of the flexure element were completed. On the other hand,
the Zund machined the flexure without tabs. The support was provided by the PSA tapes bonded
together with the CA glue.

A 0.5 scale flexure (2024 aluminum 0.51 mm THK) was machined on the Zund by using a 0.38 mm
diameter end mill with amorphous diamond coating. It took about 8 minutes to cut that part. Figure 6a
shows the half-size flexure. There was only a negligible distortion of the flexure element. One of the most
important attribution to the success in cutting the delicate flexure was the use of the diamond coated
end mill. According to Toress et al. [9], the fine grain nanocrystalline diamond (NCD) coating, with
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average grain size 30–300 nm, reduced the thrust and main cutting forces to less than 50%, compared
with uncoated tools, when machining 6061 T6 aluminum. One of the failure modes was delamination of
the coating. After delamination, the tool looks similar to an uncoated tool with worn and/or broken tool
corners and adhered workpiece material. End mills coated with the NCD experienced delamination
about one half of those coated with the fine-gained diamond (FGD) counterpart. At present, the
materials most suitable for the Zund are limited to relatively soft materials (At present, aluminum is
the only metal recommended by Zund (http://fab.cba.mit.edu/content/tools/zund/manual.pdf).

0.5 scale aluminum flexures were also machined on the MicroMAX. A beta 5/10 nozzle with IDs
of a diamond orifice and a mixing tube, 0.13 and 0.25 mm, was used to machine the flexures. Several
cutting parameters were set to pump pressure, 345 MPa, garnet 320 mesh at a flow rate 45 mg/min.
For the powdery 320 mesh garnet, however, it did not flow well under gravity feed. A proprietary
process and a novel feeding apparatus were developed to enhance flowability of the fine powdery
garnet under gravity feed (patented). Figure 6b shows the waterjet-cut half-size flexure on 6061 T6
aluminum. Its element shows no observable distortion.

  
(a) Zund (b) MicroMAX 

Figure 6. 0.5 scale aluminum flexures.

Subsequently, an experimental 4/8 nozzle with a φ0.1 mm diamond orifice and a φ0.20 mm mixing
tube was used to machine 0.4 scale flexures. Most of the cutting parameters were kept the same except
that the mass flow rate of the 320 garnet was changed to 34 mg/min. 0.58 mm thick 304 stainless steel
was used as the material. Figure 7 illustrates the micrographs of 0.5 and 0.4 scale flexures machined
with the 5/10 and 4/8 nozzles, respectively. Both showed little visually observable distortion.

  
(a) 0.5 scale (b) 0.4 scale 

Figure 7. μAWJ-cut 0.5 and 0.4 scales stainless steel flexures (0.58 mm thick).

Attempts to use the 4/8 nozzle to machine a 0.33 scale failed. At that scale, the gap between the
flexure element was 0.25 mm while the minimum achievable kerf width cut with the 4/8 nozzle is
0.23 mm. The cross-section of flexure element was 0.17 mm (width) × 0.58 mm (thickness). In principle,
the 4/8 nozzle should be able to machine the 0.33 scale flexure. It turned out that the large-aspect-ratio
flexure element was insufficiently stiff to maintain its shape.

3.3. Laser Machining (FabLight Fiber Laser)

The FabLight laser was used to cut a flexure on a 304 stainless steel sheet (0.61 mm THK). The laser
was operated in the 2-pulsed mode. The cut and pierce parameters are listed in Table 1. Figure 8a,b
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show the back side of the as-cut and cleaned flexures. The cutting speed was too slow so that heat
melted materials on the cutting edges of the workpiece. The molten metal flowed downward and
re-solidified on the lower surface forming the recast or slag. The side view of the flexure would look
just like that on a CO2 laser-cut parts [4]. One of the remedies was to increase the pulsation frequency
from 500 Hz to 5 kHz at the sacrifice of the cutting speed.

Table 1. Cut and pierce parameters of FabLight laser.

Cut Parameters

Speed
mm/s

Power
%

Gas Pressure
MPa

Height
mm

Frequency
Hz

Focal Offset
mm

2.5 15 0.41 0.76 500 −0.76

Pierce
Parameters

Pulses
Power

%
Pressure

MPa
Height

mm
Frequency

Hz
Duration

ms

1 10 0.41 1.52 500 12

  
(a) As-cut (b) Cleaned 

Figure 8. Stainless steel flexure—FabLight Fiber Laser (CBA).

3.4. Laser Powder Bed Fusion-LPBF (Moog)

At Moog, flexures made from metal powders, AlSi10MG and 17-4 stainless steel, were fabricated
using laser powder bed fusion (LPBF). Table 2 lists the process parameters. The flexures were then cut
to desire thickness using wire EDM. Flexures with and without the tabs were built. Figure 9 shows
the two 0.51 mm thick aluminum flexures (9a with tabs and 9b without tab) and a 0.64 mm thick
stainless steel (9c. without tab). The surface pattern observed in the figure was left behind by the
wire EDM trimming. From the high-resolution micrographs, the width of the elements is consistent.
There is however minor distortion of the elements in terms of bending are observed, resulting in small
variations in the gap width between the elements. The degree of distortion is less for the ones with
tabs. Without the tabs, the distortion is less for the 17-4 build than for the aluminum counterpart. The
density of metals produced via LPBF is typically 99.7% that of (fully dense) wrought material [10]. The
reduction in density is due to various forms of material defect, which are typically small i.e. less than
0.10 mm. These defects in concert with a rough as built surface finish can result in reduced fatigue
performance when compared with smooth surfaced wrought material. For example, the S-N (stress
versus number of cycles to failure) curves for LPBF-built AlSi10MG using the ALB1 process show that
the average fatigue life of specimens printed at 0, 30, 60, and 90 degrees is about 65% of that of the
aluminum wrought [11]. The fatigue life of the SLM (selective laser melting)-built steel 630 is about
57% that of its wrought [9]. It has been demonstrated that the fatigue life of SLM AlSi10Mg parts can
been extended to about 8% by machining and heat treatment [12]. Tests will be needed to determine
whether 3D printing would be suitable to fabricate flexure for the intended application. It should
be pointed out that the fatigue lives of AWJ-cut aircraft aluminum and titanium were able to extend
considerably through dry-grit blasting on the part edges [13,14].
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Table 2. Metal flexures—laser powder bed fusion.

Metal Flexures Aluminum Alloy Stainless Steel

Powder Materials Used AlSi10Mg 17-4 PH Stainless Steel
Equipment-Manufacturers EOS 290 SLM 280, twin laser

Laser Power (W) 350 220
Volume Scan Speed (mm/s) 1650 750

Volume Hatch Spacing (mm) 0.13 0.11
Layer Thickness (μm) 30 40
Part Thickness (mm) § 0.51 0.64

Wire EDM-Mistsubishi MV2400S Wire Dia. 0.25 mm, ~30 min per part
Build Time (hrs) ~5 ~5

Heat Treatment ¥ (◦C/hrs) 300/3 1150/1.5
Tools for Removal of Support Structure Pliers, custom fixture and pneumatic cutoffwheel

§ Used wire EDM to trim to desired part thickness. ¥ For stress release only.

  
(a) AlSi10Ng with tab (0.51 mm THK) (b) AlSi10Ng without tab (0.51 mm THK) 

 
(c) 17-4 Stainless steel (0.64 mm THK) 

Figure 9. Metal flexures—LBPF.

3.5. 3D Printing (NanoArch Micro Scale—BMF InP140/InS140)

Flexures were printed at BMF Material Technology, Inc. in Shenzhen City, Guangdong Province,
China. Flexures were printed using two materials, GR and HTL, that were acrylic based photosensitive
resin developed by BMF. Refer to its material properties in Table 3 (https://bmf3d.com/materials/). Two
GR flexures (0.51 mm and 1.02 mm THK) are shown in Figure 10a,b. The surfaces of the flexures were
quite smooth and flat. Both showed noticeable distortion along the direction of the Y-axis on the X-Y
plane. A portion of the element segments were bent slightly as indicated by the nonuniform gap width
between several straight sections of the element. The distortion is more severe on the thick flexure than
on the thin one. Figure 10c shows a third flexure built from the HTL material in black color. Distortion
of the flexure element was also observed.

Table 3. Material properties of GR and HTL.

Resin GR (Hard) HTL

Tensile Strength 85 MPa 79.3 MPa
Elasticity Modulus 3.8 GPa 4.2 GPa
Elongation at Break 3% 2.23%
Bending Strength 97.4 MPa 120.6 MPa
Flexure Modulus 3.2 GPa 3.96 GPa
Impact Strength 47.5 J/m 30 J/m

Distortion Temperature 45 MPa 102 ◦C 140.7 ◦C
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(a) 0.51 mm THK GR (b) 1.02 mm THK GR 

 
(c) 0.51 mm THK HTL 

Figure 10. 3D-printed flexures (BMF).

3.6. 3D Printing (Formlabs—Form 2)

Stereolithography, an additive manufacturing process that polymerizes a liquid resin with light,
was used at Formlabs to print two different sets of flexure with different supporting structures [15]. A
Model Form 2 printer, a galvanometer system to steer a laser on a cure plane for this purpose, was used
in this case. A model is sliced into layers as thin as 0.025 μm and created layer-by-layer on this cure
plane (https://formlabs.com/blog/ultimate-guide-to-stereolithography-sla-3d-printing/). Wherever the
laser hits the resin, the material hardens into the final part. An inverse stereolithography process, parts
are formed "upside down", and are drawn up from a tank full of rigid resin that was reinforced with
glass to offer very high stiffness and polished finish [16].

Figure 11 illustrates two flexures built with the Form 2. The horizontal and radial elements of both
flexures display considerable distortion. According to Formlabs, the peel and squish forces of the print
process were most likely responsible for the distortions. After each layer, the part separates (“peels”)
from the tank. This motion is a combination of the tank moving laterally and the Z-axis moving
upwards. After separation, the part then returns to its original position, though one-layer-thickness
higher. For small fragile parts with long thin features, this separation and return can generate forces
that cause the part to return slightly off of position. Since there are lots of thin features next to each
other, over time this displacement added up enough to cause them to get close enough such that the
liquid resin around them caused them to stick together through viscous forces such as surface tension,
enough to hold them in place.

3.7. Micromachining (Datron)

High-speed CNC milling was used to machine two flexures (full and 1/2 scales) at Datron. They
were cut on a double flute end mill using ethanol coolant on a NEO CNC Machine equipped with the
Autodesk Fusion 360 software. The material was 2024 aluminum 0.51 mm thick. The aluminum sheet
was secured with masking tape and super glue. The cutting parameters were given in Table 4.
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(a) Flexure 1 – top view (b) Flexure 2 – top view 

  
(c) Flexure 1 – side view (d) Flexure 2 – angle view 

Figure 11. Flexures built with rigid resin—3D printing (Formlabs).

Table 4. Cutting parameters for micromachining with Datron Neo CNC Machine.

Scale
(%)

Article
No.

Ø End Mill
(mm)

RPM
(×1000)

Feed XY
(mm/min)

Feed Z
(mm/min)

D.O.C. ¥

(mm)
W.O.C. §

(mm)

Cycle
Time

100 N/A 0.76 38 1016 254 0.127 0.76 6 min 1 s

50 0068005KK 0.48 38 305 127 0.076 0.48 16 min
12 s

¥ Depth of cut; § Width of cu.

Figure 12 shows the two flexures. There is no apparent distortion on the horizontal and radial
segments of the full-scale flexure element. However, there is observable distortion on the top three
horizontal segments with non-uniform gap spacing. It was noted that workpiece holding issues
prevented optimization of speeds and feeds. A very shallow depth of cut and slow feed rate was
required to prevent tool breakage. An uneven application of the superglue underneath the masking
tape could cause tools to break. This allowed for slight movement of the workpiece during machining.
It was also very difficult and time consuming to remove the tape and super glue on the flexure without
damaging the delicate part.

  
(a) Full size (b) 0.5 scale 

Figure 12. Aluminum flexures—Neo at Datron.

Micrographs of the half-scale flexures machined with the Zund, MicroMAX, and Neo (at Datron)
are replotted side-by-side in Figure 13. Figure 13a1,b1,c1,a2,b2,c2,a3,b3,c3 show the as-cut full flexures,
cores of the flexure elements overlaid with the tool paths, and the magnified views of the mid-span and
two end loops of the flexures, respectively. Visual comparison of the micrograph of the waterjet-cut
flexure and the tool path shows no degradation (column b) resulted from the downsizing. The
maximum deviation is still about 0.1 mm. Since there is a slight edge rounding on the jet entry surface
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of the flexure, the micrograph shown in column b corresponds to the jet-exit surface of the flexure. In
the presence of the edge taper, the width of the flexure element is slightly but consistently wider than
the tool path in the presence of the edge taper. For the Zund-cut counterpart, however, the downsizing
has led to certain degradation in the match between the flexure and the tool path. Figure 13a3 displays
noticeable rotational distortion. The maximum mismatch was measured to be 0.27 mm, nearly three
times that for the full-scale flexure. Considerable rotational distortion is observed for the Neo-cut
half-scaled flexure, as shown in Figure 13c3. The maximum mismatched was measured to be 0.66 mm.

   
(a1) (b1) (c1) 

   
(a2) (b2) (c2) 

   
(a3) (b3) (c3) 

Figure 13. 0.5 scale fluxures cut with Zund, MicroMAX, and Neo at Datron (from left to right): As-cut
flexures with frames (a1, b1, and c1); tool paths superimposed onto flexure elements (a2, b2, and c2);
and tool paths superimposed onto flexure elements—zoomed in (a3, b3, and c3).

3.8. Micgraphs of Flexure Elements

The 0.5-scale flexures cut with the Zund, MicroMAX, and Datron (Neo) were further inspected
under a microscope to compare the performance of the three machines for micromachining. Figure 14
illustrates typical micrographs of top and bottom views of a single end loop cut with the three tools.
Note that the designed width of the flexure element and the gap between the horizontal segments of
the element are 0.25 and 0.38 mm, respectively. The sum of the two is 0.634 mm. From the micrographs,
we measured the average values of these dimensions. The corresponding values for the flexures
machined with the Zund, MicroMAX, and Datron are (0.240, 0.387 mm), (0.262, 0.366 mm), and (0.156,
0.462 mm), respectively. Comparison of the dimensions of the flexures machined with the three tools is
summarized in Table 5. Note that the gap is governed by the diameter of the cutting tool while the
sum of the measured element width and gap is the same as that of the designed dimensions.

Table 5. Comparison of flexure dimensions *.

Reference and Tools
Jet/Tool Diameter

(mm)
Width of Flexure

Element (mm)
Gap Between
Element (mm)

Sum of Element and
Gap Width (mm)

Comment

Designed N/A 0.25 0.38 0.63
Zund 0.38 0.24 0.39 0.62

MicroMAX (4/8) 0.25 0.26 0.37 0.63
Datron (neo) 0.48 0.16 0.46 0.62

* Average value derived from micrographs based on 10 to 20 measurements.
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(a) Zund – top surface (b) Zund – bottom surface (flipped) 

  
(c) MicroMAX – jet entry surface (d) MicroMAX – jet exit surface (flipped) 

  
(e) Datron (Neo) – top surface (f) Datron (Neo) – bottom surface (flipped) 

Figure 14. Visual comparison of micrographs of top and bottom surfaces of half-scale flexures cut with
Zund, MicroMAX, and Neo at Datron.

In Figure 14 each part displays certain anomalies. For example, there is a consistent flat spot
on the outside loop of the Zund-machined flexure. For the MicroMAX-machined flexure, a minute
rounding on the edge of the jet entry surface and an edge taper can be observed. The average edge
taper was measured to be 33 μm. The corresponding edge taper for the Zund- and Neo-machined
flexures are considerable smaller, that is 8 μm. Note that waterjet and the end mill of CNC milling are
a flexible and a hard tool, respectively. During machining, waterjet bends and spreads and its cutting
power reduces as it cuts into the workpiece. As a result, a natural taper forms on the waterjet–cut
edges. On the other hand, the end milling is in direct contact with the cut edge of the workpiece.
The minute edge taper is likely caused by the deflection of the miniature end mill. The JetMachining
Center is equipped with a 5-axis accessory, Tilt-A-Jet (TAJ), capable of compensating edge taper
(https://www.omax.com/accessories/tilt-a-jet). The TAJ is however not effective in machining thin
materials; it will be applied to stack cutting in Section 3.9.

Comparison of these values with the designed dimensions indicates that the flexures machined
with the Zund and the MicroMAX match well with the designed dimensions. The large deviations
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of the element width and the gap on the flexure cut with the neo at Datron is attributed to the large
diameter of the end mill (0.48 mm). Figure 14f shows that the Neo did not cut through the materials
at several spots (below the green dashed line). The poor performance of the Neo is partly attributed
to the imperfect fixturing to secure the workpiece, according to Datron. As a result, the workpiece
might have been moved during machining. Using better tape and more even application of super glue,
similar to the process used on the setup of the Zund, would likely allow an increase to depth of cut
and feed rate, reducing the cycle and handling times of this operation.

3.9. Measured Width of Flexure Elements

The widths of the flexure elements were measured from the micrographs to compare the cutting
accuracy of the μAWJ on the MicroMAX and the CNC milling on the Zund. Figure 15 shows the
micrographs of the top and bottom views of flexure elements machined on the MicroMAX and Zund,
respectively. Comparing Figure 15a,b shows that the bottom elements are slightly wider than their top
counterparts. This is the result of the presence of edge taper as the TAJ was deactivated for cutting thin
materials. There are two options to reduce or minimize the magnitude of the edge taper. One remedy
is to reduce the cutting speed and the other is to conduct stack cutting. The OMAX MAKE software
incorporates an optimal stack height calculator.

(a) Top - 7/15 nozzle, MicroMAX

(b) Bottom – 7/15 nozzle, MicroMAX

(c) Top – Zund with 0.76 mm end mill

(d) Bottom – Zund with 0.76 mm end mill

Figure 15. Width of flexure elements measured from micrographs.

The average widths of the top and bottom flexure elements were measured from the micrographs
and are presented in Figure 16. Also shown in the figure are their trendlines and the designed width
of the flexure elements. The maximum deviations between the trendlines and the designed width
are 0.004 mm and −0.0003 mm for the μAWJ- and Zund-cut flexures. The measured width of the
flexure machined with both tools displays a consistent pattern with the even segments wider than the
odd counterparts. The difference in the width between the odd and even elements is considerably
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larger for the μAWJ-cut flexure than for the Zund-cut one. Careful examination of the tool path shown
in Figure 1b indicates that, for waterjet machining, the nature of the machining differs for the odd
and even segments of the flexure elements. Specifically, the odd and even elements were cut in the
constrained and unconstrained modes, respectively.

 
Figure 16. Average element widths of full-scale flexure (C-C and U-U) machining mode).

Unconstrained or constrained cuttings referred to the conditions that the edges of the adjacent
elements had already or yet to be cut. Note that the tool offset for the 7/15 nozzle is one half of the
mixing tube diameter, or 0.38 mm whereas the gap between elements are 0.76 mm. While cutting the
odd segments, the AWJ is constrained by the materials on both edges (C-C). The AWJ cut nearly straight
downward. On the other hand, for the even segments with the edges of the adjacent segments already
cut, the AWJ is unconstrained on both edges (U-U). This is referred to as the constrained-constrained
and unconstrained-unconstrained (C-C/U-U) cutting mode. Under the U-U cutting mode, the AWJ
tends to be deflected slightly toward the adjacent segments where the material beyond those edges
have been removed. As such, the even segments are slightly wider than their odd counterparts. Refer
to Figure 17 for a graphical interpretation of the two modes of cutting.

 
Figure 17. Tool path for the C-C and U-U cutting mode.

The remedy to mitigate the difference in the element width is to revise the tool path such that the
machining must be carried out consistently in the unconstrained-unconstrained (U-U) or alternating
constrained-unconstrained (C-U) modes for all the elements. For the unconstrained mode, a slotting in
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the middle of the gap between elements, as illustrated in Figure 18, is added to the tool path (magenta
dotted lines). As such, all the edges are carried out in the unconstrained mode. The second remedy
is to split the tool path of the flexure element into two sub-segments at the left turn-around points
as shown in Figure 19. Cutting are conducted by cutting all the top edges in the constrained mode
followed by cutting the bottom edges in the unconstrained mode. As such, the edges will be cut in the
C-U mode.

 
Figure 18. Tool path for U-U cutting mode.

 
Figure 19. Tooth path for C-U cutting mode.

Cutting tests using both modes were conducted on 0.51-mm thick aluminum. The difference
in the width of the odd and even flexure elements reduced significantly and were about the same
as that cut with the Zund, as shown in Figure 20. However, the pre-slitting along the middle of the
gaps significantly weakened the stiffness of the workpiece, particularly toward the mid-span. During
the passage of the AWJ, the force exerted onto the workpiece tended to push the flexure elements
sideway and downward, particularly at mid-span where the support was the minimum. As a result,
the element width became nonuniform along the length of the flexure element. In particular, the width
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increased from one end, reached the maximum at the mid-span, and then reduced toward the opposite
end, as shown in Figure 21. The same trend with less severity was observed for the C-U cutting mode.

Figure 20. Comparison of average element widths of flexures cut with μAWJ (U-U mode) and Zund.

 
Figure 21. Nonuniform element width resulted from the C-U cutting mode.

The above anomalies of the observed nonuniformity of the element width along its major axis is
attributed to the weak stiffness of the flexure element due to its peculiar geometry.

A set of flexure elements with large aspect ratios of length/width and length-/thickness.
The stiffness of the serpentine flexure supported only on two end points connected to its frame is

the weakest at the mid-span.
For cutting very thin materials, the cutting speed is too fast for the TAJ to respond with taper

compensation. Therefore, the TAJ is usually deactivated resulting in measurable edge taper. Figure 22
shows the measured element width at the mid-span of a 0.51 mm thick stainless-steel flexure under
the C-C/U-U cutting mode. In addition to the nonuniform element width of the even and odd flexure
segments, the presence of the edge taper resulted in a difference of about 0.1 mm between the element
widths measured on the top and bottom surfaces.

Subsequently, we decided on adopting the AWJ stack cutting process as the final remedy to
minimize the nonuniformity of the width of the even and odd flexure elements and the edge taper.
The stack was formed by using 3M double-adhesive tapes with a thickness of about 60 μm. A 10 mm
thick aramid honeycomb with fiberglass faceplates was used to support the metal stack for further
enhancing the stiffness. The cutting model is equipped with a stack calculator to estimate the optimum
number of layers based on the cutting parameters. The optimum number of sheets is defined as the
total stack height at which the average cutting time per sheet has reached the minimum. Figure 23
illustrates the results of stack calculation for two aluminum (0.51 and 0.64 mm thick) and one stainless
steel (0.51 mm thick), respectively. The estimated numbers of layers for the three metals cut at the
quality level of five are 13, 10, and 7, respectively. The cutting times for single sheets reduce from 3.90
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to 0.90, 4.13 to 1.12, and 4.95 to 1.80 min, respectively. The reductions in the cutting time are 4.4, 3.7,
and 2.8 times for the three metals.

Figure 22. Edge taper resulted from deactivation of the TAJ.

Figure 23. Typical optimum stack heights for two metals.

Figure 24 show the side view of a stack of flexure consisting of one 0.41 mm thick aluminum
sheet and five 0.51 mm thick stainless-steel sheet. The top aluminum sheet served as the sacrificial
cover where the edge rounding, and frosting took place. Several iterations of cutting with the TAJ
activated to minimize the edge tape were conducted. Figure 25 illustrates the element widths of one of
the interior flexures (#5) of the stack shown in Figure 24. The significant reduction in the edge taper of
the μAWJ-cut flexure was evident when compared the data shown in Figures 24 and 25. Although the
edge taper was still slightly higher than that of the Zund-cut counterpart it can further reduce with
additional iterations. Most important, the stack cutting eliminated the difference in the width of the
even and odd elements, even below the level achievable with the Zund.
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Figure 24. μAWJ-cut stack of stainless-steel flexure supported by aramid honeycomb.

Figure 25. Comparison of element width of flexures cut with Zund and μAWJ under stack cutting
at mid-span.

With the increase in the stiffness of the stack together with the support of the honeycomb, the
sideway and downward displacements of the flexure element in response to the μAWJ loading also
reduced considerably. As a result, the nonuniformity of element width reduced accordingly, as shown
in Figure 26. In fact, comparing Figures 26 and 27 shows that the total variation in the element width
was less for the μAWJ-cut flexure than the Zund-cut counterpart.

Figure 26. Element width measured at mid-span and one end of flexure cut with μAWJ under
stack cutting.
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Figure 27. Element width measured at mid-span and right end of single-sheet flexure cut with Zund.

Yet another advantage of stack cutting is to use the top sheet as the sacrificial cover to reduce
frosting on the top surface and the burr on the bottom edge of the interior sheets.

3.10. Further Downsizing of μAWJ Nozzle

As discussed in Section 3.2, machining a 0.33 scale flexure was unsuccessful using the 4/8 μAWJ
nozzle. One of the reasons was that the kerf width of the nozzle was nearly the same as the width of
the gap of the flexure. During machining the μAWJ traversed twice (back and forth) through the gap.
In the presence of edge rounding on entry side, the strength or stiffness of high-aspect-ratio flexure
element might be weakened to the degree that it could no longer maintain its shape without distortion.
Further downsizing the μAWJ nozzle might be needed to machine the 0.33 scale flexure successfully.

Attempts were made to assemble a 2/6 μAWJ nozzle to machine the flexure. The length of the
φ0.15 mm mixing tube was reduced to 12.7 mm. Specially processed 320 mesh garnet with a flow rate
of 30 mg/min was used. The vacuum assist option was activated to boost the low Venturi vacuum
induced by the small waterjet. Figure 28 shows the comparison of three stainless steel flexures, with
scale of 0.5 (a1–a3), 0.4 (b1–b3), and 0.33 (c1–c2), machined on the MicroMAX with the 5/10, 4/8, and
2/6 nozzle, respectively. As discussed in Section 3.2 (Figures 2 and 5) and Section 3.7 (Figure 13a,b), the
matches between the tool paths and the full-and 0.5-scale parts were slightly better for the μAWJ–cut
flexures than for the Zund-cut counterparts. Figure 28c3 shows that the overall match between the
0.33-scale flexure and the tool path displayed a slight localized degradation when compared with the
matches with its larger counterparts.

Considerable R&D is being conducted to continue downsizing μAWJ nozzles toward
micromachining. The material independent waterjet is capable of machining a wide range of
part size and thickness [1,2]. One of the main concerns is the lack of proper fixturing devices to hold
extremely thin stocks for micromachining. The success in applying AWJ stack cutting to stiffen the
workpiece while enhancing the cutting efficiency has eased the above concern and paved the way for
precision AWJ micromachining of very thin stocks provided further development of μAWJ technology
would meet the stringent requirements. A wide range of materials from metal, nonmetal, to anything
in between can be used to form the stack [2].
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(a1) (b1) (c1) 

(a2) (b2) (c2) 

  
(a3) (b3) (c3) 

Figure 28. Downsized stainless steel flexures cut with μAWJ nozzlles on MicroMAX: flexure with
frames (a1, b1, and c1); tool paths superimposed onto flexure elements (a2, b2, and c2); and tool paths
superimposed onto flexure elements—zoomed in (a3, b3, and c3).

4. Discussion and Summary

Cutting tests were conducted to investigate the performance comparison of μAWJ, lasers, wire
EDM and CNC milling. These tests were investigated through the collaboration of MIT and OMAX
Corporation [4]. The results demonstrated that μAWJ using the MicroMAX had the best overall
performance for this test part, with the fastest cutting speed without inducing heat damage to the parts.
The CO2 laser performed the worst causing significant heat damage (i.e., the presence of the HAZ) in
terms of discoloring, warping, and the presence of excess slag. The solid-state laser pulsed at 50 kHz
with a spot size of around 50 μm and the wire EDM with a 0.15 mm wire were able to cut the parts at
significantly slower speed to minimize the heat damage. The cutting speeds were one to two orders of
magnitude slower than that of the MicroMAX. The cutting accuracy of the solid-state laser and the
wire EDM are however higher than that of the μAWJ that had jet diameters of 0.25 and 0.3 mm for the
5/10 and 7/15 nozzles, respectively.

Under the MicroCutting Project, one of the flexures used as the prototype microsplines for the
NASA asteroid gripper was selected as the reference part for all the machine tools investigated. It must
be clarified that such a selection may not necessarily take advantage of the best features of some of the
machine tools. Specifically, the rating of the performance of individual tools was based narrowly on
the inspection of the as machined/built flexures. In other words, the machine tool with a poor rating in
this report does not represent its overall performance for other machining applications.

Micrographs or photographs of most finished flexures machined with individual tools were
taken for inspection. The graphs were inspected and compared to determine the performance of
individual tools for machining and building of the flexures. The performance was rated based on
several criteria such as the cutting accuracy and speed, degree of part deformation (mechanical and
thermally induced), edge quality, setup time and effort, and others. One of the inspection methods
used frequently was to superimpose the part tool path onto the graph of the flexures as the means
to determine whether there was any mismatch of the two. A mismatch could be caused by 3D part
distortion induced by the cutting tools, inaccurate machining and building, and other factors. Another
inspection method was to measure various dimensions of the flexure such as the width and the length
of the flexure element and the spacing between elements.
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3D printing using nonmetals, such as the GR and HTL from BMF and polymer with solid filler
from Formlabs, although precisely fabricated, do not have the strength and stiffness to maintain the
shape of the flexure without distortion in terms of warping, bending, and deflection. Furthermore,
the printing processes usually took hours to complete. AlSi10Mg and 17-4PH stainless steel flexures
built with LPBF using metal powders and finished the flexures with wire EDM by Moog Inc. appear
to maintain their shape well. They also took several hours to build. Due to the presence of defects
and voids in LPBF-built materials as compared with the wrought and a relatively rough surface of the
finish parts, their fatigue performance is likely to be negatively impacted. The performance of the
LPBF-built parts is expected to improve progressively as the process continues to refine.

Thermally based manufacturing processes such as lasers and wire EDM can potentially induce
heat damage resulting from the induction of the HAZ. The remedy is to reduce the cutting power by
pulsing the lasers at high rates or cutting the part with EDM at multiple passes, at the expense of the
cutting time [4].

The test results show that the width of the flexure element is sensitive the mode of cutting for
waterjet. The original tool path consisted “constrained” and “unconstrained” cutting modes for the
odd and even flexure segments, respectively. As a result, the width of the odd segments is slightly
but consistently narrower than that of their even counterpart. One of the remedies was successfully
implemented by modifying the tool path such that the two edges of each element were cut under
the constrained (C) and unconstrained (U) modes, respectively. The large-aspect ratios of the flexure
element in both length-to-width and length-to-thickness had very low stiffness. The flexure elements
were displaced sideway and downward in response to the forced exerted by the μAWJ. The stiffness
was the weakest at the mid-span and increases toward the two ends. Test results showed that the
element was wider at the mid-span than at the two ends, indicating that the material removal was
inversely proportional to the amplitude of the displacement.

Subsequently, AWJ stack cutting was applied to improve the performance of the μAWJ. A stack of
several pieces of aluminum and/or stainless steel was assembled by using a 3M double-sided adhesive
tape. The total thickness of the stack was about 4 mm that was thinner than the optimum thickness
estimated by the optimum stack height calculator resided in MAKE. Test results demonstrated that
AWJ stack cutting has achieved the following improvements:

1. Stacking increases the stiffness of the workpiece and minimizes the lateral and downward
displacement in response to the force exerted by the μAWJ. The variation in the flexure width
along the its axis has reduced to the level comparable or better than that of the Zund under single
sheet cutting;

2. Stacking increases the overall thickness of the workpiece enabling the activation of the TAJ for
taper compensation. As such, the edge taper of the flexure reduces significantly and is comparable
to that achievable with the Zund under single sheet cutting;

3. There is considerable potential for further downsizing μAWJ technology toward micromachining
of most materials including nanomaterials [2,4,5,17–20]. One of the challenges is the proper
fixturing of extremely thin and delicate materials to facilitate micromachining. Stack cutting
together with honeycomb support has paved the groundwork for μAWJ machining of
such materials.

In conclusion, several sets of subtractive and additive machine tools were applied to fabricate a
reference part, a prototype flexure developed at NASA/JPL as components of microsplines on asteroid
grippers for the Asteroid Redirection Mission. Aluminum and stainless-steel flexures with scales from
full, 0.5, 0.4, to 0.33, were fabricated. Only the AWJ using experimental micro nozzles was able to
fabricate flexures with 0.5 scale and smaller. The performances of the selected tools were evaluated
qualitatively and quantitatively, as summarized in Table A1 in the Appendix A. It should be pointed
out that these tools may not be optimized for fabricating the reference part. Based on the test results,
the performances of the μAWJ on the MicroMAX platform and the CNC micro milling conducted
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on the Zund G-3 L2500 stood out among all the tools investigated in the MicroCutting Project. For
machining a single piece of flexure, the Zund performed slightly better than the MicroMAX in terms
of part accuracy (element width and the uniformity along its axis) and edge quality (roughness and
taper). When stacking together with taper compensation using the TAJ was adopted for the μAWJ,
the above advantages disappeared or the trend even reversed. The combined stack machining and
taper compensation not only improved the part accuracy and edge quality but also enhanced the
productivity of the μAWJ. Comparing to single-sheet machining, optimum stacking reduced the cutting
times to about 4 and 3 folds for aluminum and stainless-steel sheets, respectively. As mAWJ is further
downsized toward micromachining of very thin and delicate materials, stack machining would be an
enabling process for fixturing such materials. On the other hand, stack machining would not be an
option for most CNC micromachining as the miniature spindles and end mills would not be able to
handle the increased load resulted from stacking.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Performance comparison—machining single-sheet flexures under the MicroCutting Project.

Machine
Tools

[Nozzle
Combination]

Material/
THK (mm)

Jet Diameter,
Spot Size or

Layer Thickness/
Particle Sizes

Position
Accuracy/
Resolution

Setup
Time
(min)

Cut/Feed
Speed

(m/min)
krpm

Cutting
Time
(min)

Damage
(Mech/
Heat)

Comments

MicroMAX
[5/10] 1 Al/0.64 φ0.3 mm/30 μm ±12 μm ~ 10 1.01 N/A 2.2 2 No

Presence of slight
edge rounding and

taper—materials
were too thin for TAJ
to remove edge taper

effectively

MicroMAX
[5/10] 1 SS/0.51 φ0.3 mm/30 μm ±12 μm ~ 10 0.51 N/A 2.8 2 No

MicroMAX
[5/10] 3 SS/0.51 φ0.3 mm/30 μm ±12 μm ~ 10 0.51 N/A 2.5 3 No

MicroMAX
[7/15] Al/0.64 φ0.4 mm/60 μm ±12 μm ~ 10 1.88 N/A 2.5 4 No

MicroMAX
[7/15] SS/0.75 φ0.4 mm/60 μm ±12 μm ~ 10 0.72 N/A 3.6 4 No

5555 [7/15] Al/0.80 φ0.4 mm/60 μm ±76 μm ~ 10 1.88 N/A 2.5 4 No Slight edge rounding
and taper—TAJ was

ineffective5555 [7/15] SS/0.61 φ0.4 mm/60 μm ±76 μm ~ 10 0.72 N/A 2.54 No

Zund Al/0.51 φ0.38 mm ±0.1
mm/m ~ 15 0.07 50 ≤ 8 2 No Workpiece must be

secured firmly to
mitigate movement

during millingZund Al/0.51 φ 0.76 mm ±0.1
mm/m ~ 15 0.43 50 2.5 4 No

Oxford laser SS/0.61 20 μm 50 μm ~ 20 – N/A > 60 4 Some Pulsed at 5 kHz;
scrapped

FabLight
fiber laser SS/0.61 25 μm ±20

μm/m ~ 20 0.15 N/A ~ 5 4 Yes Pulsed at 500 Hz;
discolored with slag
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Table A1. Cont.

Machine
Tools

[Nozzle
Combination]

Material/
THK (mm)

Jet Diameter,
Spot Size or

Layer Thickness/
Particle Sizes

Position
Accuracy/
Resolution

Setup
Time
(min)

Cut/Feed
Speed

(m/min)
krpm

Cutting
Time
(min)

Damage
(Mech/
Heat)

Comments

Wire EDM SS/0.61 φ0.15 mm 0.15 mm ~ 25 – N/A ~ 60 4 Some Took too long to cut.
Scrapped

LPBF Moog
Inc. Al/0.51 30 μm 5 30 μm long N/A N/A 300 4 +

30 6 N/A Model EOS 290 9

LPBF Moog
Inc.) 17-4/0.64 40 μm 5 40 μm long N/A N/A 300 4 +

30 6 N/A Model SLM 280 10

3D printing
(DMF) GR/0.51 10 ~ 40 μm 25 μm Long N/A N/A 35 4 N/A NanoArch-InP140/

InS140

3D printing
(DMF) GR/1.02 10 ~ 40 μm 25 μm Long N/A N/A 70 4 N/A NanoArch-InP140/

InS140

3D printing
(DMF) HTL/ 0.51 10 ~ 40 μm 25 μm Long N/A N/A 35 4 N/A NanoArch-InP140/

InS140

3D printing
(Formlabs)

Rigid resin/
0.85 140 μm 140 μm Long N/A N/A 180 4 N/A

Form
2-Stereolithography

(angled support)

3D printing
(Formlabs)

Rigid resin/
0.85 140 μm 140 μm Long N/A N/A 240 4 N/A

Form
2-Stereolithography

(vertical support)

Datron–Neo Al/0.51
φ0.76mm

7(flexure)/φ3mm
8 (perimeter)

130 μm ~ 30 1.0/1.5 38/32 6.0 2 No End mill diameter =
gap width

Datron–Neo Al/0.51 2
φ0.48 mm

7(flexure)/ φ3mm
8 (perimeter)

130 μm ~ 30 0.3/1.5 38/32 16.2 4 No
Gap too large with
end mill diameter >

gap width
1 Nozzle combination [orifice ID/mixing tube ID in thousandth of inch]; 2 Half scale; 3 0.4 scale; 4 Full scale; 5 Layer
Thickness; 6 φ0.25 Wire EDM finishing time; 7 Double flute carbide end mill; 8 Single flute carbide end mill; 9 Stress
relieved 300C for 3 hrs.; 10 Stress relieved 1150C for 90 min.
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Abstract: A physics-based analytical model is proposed in order to predict the temperature profile
during metal additive manufacturing (AM) processes, by considering the effects of temperature
history in each layer, temperature-sensitivity of material properties and latent heat. The moving
heat source analysis is used in order to predict the temperature distribution inside a semi-infinite
solid material. The laser thermal energy deposited into a control volume is absorbed by the material
thermodynamic latent heat and conducted through the contacting solid boundaries. The analytical
model takes in to account the typical multi-layer aspect of additive manufacturing processes for the
first time. The modeling of the problem involving multiple layers is of great importance because
the thermal interactions of successive layers affect the temperature gradients, which govern the
heat transfer and thermal stress development mechanisms. The temperature profile is calculated for
isotropic and homogeneous material. The proposed model can be used to predict the temperature
in laser-based metal additive manufacturing configurations of either direct metal deposition or
selective laser melting. A numerical analysis is also conducted to simulate the temperature profile
in metal AM. These two models are compared with experimental results. The proposed model
also well captured the melt pool geometry as it is compared to experimental values. In order to
emphasize the importance of solving the problem considering multiple layers, the peak temperature
considering the layer addition and peak temperature not considering the layer addition are compared.
The results show that considering the layer addition aspect of metal additive manufacturing can
help to better predict the surface temperature and melt pool geometry. An analysis is conducted to
show the importance of considering the temperature sensitivity of material properties in predicting
temperature. A comparison of the computational time is also provided for analytical and numerical
modeling. Based on the obtained results, it appears that the proposed analytical method provides an
effective and accurate method to predict the temperature in metal AM.

Keywords: metal additive manufacturing; analytical model; temperature prediction; FEA; melt
pool geometry
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1. Introduction

Metal additive manufacturing (AM) is a “process of joining materials to make objects from 3D
model data, usually layer upon layer, as opposed to subtractive manufacturing methodologies” [1].
Additive manufacturing (AM) processes have potential to be the pillar of the next industrial revolution.
AM can be used to improve existing manufacturing processes and rapidly introduce new prototypes
and products [2,3]. It also offers the potential to spin off entirely new industries and lead to new
production methods [4]. AM offers design flexibility, the ability to produce complex parts, and lower
cost due to the reduced requirement of materials and decreased lead time.

AM may also hold the potential for the repair and replacement of existing plant components [5,6].
Results from on-line monitoring and complimentary non-destructive evaluation (NDE) inspections
can provide indications of component health and enable repair or replacement prior to a forced outage
situation. As an example, imaging tools and software can be leveraged to create a digital image of the
damaged component which can be used to 3-D print a new one. This can be especially advantageous
if the component is no longer in production and/or would require a long-lead time to fabricate.

There are many challenges that necessitate being focused on this field in order to expedite
the adoption of AM as an advanced manufacturing technology. The issues in this field can be
classified in to: the distortion, fatigue, defects, and residual stress of the manufactured parts [7–9].
The modeling in additive manufacturing technology is a key to the advancement of the field due
to obstacles in in-situ measurements of temperature, thermal stress, residual stress, and distortion.
The available knowledge and technology to-date on the descriptions and predictions of the metal AM
process have been fragmented, mostly driven by phenomenological or numerical observations [10–13],
and primarily limited to macroscopic analysis in nature [14,15], thus restricting the full capability
and potential of the AM process. Using numerical methods and experiments are not just expensive,
but also time-consuming. On the other hand, the physics-based analytical modeling eliminates all
the above-mentioned difficulties and can help to better understand the physical aspects of the metal
additive manufacturing process.

The most important part of the metal AM process modeling and prediction is the prediction of
the temperature induced by laser since the non-uniform temperature will cause the thermal stress
to appear in the structure. As a result of thermal stress in the build material, the tensile residual
stress on the surface accelerates the crack propagation and growth [16,17]. Several researchers worked
on predicting the temperature profile during the additive manufacturing process. Fergani et al.
introduced an analytical model to predict the temperature in the direct metal deposition process. They
predict the temperature using a moving point heat source analysis. In this work, the effect of material
temperature sensitivity is ignored [18]. C.Y. Yap et al. have proposed an analytical model to predict
the energy input required to process different metallic materials for selective laser melting (SLM)
process. The model holds many assumptions, such as a semi-circular cross-section for melt tracks,
temperature-independent specific heat, no heat loss to the surroundings and absorptance of material
to laser irradiation based on bulk material properties. The melting, solidification, and solid-state phase
change is also not considered in their model. The simplified model is able to predict the required
energy input within an order of magnitude and provide researchers with a useful model to estimate
the optimal SLM parameters [19].

Predicting the temperature precisely in metal AM is the pillar for predicting the thermal stress,
residual stress, and part distortion. The non-uniform heating during AM processes may lead to
the thermal stress. The large thermal gradient and cooling rate during the metal AM processes can
generate complex microstructures in the build material [20]. Kelly et al. used the temperature in
the AM processes in order to predict the microstructure evolution in the build part. In their work,
the melting/solidification phase change is not considered [21]. Hoadley and Rappaz introduced a 2D
quasi-stationary model to predict the temperature in the laser cladding process. Their research focused
on the influence of the laser speed and power on the layer thickness [22]. Toyserkani et al. developed
a 3D model, their proposed model tried to solve the heat problem using a coupled multi-physics
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system. They have used thermal analysis in order to predict the melt pool shape [23]. Cao and Ayalew
have developed a control-oriented multiple input multiple output modeling of the laser-aided powder
deposition processes. The objective of their work is to control the height and the temperature of a layer.
Their investigation described the essential role of temperature modeling to control the quality of the
final part [24]. Hitzler et al. investigated the influence of scan strategy on material characteristics, such
as strength, hardness, and young’s modulus [25,26]. Rashid et al. worked on the effect of scan strategy
on density and metallurgical properties of a build part during the selective laser melting (SLM) process.
Their results showed that parts which are made using a single scan have higher levels of hardness
than parts that are made by scanning each layer twice [27].

Due to the complexity of the additive manufacturing processes, such as direct metal deposition
(DMD), and SLM, not only is it time-consuming to do the experiments in order to capture the physical
aspects of the metal AM processes, but it is also expensive. In the past few decades, the numerical
simulations appear to be the only effective way to achieve an understanding of metal additive
manufacturing processes [28,29]. The numerical methods have low computational efficiency and
cannot capture all the physical aspects of the metal AM processes. On the other hand, physics-based
analytical models provide a deep understanding of the physical concepts of AM. The analytical
solutions have the potential to predict the key AM attributes in ways significantly faster than finite
element method (FEM) simulations, by two or more orders of magnitudes [30]. Efficient and accurate
predictions are therefore enabled, and the optimization of metal additive manufacturing processes
which would be too complicated to cope with by the majority of other studies, who have resorted to
empirical and FEM attempts. It also reduces, if not completely eliminates, the need for a costly and
lengthy trial and error developmental curve for new material and components [31]. A complete build
analysis with high accuracy becomes computationally tractable using the analytical model.

The AM process is a coupling of many physical phenomena such as heat transfer, fluid dynamics,
phase transformation and solid mechanics. Moreover, the transient nature of heat transfer phenomena
and interaction of layers make it a complicated multi-physics problem. Many researchers tried to
predict the temperature in metal additive manufacturing, but each of them has several limitations. For
example, not considering the temperature dependent material properties, the melting/solidification
phase change, and layering aspect of metal AM. The key advantage of the proposed model is the ability
to capture the most physical phenomena in metal AM, which has mostly been ignored in previous
works. In this work, all the above-mentioned limitations are considered in the analytical solution
of temperature. It is assumed that the thermal properties of material are temperature dependent.
The melting, solidification, and solid-state phase change is included by using the modified specific heat,
which relates the specific heat and latent heat of fusion. As each layer is deposited, the temperature
profile is predicted using the moving heat source analysis. The laser thermal energy deposited into
a control volume is absorbed by the material thermodynamic latent heat and conducted through the
contacting solid boundaries. The deposited energy on the first layer introduces a thermal profile.
The thermal behavior in the second pass of the laser will not be the same as the first pass since the
thermal interaction of the successive layers have an influence on heat transfer. The melt pool geometry
is well captured based on the proposed model, since it considers most of the previous lacks.

The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the mathematical and practical details
of the proposed analytical and numerical models. Section 3 presents detail of the experimental work
which is used for validation of the proposed model, the results and a detailed discussion about the
obtained results. Last but not least, Section 4 presents the conclusion of this research.

2. Approach and Methodology

2.1. Analytical Modeling

There are various engineering applications, such as turning, grinding, welding, and 3D printing in
which the computation of the temperature field in the solid is modeled as a problem of heat conduction
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involving a moving heat source. The objective of this section is to present the mathematical formulation
and the method of solution of heat conduction by considering the moving heat source, which indeed is
the case in metal additive manufacturing [32].

In this study, the basic premise is that the powder is situated in the desirable location relative to
the melt pool. In other words, there is no moment or mass transfer consideration in this work, and only
the heat transfer is considered. Although the effect of time difference between the two consecutive
irradiations on temperature profile is not considered in this work, it is worth noting that considering
the existence of the time difference between two consecutive irradiations may cause an increase in
predicted temperature during the metal AM processes. This is because the predicted temperature
at time t + Δt will be the materials-response-coupled superposition considering the temperature
sensitivity of thermal properties at time t and t + Δt.

By considering a line heat source of constant strength gc
l (W/m) located at the x-axis and oriented

parallel to the z-axis, the source releases its energy continuously over time as it moves with a constant
velocity of v in the positive x-direction. The medium is initially at room temperature. It is assumed
(∂T/∂z) = 0 everywhere in the medium. Hence, the differential equation of heat conduction in the x, y
coordinates in now taken as

∂2T
∂x2 +

∂2T
∂y2 +

1
k

g(x, y, t) =
1
α

∂T
∂t

(1)

where T ≡ T(x, y, t). k is thermal conductivity, and α is the thermal diffusivity. The line heat source gc
l

(W/m) is related to the equivalent volumetric source g(x, y, t) (W/m3) by the delta function notation as

g(x, y, t) = gc
l δ(y)δ(x − vt) (2)

In order to consider the moving heat source, it is assumed that the coordinate system transfers
from the x, y fixed coordinate system to ζ, y coordinate moving with the line heat source by using
the transformation

ζ = x − vt (3)

Using the abovementioned transformation, the heat conduction equation for the moving
coordinate system can be written as

∂2T
∂ζ2 +

∂2T
∂y2 +

1
k

gc
l δ(ζ)δ(y) =

1
α
(

∂T
∂t

− v
∂T
∂ζ

) (4)

Equation (4) can be solved by the assumption of the quasi-stationary condition [32]. Using the
separation of variables, the closed form solution of the temperature field can be obtained as

T =
P

4πKR
exp

−v(R − x)
2α

+ T0 (5)

where P is the laser power, K is thermal conductivity, v is scan speed (laser velocity). α is thermal
diffusivity which can be calculated as K

ρc . In which ρ is material density and c is material heat capacity.

R =
√

x2 + y2 is the radial distance from the heat source. T0 is the initial temperature. The material
is considered homogeneous and isotropic. As the laser moves along the surface it deposited some
energy. Figure 1 depicts the heat transfer in metal AM. The heat loss from the surface by radiation and
convection are not considered in this study.
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Figure 1. Heat transfer during laser-based metal additive manufacturing.

It is worth noting that the process parameters such as laser power, scanning speed, powder size,
powder distribution, etc. have influence on material properties in the metal AM processes since it
may change the predicted temperature [33]. As a result, the material properties are assumed to be
temperature dependent as shown in Table 1 [34].

Table 1. Material properties of Ti-6Al-4V.

Properties Ti-6Al-4V

Liquidus temperature (K) 1928

Solidus temperature (K) 1878

Thermal conductivity (W/m K)
⎧⎨
⎩

Ks = 1.57 + 1.6 × 10−2T − 1 × 10−6T2 1268 < T < 1928
Kl = 33.4 T = 1928
Kl = 34.6 T = 1978

Specific heat (J/Kg K)
{

Cp = 492.4 + 0.025T − 4.18 × 10−6T2 1268 < T < 1928
Cp = 830 T > 1928

Density (Kg/m3) 4420

Viscosity (Kg/m s) 4 × 10−3

Latent heat (J/Kg) 2 × 105

During the metal AM process such as SLM and DMD, the melting, solidification and solid-state
phase transformation take place. This is considered using modified heat capacity.

Cm
P = CP(T) + L f

∂ f
∂T

(6)

In which Cp(T) is temperature dependent specific heat, L f is latent heat of fusion, and f is liquid
fraction which can be calculated from

f =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

0, T < Ts
T−Ts
TL−Ts

, Ts < T < TL

1, T > TL

(7)

where, Ts is solidus temperature and TL is liquidus temperature.
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The process parameters such as laser power and scan speed are defined to start the calculation
of the vertical distribution of temperature during the laser-based metal AM. At first, it is assumed
the powder is at room temperature. As the laser moves along the x-axis, it deposits the energy on the
powder and causes the powder to melt, as the laser passes the affected region, the melt pool starts to
solidify. As it creates the first layer, the temperature profile is calculated for that layer. Next, it starts
the second layer with the dwell time of zero. It is possible that the first layer has not had enough time
to cool down to the room temperature when the second layer is starting to build. As a result, it affects
the heat transfer during the metal AM processes. Considering the layer addition also has a substantial
influence on thermal stress and residual stress predictions. The fellow chart of considering the build
layers is illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Fellow chart of considering build layers.

2.2. Numerical Modeling

For further validation of this work, finite element analysis is used. The temperature profile is
modeled using a moving heat source analysis. The user defined functions (UDF) code is written in
ANSYS Fluent software using Equation (8) in order to run a FEA on a 2D geometry, as shown in
Figure 3. The build part material is Ti-6Al-4V. The heat loss from the surface due to conduction and
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radiation is considered. The material properties are assumed to be temperature dependent as shown
in Figure 4.

 
Figure 3. Representation of the mesh and numerical model.

The geometry of the build part is a rectangle shape of 30 × 10 mm. The quadratic element with
the mesh size of 0.5 mm is chosen for all the simulations, as shown in Figure 3.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 4. Material properties as a function of temperature, (a) specific heat, (b) thermal conductivity.

The laser power distribution on the laser beam focus plane is described by the Gaussian
equation [32], as

q(x, y) = D
P

πr2 e(
−B(x−vt)2

r2 ) (8)

where, P is the total laser power input, r is laser spot radius, v is scanning speed B is gaussian
shape factor, and D is a numerical parameter used to fit the experimental data. It accounts for the
absorptivity of the material, the heat lost to the metal powder before it falls into the melt pool and the
angle of the surface with the laser beam. The values of the process parameters are listed in Table 2.
The melting temperature of Ti-6Al-4V is in the range of 1538–1649 ◦C. In this study, 1620 is selected
as the melting temperature of Ti-6Al-4V. The two-dimensional heat transfer in a rectangular surface
could be described by

ρC
(

∂T
∂t

+ v
∂T
∂x

)
= ∇(k∇T) + S (9)

where ρ is material density, C is specific heat, k is thermal conductivity, and S is the heat sink.
The boundary condition on the laser heating surface is defined as

k
∂T
∂y

= q(x, y)− h(T − T0)− σε(T4 − T4
0 ) (10)
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where q(x,y) is laser power input, h is the heat transfer coefficient, σ is the thermal radiation coefficient,
ε is the material emissivity, T0 is the ambient temperature. The initial condition could be as

Table 2. Material parameters used for numerical modeling.

Name Value

Thermal radiation coefficient (W/m2·◦C4) 5.67 × 10−8

Heat transfer coefficient (W/m2·◦C) 24
Material emissivity 0.9

D [0.2–0.4]
Gaussian shape factor 2

Laser spot radius (mm) 0.7
Ambient temperature 25

3. Modeling Results and Experimental Comparison

3.1. Temperature Profile, Maximum Temperature, and Surface Temperature

In this section, the temperature profile, maximum temperature and surface temperature are
predicted and compared to the experimental results. A moving heat source analysis is used in order to
predict the temperature distribution associated with the dynamic heat deposition. The explicit and
closed-form temperature solutions are calculated in Section 2.1. The general differential equation of
heat conduction in the 2D plane is used. In order to consider the moving heat source, it is assumed
that the coordinate system moves with the heat source by using a transformation as shown in
Equation (3). Finally, using the separation of variables, the closed-form solution of temperature
is obtained in Equation (5). The material properties are assumed to be temperature dependent.
The melting/solidification phase change is also considered. The analytical and numerical analysis are
conducted in this work.

In order to validate the proposed model, the experimental temperature data are used from
the work of Pauzet [35]. The Ti-6Al-4V samples are manufactured using the DMD machine.
The dimensions of the samples are 2 mm in width, 70 mm in depth and 80 mm in length.
The temperature on the build part surface is measured using the thermocouple of type K. In order
to control the experimental setup, the authors used a thermal-camera and a high-speed camera to
provide comparison bases for the temperature and the melt-pool size. The DMD machine has used
the laser with the wavelength of 1030 nm. The scanning speed of 0.2 m/min and 0.4 m/min and the
laser power of 400 W and 600 W are studied. The initial temperature of each layer depends on the final
temperature of the previous layer, as the process is multi-layered.

Figure 5 shows the temperature profile of the build part. The temperature is predicted using
both the analytical model and the numerical model. The laser moves along the x-axis from left to
right. The small red spot on top shows the laser location. The layer thickness is chosen to be 80 μm.
The distance of the laser from the powder is 0.4 mm. For the same power, as the velocity is increased
the maximum temperature is decreased since the powder has less time to absorb the energy. Different
combinations of the process parameters are presented in Figure 5, specifically scanning speed and
laser power.
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Figure 5. Predicted temperature profile using (a–d) physics-based modeling and (e–h) numerical modeling.

The evolution of the surface temperature is plotted as a function of time for each case as shown in
Figure 6. A study point will be chosen from the 2D geometry. When the laser is far away from the study
point, the powder is at room temperature. As the laser approaches the study point, the temperature
increases continuously. The maximum temperature on the curve corresponds to the moment that the
laser is above the study point. After the laser passes the point, the temperature is decreased which
shows that the material is cooling down. As shown in these plots, the cooling rate in the AM process is
substantially high.
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Figure 6. Evolution of surface temperature as a function of time for (a) P = 400 W, V = 0.4 m/min,
(b) P = 600 W, V = 0.4 m/min, (c) P = 400 W, V = 0.2 m/min, (d) P = 600 W, V = 0.2 m/min.

In order to understand the influence of the process parameters on the maximum temperature,
and surface temperature, a sensitivity study is designed to investigate both the scan speed and laser
power. The short computational time associated with the analytical modeling approach allows for
a better understanding of the influence of the process parameters as discussed previously. Figure 7
depicts the influence of the scan speed and laser power on temperature, as predicted by the analytical
model and compared to the experimental results.

The results of the simulations from the analytical model illustrates that the maximum temperature
decreases linearly as the scan speed increases since the material has less time to absorb the energy.
On the other hand, for the fixed scanning speed, as the power increases the maximum temperature
increases. The four experimental data are also pointed in Figure 7. The predicted temperature from
the analytical model is slightly higher than the experimental values. This error is mainly because the
temperature is measured using thermocouples which are a little below the surface.
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Figure 7. Effect of scan speed and laser power on peak temperature.

Figure 8 represents the influence of the laser on the surface temperature. As the power increases
from 200 W to 600 W, the surface temperature increases for a fix scanning speed. On the other hand,
the surface temperature will decrease as the scanning velocity increases from 0.1 m/min to 0.6 m/min
for a fix laser power as shown in Figure 9.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 8. Comparison of evolution of surface temperature for (a) V = 0.3 m/min, and (b) V = 0.6 m/min.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 9. Comparison of evolution of surface temperature for (a) P = 400 W, and (b) P = 600 W.

As explained, the proposed model considers the multi-layer aspects of metal additive
manufacturing. The effect of considering the layer addition on peak temperature is compared to
the obtained peak temperature without considering the layer addition, and also compared to the
experimental results.

To further validate the proposed model, the peak temperature is plotted as a function of scanning
speed for different laser powers. Two different values of laser power (400 W and 600 W) and scanning
speed (0.2 m/min and 0.4 m/min) are chosen. The temperature considering the layer addition,
the temperature not considering the layer addition, and also experimental values are compared.
The values are listed in Table 3. The observations show that considering layer addition improves the
prediction of temperature, as shown in Figure 10. For example, the predicted temperature for scanning
velocity of 0.2 m/min and laser power of 400 W without considering the layer addition is 2042 ◦C,
but when considering the layering aspect of AM, the predicted temperature reduces to 1802.8 ◦C which
shows that it affects the heat transfer mechanisms.

Table 3. Comparison of temperature prediction among considering layer addition, not considering the
layer addition, and experimental values.

Laser Power (W) 400 400 600 600
Scanning Speed (m/min) 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.4

Max Temperature w/o Layer 2043.7 1998.1 2603.7 2538.1
Max Temperature with Layer 1802.8 1733.6 2298.1 2222.7

Experimental Values 1730 1605 2100 1970
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Figure 10. Comparison of prediction of temperature with and without considering the layers with
experimental values.

A comparison is also conducted among the analytical model considering the layer addition and
dwell time, numerical model and experimental values as shown in Figure 11.

 

Figure 11. Comparison of predicted temperature among analytical model, experimental values, and FEA.

Overall, the temperature on the surface in terms of magnitude is well captured by both
analytical and numerical approaches. The analytical model better approached the experimental
measurements. This comparison shows the capability to accurately predict the temperature profile on
the surface using the analytical modeling. The analytical approach also provides the power of a short
computational time.
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In order to illustrate the importance of considering the temperature dependent material properties,
a sensitivity analysis is conducted to compare the predicted surface temperature with and without
considering the property’s temperature-sensitivity. The obtained results demonstrate a significant
difference between them as shown in Figure 12. The thermal conductivity of the Ti-6Al-4V is
6.7 W/m·◦C which results in a low rate of heat transfer in the build part. However, the thermal
conductivity of Ti-6Al-4V varies from 6 to 35 W/m·◦C with respect to temperature. The increase
in heat transfer rate induced by the increase in thermal conductivity, causes the predicted surface
temperature decrease. In the cases that the temperature sensitivity of the material properties is
considered, as the velocity increases from 0.2 m/min to 0.4 m/min, the variation of predicted surface
temperature is less than 100 ◦C. However, when the temperature sensitivity of material properties
is not considered, the variation of temperature is more than 1000 ◦C. As it is shown in Figure 12 the
predicted temperature can be quite unrealistic without considering the material properties sensitivity
to temperature.

 

Figure 12. Comparison of predicted temperature considering the temperature sensitivity of material
properties (WMTS), and without temperature sensitivity of material properties (WoMTS).

3.2. Experimental Validation Based on Melt Pool Geometry Measurement

In order to predict the morphology of the manufactured part, most of the researchers have used
FEA or empirical models [36,37]. The proposed analytical model is used to predict the melt pool
size. A comparison between the model and experimental results are conducted. The different process
parameters such as laser power and scanning speed are used to predict the melt pool geometry.
Figure 13 shows the experimental measurement of melt pool size from Peyre [38]. In this experiment,
a high-speed C-Mos camera (Fastcam Photron) is used to measure the melt pool size which is generated
by the DMD process.

Figure 14 demonstrates the predicted melt pool size and geometry for different process parameters
in metal AM. The laser distance from powder is 1 μm.
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Figure 13. Experimental measurement of melt pool size for P = 600 W and V = 6 mm/s.

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 14. Predicted melt pool size in metal AM process for (a) P = 600 W, V = 6 mm/s (b) P = 360 W,
V = 100 mm/s (c) P = 300 W, V = 100 mm/s, (d) P = 240 W, V = 100 mm/s

As shown in Figure 14, the melt pool depth and length are obtained using the analytical solution
of temperature that is given in Section 2.1. The maximum error in length and depth is 7.6% and 3.7%,
respectively. Table 4 listed the process parameters, predicted melt pool size, the experimental values,
and also the corresponding error. Based on the calculated error, it is shown that the proposed 2D
model can accurately capture the melt pool size. As a result, it eliminates the needs for doing costly
experiments and also time-consuming FEM.
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Table 4. Predicted and experimental measurements of melt pool size.

P (W)
V

(mm/s)
Melt Pool Length

(mm) Model
Melt Pool Length

(mm) Exp/sim
Melt Pool Depth

(mm) Model
Melt Pool Depth

(mm) Exp/sim
Error in
Length

Error in
Depth

600 [38] 6 2.80 2.60 1.10 1.20 7.60% 2.00%

360 [37] 100 - - 0.29 0.30 - 3.40%

300 [37] 100 - - 0.26 0.27 - 3.70%

240 [37] 100 - - 0.22 0.20 - 1.00%

4. Conclusions

Analytical models and numerical model are used to predict the temperature in laser-based metal
additive manufacturing configurations of either direct metal deposition or selective laser melting.
In the past few decades, many researchers have been trying to understand the relationships between
the process parameters and temperature using FEM. The numerical methods have low computational
efficiency, and it cannot capture all the physical aspects of the metal AM processes. The lack of
a physics-based analytical model that captures all the physical phenomena of the AM processes is
sensible. The physics-based analytical modeling provides accurate results. The high computational
efficiency and easy implementation are the other advantages of the analytical model for the additive
manufacturing modeling.

In this work, an analytical model is proposed to predict the distribution of the temperature profile
by considering the interaction of the layers during the laser metal additive manufacturing process.
The material properties are assumed to be temperature dependent, and also the melting/solidification
phase change is considered in this work. The temperature profile, the peak temperature, and the
evolution of surface temperature are obtained from the proposed model. The analytical model of the
temperature is based on the moving heat source assumption, as described in Section 2. The general
differential equation of heat conduction is used to obtain the closed-form temperature solution using
the separation of variables in a semi-infinite medium. The material is assumed to be homogeneous and
isotropic. The predicted temperature from the analytical model are compared with the experimental
values and FEM results. For further validation, a comparison of peak temperature considering
the layer addition and without considering the layer addition is conducted and compared with
experimental values.

The results of the temperature distribution considering the layering aspects of metal additive
manufacturing showed better agreement with experimental values in comparison with the predicted
temperature not considering the layer addition. The observations suggest that for a fixed laser
power, the laser speed increases as the temperature decreases, since the material has less time to
absorb the energy. Also, for a given scanning speed, the laser power increases as the maximum
temperature increases.

A numerical model is also used to predict the temperature in the metal additive manufacturing
process. The material properties are assumed to be temperature dependent. In the numerical model,
the heat loss due to convection and radiation is considered. The temperature is well obtained using
numerical models.

A comparison is conducted in order to capture the effect of considering the temperature sensitivity
of material properties. A significant difference is observed between them. The main reason is that the
thermal conductivity of Ti-6Al-4V is low, so the heat transfer rate decreases and causes the surface
temperature to increase. However, by considering the temperature dependent material properties,
the thermal conductivity increases by increasing the temperature. As a result, the heat transfer rate
increases and causes the obtained surface temperature to be less compared to the case in which the
thermal conductivity is constant.

The proposed model can also predict the melt pool size with the error margin being less than
7.6%. Hence, it eliminates the costly experiments and time-consuming FEM for predicting the melt
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pool size. This 2D model also shows that there is no need for doing 3D simulations in order to predict
the melt pool size and geometry.

The proposed analytical model shows a good agreement with the experimental values.
The proposed analytical model reduces the computational time to a fraction when compared to
finite element analysis. The analytical model has also eliminated the costly experiments in order to
understand the physical concepts of laser metal additive manufacturing. The influence of scanning
speed and laser power on the temperature profile, surface temperature, and also peak temperature are
investigated and the relations between them are established.
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Abstract: A simplified analytical model of the laser powder bed fusion (LPBF) process was used to
develop a novel density prediction approach that can be adapted for any given powder feedstock
and LPBF system. First, calibration coupons were built using IN625, Ti64 and Fe powders and a
specific LPBF system. These coupons were manufactured using the predetermined ranges of laser
power, scanning speed, hatching space, and layer thickness, and their densities were measured using
conventional material characterization techniques. Next, a simplified melt pool model was used to
calculate the melt pool dimensions for the selected sets of printing parameters. Both sets of data were
then combined to predict the density of printed parts. This approach was additionally validated
using the literature data on AlSi10Mg and 316L alloys, thus demonstrating that it can reliably be used
to optimize the laser powder bed metal fusion process.

Keywords: additive manufacturing; laser powder bed fusion; process optimization; analytical model

1. Introduction

Interest in laser powder bed fusion (LPBF) additive manufacturing (AM) has spiked in many
industries, creating a high demand for new AM-ready metallic materials [1]. However, the mechanical
properties, surface finish, and precision of LPBF parts are dependent on more than 60 processing
parameters [2], which all need to be optimized. There are currently two main ways to realize this
process optimization for new alloys. Most often, this optimization is carried out by defining an
experiment plan that covers different arrangements of laser power, scanning speed, hatching space,
layer thickness, scanning strategy and part orientation for a given alloy [3–10]. Once the specimens are
printed, their mechanical properties are evaluated and a conclusion is drawn on the influence of the
different processing parameters on the final part geometric and service attributes. This approach yields
satisfying results, but requires multiple printing jobs and time-consuming post-processing experiments.
It could easily be realized for a single alloy, but becomes prohibitively expensive if multiple process
optimization campaigns are required.

Another way a new AM material can be introduced is by applying a numerical modeling approach
with the objective of finding the appropriate printing parameters, as shown in [11–15]. However,
due to a large number of variables, these models require significant time and computer resources
to model a single laser track, let alone a complex part. Moreover, the more complex the model,
the more laborious the calibration procedure, which makes the process optimization more cumbersome
and labor-intensive.

In this work, we investigate the possibility of using a combination of a simplified analytical model
of the melt pool and of an experimental calibration routine to create a density control algorithm for the
laser powder bed fusion process. The main objective of this approach is to reduce the time, the number
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of printing jobs and the quantity of post-processing characterization work needed to optimize the
process for any given powder feedstock and any given LPBF system.

2. Methodology

Previous studies have demonstrated that the density of LPBF manufactured parts is mostly
dependent on the following three dimensionless melt pool metrics (Figure 1): melt pool depth-to-layer
thickness ratio (D/t), melt pool width-to-hatching space ratio (W/h), and melt pool length-to-melt pool
width ratio (L/W), and that the highest density is generally obtained for 1.5 < D/t < 2, 1.5 < W/h < 2.5
and L/W < 2Pi [16,17]. Based on these observations, we investigated the possibility of using the D/t,
W/h and L/W ratios to correlate a specific combination of LPBF processing parameters (laser power,
scanning speed, layer thickness, and hatching space) with the density of a printed material.

This study was conducted in three phases: first, the analytical model of a thermal field generated
by a moving heat source in a solid body is used to evaluate the melt pool dimensions for a given set of
LPBF processing parameters. Then, a relationship between the melt pool dimensions and the density
of the printed material was found experimentally for a given material and LPBF system. Finally,
using the numerical model developed and the experimental relationship found, the LPBF processing
parameters were linked to the density of the manufactured parts with the objective of developing a
porosity prediction algorithm for different materials and different LPBF systems.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the melt pool and the corresponding geometric characteristics [18].

2.1. Melt Pool Calculations

First, calculations of the LPBF melt pool dimensions were carried out using the analytical model
of a semi-infinite solid with a moving Gaussian heat source [19]. This model has been successfully used
for the determination of the LPBF processing parameters for pure iron [18] and Ti-Zr-Nb alloy [20].
The Gaussian model involves a symmetrical distribution of laser irradiance across the beam. The energy
from the laser is assumed to be applied on the powder bed surface for a time interval defined by the
scanning speed and the laser spot size. In this case, for a Gaussian beam moving with a given velocity,
the temperature distribution T(x·y·z) in the powder bed is calculated by Equations (1)–(3):

T(x·y·z) = T0 +
AP

kr f π
3
2

∫ 0

∞

1
1 + τ2 exp(C)dτ (1)
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where T0 is the powder bed temperature (◦C); A, the absorptivity; P, the laser power (W); k, the thermal
conductivity (W/(m·K)); rf, the laser beam radius (m); Pe, the Peclet number; ν, the scanning speed
(m/s); α, the thermal diffusivity (m2/s); ρ, the material density (kg/m3); cp, the specific heat (J/(kg·K)),
and t, time (s).

The laser energy absorptivity A is estimated using Equation (4) from the Drude’s theory [19,21]:

A ≈ 0.365(λσ0)
−0.5 = 0.365

(ρ0

λ

)0.5
(4)

where λ is the laser wavelength (μm), σ0, the electrical conductivity (S/m), and ρ0, the electrical
resistivity of the irradiated material (Ohm·m).

2.2. Experimental Calibration

2.2.1. Materials, Equipment and Plan of Experiment

The experimental part of this study was conducted using the EOS-supplied IN625 powder and an
EOSINT M280 LPBF system (EOS GmbH, Munich, Germany) equipped with a 400 W ytterbium
fiber laser (beam radius rf = 50 μm). The initial temperature of the substrate (build platform)
T0 = 60 ◦C. To design the plan of experiments, the analytical model represented by Equations (1)–(4)
was used first. To this end, the following physical properties of an irradiated body: thermal
conductivity k0 [22], specific heat Cp0 [23], and electrical resistivity ρ0 [24] need to be calculated,
taking into account the effective powder bed density ϕ, the latter being the powder morphology and
spreading mechanism-dependent:

k = k0 × ϕ

0.5(3 − ϕ)
; Cp = Cp0 × ϕ; ρ = 0.696 × 4

ϕ
× ρ0 (5)

In this work, the density φ of IN625 powder spread by a standard EOS metal doctor blade and
measured using the encapsulated samples method [25] was found to be close to 60%. Given the
preceding, the IN625 alloy properties used for calculations are shown in Table 1. They were taken
at room temperature, and it is considered that the preceding layer cools down to 60 ◦C between two
scanning runs.

Table 1. Physical properties of IN625 powder [26,27].

Bulk Powder (ϕ = 60%)

Melting temperature, ◦C 1350 1350
Density, kg/m3 8440 5072

Thermal conductivity, W/(m·K) 25.2 15.1
Specific heat capacity, J/(kg·K) 670 403
Electrical resistivity, 10−8 Ω·m 134 223

The temperature distribution map shown in Figure 2 represents an example of calculations using
Equations (1)–(5). It corresponds to the following set of LPBF processing parameters: P = 270 W,
v = 1000 mm/s, and t = 40 μm applied to IN625 powder (Table 1). From this temperature map, the melt
pool width, depth and length are delimited by the alloy melting temperature of 1350 ◦C: W = 173 μm,
D = 89 μm, and L = 806 μm, which correspond to the following dimensionless metrics: D/t = 2.2 and
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L/W = 4.7 (since only a single track is modeled, the hatching space h is not considered at this stage).
This calculation procedure can be repeated for any material and any given set of processing parameters.

Figure 2. Melt pool dimensions for IN625 powder when P = 270 W, v = 1000 mm/s, and t = 40 μm;
the melt pool width and depth are delimited by the alloy melting temperature.

2.2.2. Melt Pool Dimensions-Density Relationship

To establish the relationship between the previously defined dimensionless melt pool metrics
and the density of manufactured parts, 10 mm-diameter 15 mm-height cylindrical coupons of IN625
alloy were printed to cover a D/t ratio ranging from 1 to 3.5, W/h, from 0.5 to 3 and L/W, from 3 to 6.
To find the LPBF parameters resulting in these melt pool dimensions, the following ranges of printing
parameters were reversely computed using the melt pool model presented in Section 2.1: the laser
power varying from 160 to 350 W, the scanning speed, from 560 to 2800 mm/s, and the hatching space,
from 30 to 550 μm; the layer thickness t was kept constant at 40 μm (see Table 2 for the selected values
of the LPBF processing parameters). Two specimens were printed for each set of printing parameters.

Table 2. Imposed melt pool metrics and calculated processing parameters (plan of experiments).

Melt Pool Dimensionless Metrics

Imposed
D/t 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5
W/h 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3
L/W 3.2, 3.9, 4.5, 5

LPBF Processing Parameters

Calculated

Laser power P, W 160, 225, 340, 345, 350
Scanning speed v, mm/s 560, 800, 1060, 1180, 1680, 1940, 2800

Layer thickness t, μm 40
Hatching space h, μm 30, 40, . . . , 180, 190, 210, 230, 270, 280, 350, 390, 430, 470, 550

After processing, the printed coupons were cut off the build plate and their densities measured
using the Archimedes’ technique (ASTM B962-15). Each density measurement using a SARTORIUS
Secura 324-1s scale (Sartorius, Goettingen, Germany), having a precision of ~0.001 g, was repeated at
least 3 times.

The results of this experiment are collected in Table 3 (Appendix A) and plotted in Figure 3 in
the D/t-W/h-density coordinates. It can be seen from this figure that the density of IN625 coupons
exceeding 99.5% (this value was selected arbitrarily to limit the amount of experimental data, while
leaving enough space for optimization) was obtained for a D/t ratio ranging from 1.5 to 2.75 and a W/h
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ratio ranging from 1.8 to 2.8. The corresponding L/W ratio ranged from 3.8 to 4.6 (not shown on this
diagram). Note that the calculated values fall close to the ranges recommended in the literature, which
are 1.5 < D/t < 2, 1.5 < W/h < 2.5 and L/W < 2Pi [28].

From Figure 3, assuming that the calculated D/t, W/h ratios correspond to the effectively obtained
melt pool dimensions, the materials density can be expressed as their function as follows:

ρ = a0 + a1·
(

D
t

)
+ a2·

(
W
h

)
+ a3·

(
D
t

)2
+ a4·

(
D
t

)
·
(

W
h

)
+ a5·

(
W
h

)2
(6)

where a0 = 0.512, a1 = 0.212, a2 = 0.225, a3 = −0.027, a4 = −0.384, and a5 = −0.031.
 

 

Figure 3. Density of the printed coupons as a function of the D/t and W/h ratios; the calculated D/t-W/h
area corresponds to the measured density of the printed material exceeding 99.5 ± 0.1%.

2.3. Energy Density-Build Rate Processing Map

In this work, the LPBF processing conditions were expressed by a combination of two metrics: the
volumetric laser energy density E (J/mm3) (7) and the material build rate BR (cm3/h) (8); the product
of both corresponds to the laser power P (Watts).

E
(

J/mm3
)
=

P
v·h·t (7)

BR
(

cm3/h
)
= v·h·t (8)

Next, the analytical model (1–5) and Table 1 were used to map three E–BR areas corresponding
to the experimentally obtained optimal ranges of the melt pool metrics (Figure 4a): D/t = 1.5–2.75,
W/h = 1.8–2.8, and L/W = 3.8–4.6. These maps are calculated by varying the laser power from 20 to
380 W; the scanning speed, from 100 to 4000 mm/s; the hatching space, from 30 to 200 μm, and the
layer thickness, from 20 to 80 μm.

Three E–BR areas of Figure 4a were then superposed in Figure 4b to schematically delimit a
common processing window, which must guarantee the maximum density of printed IN625 parts.
Next, the densities of the printed coupons (Figure 3 and Table 1 in the Annex) were superposed on this
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processing window, and it can be seen that the coupons with a density ≥99.5% are indeed located,
within a certain margin of error, in the numerically predicted optimal processing window. By refining
the scanning steps and using calibration Equation (6), the described approach can then be used to
build a more detailed processing map for IN625 powder (Figure 4c).

 
Figure 4. (a) Optimal areas for the D/t, W/h, and L/W ratios; (b) superposition of the numerically
optimized processing window; (c) experimentally calibrated processing map.

2.4. Validation Strategy for the Proposed Processing Optimization Approach

We hypothesize that such a combined processing optimization approach is valid for any material
processed by a given LPBF system. In our case it is the EOS M280 LPBF system. To verify this
hypothesis, the results of such an optimization were compared with the numerical and experimental
data found in the literature. This comparison was carried out in two phases: first, the melt pool
dimensions were calculated for AlSi10Mg and 316L powders using a simplified analytical model of this
work (Equations (1)–(5)), and then compared against those obtained for the same feedstock material,
but using more powerful finite element models (FEM). These FEM models take into account the optical
penetration depth, the mass transfer-related phenomena, such as the Marangoni convection and the
Rayleigh capillary flow, and the heat losses to the environment [11,29]. Secondly, the numerically
predicted densities for pure iron and Ti-6Al-4V alloy powders are compared with their experimentally
measured equivalents from [6] and [18]. The optimal processing windows for all these validation
studies were obtained using the algorithm previously presented. The data used for these calculations
were taken from the corresponding literature sources.

3. Validation

3.1. Melt Pool Dimensions (Single Track)

As experimental validation of the melt pool model used in this study (Equations (1)–(5)) has
already been carried out in our previous work [20], a decision was made to extend the validation
experiments to literature data. With this objective in mind, the single track melt pool dimensions
calculated by the said analytical model were compared with those calculated by two different finite
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element models. Note that each of these models was experimentally validated by their authors for two
different alloys: 316L [11] and AlSi10Mg [14]. For ease of understanding and because the width and
the depth of the melt pool are the most important characteristics impacting the density of the printed
material, the geometric validation was limited to these two characteristics.

Regarding 316L, the simulations were carried out with an initial powder bed temperature of 296 K
(first track in [11]), a fixed laser power of 110 W and a scanning speed ranging from 80 to 150 mm/s.
For AlSi10Mg, the simulations were realized for a laser power ranging from 150 to 300 W and a fixed
scanning speed of 200 mm/s [14]. In both cases, computations using (Equations (1)–(5)) were carried
out using the physical properties taken from the corresponding literature sources (Table 3). In other
words, the electrical resistivity, the thermal conductivity and the specific heat capacity values used in
our calculations were set identical to those used in [11] and [14] and recalculated for a 60% powder bed
density. This last value was selected on the basis of our previous results because no such information
was provided in the literature sources.

Table 3. Physical properties of the AlSi10Mg [13] and 316L [15] powders used for melt pool modeling.

AlSi10Mg 316L

Bulk Powder (ϕ = 60%) Bulk Powder (ϕ = 60%)

Melting temperature, ◦C 600 600 1400 1400
Density, kg/m3 2650 1590 8000 4800

Thermal conductivity, W/(m·K) 147 88.2 16.2 9.7
Specific heat capacity, J/(kg·K) 739 443.4 530 318
Electrical resistivity, 10−8 Ω·m 7.8 [30] 4.7 74 123

The melt pool profiles calculated by the model of this study and those found in the literature are
plotted in Figure 5 for different sets of printing parameters. The mean deviations between the results
of the analytical and the finite element models are 4.3 ± 1.2% for 316L and 10.5 ± 5.8% for AlSi10Mg.
(Note that the numerically estimated impact of a 5.8% deviation in the AlSi10Mg melt pool dimensions
would have introduced only ~0.2% variation in the predicted density values; the last number being
calculated by introducing a value of 5.8% in the density Equation (6)).

Figure 5. Comparison of the melt pools profiles for (a) 316L [11] and (b) AlSi10Mg [14] alloys.

3.2. Density of the Same Alloy Printed with Two Different Layer Thicknesses

Using a combination of the analytical modeling of melt pool dimensions (Equations (1)–(5)) and
Equation (6), representing the correspondence between the melt pool dimensions and the density
of the printed parts, processing windows can be calculated for multi-track LPBF. To validate this
approach, processing maps for Ti64 alloy printed with two layer thicknesses (30 and 60 um) are plotted
in Figure 6. The physical properties used for these calculations are collected in Table 4.

Note that the powder bed densities (evaluated using the method of encapsulated samples [25])
in these two cases are not identical: it is higher in the former than in the latter case, with ϕ = 70%
for t = 30 μm and ϕ = 60% for t = 60 μm. These changes in the powder bed density are due to the
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differences in the powder spreading conditions for different layer thicknesses as demonstrated in [31].
If a layer thickness is smaller than the D90 value of the powder particle distribution [32], the density
increases because the biggest particles are kept at the top of the layer and finally swept out by the
recoater [33], which increases the powder bed density. It can be seen from Figure 6 that the higher the
powder bed density (70%, Figure 6b, instead of 60%, Figure 6a), the higher the optimal laser power
density, while the lower the build rate of the process. Similar results were reported in [31].

 
Figure 6. Processing maps for Ti64 alloy for layer thicknesses of (a) 60μm and (b) 30μm (EOS M 280).

Table 4. Physical properties of Ti64 powders used for melt pool modeling [26,34].

Ti64 (t = 60 μm) Ti64 (t = 30 μm)

Bulk Powder (ϕ = 60%) Powder (ϕ = 70%)

Melting temperature, ◦C 1660 1660 1660
Density, kg/m3 4410 2630 3150

Thermal conductivity, W/(m·K) 7.3 4.27 5.18
Specific heat capacity, J/(kg·K) 570 342 405
Electrical resistivity, 10−8 Ω·m 170 283 239

The experimentally measured densities of Ti64 coupons printed with the layer thicknesses of
t = 60 μm (Figure 6a) and 30 μm (Figure 6b) were then superposed on the calculated processing
maps (these coupons were printed using EOS Ti64 powder and the EOS M280 system of this study).
The mean porosity deviations for t = 60 μm corresponded to 0.8%, while for t = 30 μm, it was 0.4%.

3.3. Density of Two Different Alloys

The reliability of the proposed processing optimization approach was then studied for Fe [18] and
AlSi10Mg [35] powders. The density predictions were made using the physical properties of Table 5
and the processing maps are plotted in Figure 7a,b. The experimentally measured density values were
superposed, and the deviations between the model and the experiment corresponded to 0.8% for Fe
and 0.7% for AlSi10Mg powders.

Table 5. Physical properties of Fe [3] and AlSi10Mg [20] powders used for melt pool modeling.

Fe AlSi10Mg

Bulk
Powder (t = 60 μm;

ϕ = 60%)
Bulk

Powder (t = 30 μm;
ϕ = 45%)

Melting temperature, ◦C 1660 1660 600 600
Density, kg/m3 8000 4800 2650 1200

Thermal conductivity, W/(m·K) 16.2 9.7 147 66.6
Specific heat capacity, J/(kg·K) 530 318 739 335
Electrical resistivity, 10−8 Ω·m 74 123 7.8 17.2
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Figure 7. Processing maps for (a) Fe and (b) AlSi10Mg.

4. Discussion and Application Example

Notwithstanding that the simplified analytical model used in this study does not take into account
the specificities of a given printing system in terms of heat exchange and powder spreading conditions,
which both influence the density of the manufactured parts, it was demonstrated that such a model
could provide useful information in terms of the energy density and the build rate values, which are
potentially suitable for the printing of dense parts. However, to determine the exact set of processing
parameters, such as the laser power, speed, hatching space, and layer thickness, an additional condition
must be respected, and this condition corresponds to the ratio between the hatching space and the
layer thickness, h/t.

To establish such a condition, the previously developed model was used to plot the density of
IN625 components as a function of the h/t ratio for different layer thicknesses (Figure 8a). From this
plot, it is clear that to maximize the material density, the selection of a hatching space must be related
to the selection of a layer thickness (Figure 8b). For example, to guarantee the maximum material
density ≥99.8%, with a layer thickness of t = 30 μm, the hatching space variations must be limited to
the 50 to 80 μm range, while for a layer thickness of t = 90 μm, the hatching space variations must be
limited to the 110 to 220 μm range.

These results are shown in Figure 8b to present the h-t area corresponding to the maximum
density of IN625 parts. In the same figure, corresponding h-t areas are plotted for AlSi10Mg (Table 3)
and Ti64 (Table 4) alloys, for comparison. Finally, once obtained, such plots provide guidance for the
selection of the most appropriate hatching space/layer thickness combinations.

 
Figure 8. Hatching space/Layer thickness relations: (a) density as a function of the h/t ratio; (b) hatching
space as a function of the layer thickness for maximum density ≥99.5% (IN625, AlSi10Mg and Ti64
powders for an EOS M280 LPBF system).
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Note that even though this combined modeling-experiment approach was validated for only
one specific LPBF system (EOS M 280), we hypothesize that it can be extended to any LPBF system,
provided an adequate calibration experiment is carried out. To this end, after generating the first
processing map assuming the physical properties of the material taken from the literature and a
powder bed density of 60%, a series of calibration coupons must be printed. Once the density of the
printed coupons is measured, the model must be adjusted to fit the experimentally obtained values,
by modifying the coefficients of Equation 6. Finally, the relation between the hatching space and the
layer thickness can be plotted for a maximum printed material density (see Figure 8b). Once all these
conditions are met, the LPBF processing parameters (laser powder, scanning speed, hatching space
and layer thickness) can be determined using the following protocol:

1. The layer thickness is selected first to provide a required precision/performance relationship
(Figure 9a). If we take t = 40 μm to favor precision, the processing map for this layer thickness
can be built as shown in Figure 9c.

2. As, in this case, h can vary from 50 to 110 μm (Figure 9b), the highest hatch value of 110 μm can
be specified to improve the process productivity.

3. To print components with a material density ≥99.8% and a maximum allowable build rate
of BR = 15 cm3/h (Figure 9), the corresponding volumetric laser energy density corresponds
to E = 67 J/mm3 (see the dot in Figure 9c). Since t = 40 μm and h = 110 μm, the remaining
LPBF parameters can easily be defined using the energy density and build rate definitions of
Equations (7) and (8): laser power ~285 W and scanning speed ~960 mm/s [36].

Figure 9. Steps needed for the printing parameters determination from a processing map: (a) selection
of a layer thickness, (b) selection of an appropriate hatching space, and (c) determination of the
corresponding laser power and scanning speed values.

As it is widely assumed that the smaller the layer thickness, the better the surface finish and part
precision, but the lower the build rate, it is recommended to work with layer thicknesses of 30 or 40 μm
when precision is required, and of 50 or 60 μm, when process productivity is more important.

5. Conclusions

A simplified analytical model of the LPBF process was used to develop the density prediction
algorithm for a given powder feedstock and a given LPBF system. Using a set of density calibration
coupons built with the laser power varying from 160 to 350 W; the scanning speed, from 500 to
2800 mm/s; the hatching space, from 30 to 550 μm, and the layer thickness, from 30 to 60 μm, this model
was adapted for the IN625 alloy powder and an M280 EOS LPBF system. This approach was then
validated for different alloys and processing conditions using literature data, thus demonstrating its
potential for the LPBF process optimization. It was also shown that the layer thickness value has a direct
influence on the creation of the processing map and must be taken into account during the calibration
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step. This step represents a must-follow requirement to improve the prediction capability of the model
because it takes into account the specificities of a given LPBF system related to particular powder
recoating and heat transfer conditions, which differ from one printer to another, and influence the final
density of the manufactured parts. However, once calibrated for a selected LPBF system, the model
could be used for different alloys processed with this same system, avoiding trial-and-error-based
process optimization routines.

To further this work, a comprehensive study should be conducted to evaluate the influence of
parts’ geometry, size, orientation and support on the density predictions.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Printing parameters, melt pool geometry and density of IN625 test coupons (M280 EOS).

Spec.
Power,

W
Speed,

m/s

Hatching
space, mm

Energy density,
J/mm3

Build rate,
cm3/h

Mel pool geometry Density,
%

SD
±%D/t W/h L/W

1 160 2.8 0.092 15.6 37.0 1 1 5.7 78.3 0.7
2 160 2.8 0.061 23.3 24.7 1 1.5 5.7 87.6 0.2
3 160 2.8 0.052 27.4 21.0 1 1.76 5.7 91.6 0.3
4 160 2.8 0.046 31.1 18.5 1 2 5.7 95.6 0.1
5 160 2.8 0.037 38.9 14.8 1 2.5 5.7 95.6 0.1
6 160 2.8 0.031 46.7 12.3 1 3 5.7 97.7 0.1
7 225 1.94 0.265 10.9 74.1 1.5 0.5 5.7 79.03 1.1
8 225 1.94 0.133 21.9 37.1 1.5 1 5.7 92.5 0.2
9 225 1.94 0.088 32.8 24.7 1.5 1.5 5.7 97.3 0.1

10 225 1.94 0.075 38.5 21.1 1.5 1.76 5.7 98.7 0.1
11 225 1.94 0.066 43.7 18.5 1.5 2 5.7 99.5 0.1
12 225 1.94 0.053 54.6 14.8 1.5 2.5 5.7 99.6 <0.1
13 225 1.94 0.044 65.6 12.4 1.5 3 5.7 99.6 <0.1
14 350 1.68 0.347 15.0 83.9 2 0.5 5.4 85.0 0.3
15 350 1.68 0.173 30.0 42.0 2 1 5.4 96.4 0.1
16 350 1.68 0.116 45.0 28.0 2 1.5 5.4 99.1 <0.1
17 350 1.68 0.099 52.8 23.8 2 1.76 5.4 99.4 <0.1
18 350 1.68 0.087 60.0 21.0 2 2 5.4 99.6 <0.1
19 350 1.68 0.069 75.1 16.8 2 2.5 5.4 99.4 0.1
20 350 1.68 0.058 90.1 14.0 2 3 5.4 99.6 0.1
21 350 1.18 0.388 19.1 65.9 2.45 0.5 5.0 93.0 0.6
22 350 1.18 0.194 38.2 32.9 2.45 1 5.0 98.9 0.1
23 350 1.18 0.129 57.4 22.0 2.45 1.5 5.0 99.3 <0.1
24 350 1.18 0.110 67.3 18.7 2.45 1.76 5.0 99.5 0.1
25 350 1.18 0.097 76.5 16.5 2.45 2 5.0 99.4 0.1
26 350 1.18 0.078 95.6 13.2 2.45 2.5 5.0 99.6 0.1
27 350 1.18 0.065 114.7 11.0 2.45 3 5.0 99.7 0.2
28 345 1.06 0.429 19.0 65.4 2.5 0.5 4.5 93.3 0.1
29 345 1.06 0.214 38.0 32.7 2.5 1 4.5 98.7 0.2
30 345 1.06 0.143 57.0 21.8 2.5 1.5 4.5 99.3 0.2
31 345 1.06 0.122 66.8 18.6 2.5 1.76 4.5 99.4 0.1
32 345 1.06 0.107 75.9 16.4 2.5 2 4.5 99.4 <0.1
33 345 1.06 0.086 94.9 13.1 2.5 2.5 4.5 99.5 <0.1
34 345 1.06 0.071 113.9 10.9 2.5 3 4.5 99.7 0.1
35 350 0.8 0.469 23.3 54.1 3 0.5 3.9 94.3 0.1
36 350 0.8 0.235 46.6 27.0 3 1 3.9 99.1 0.1
37 350 0.8 0.156 69.9 18.0 3 1.5 3.9 99.5 <0.1
38 350 0.8 0.133 82.0 15.4 3 1.76 3.9 99.5 0.1
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Table A1. Cont.

Spec.
Power,

W
Speed,

m/s

Hatching
space, mm

Energy density,
J/mm3

Build rate,
cm3/h

Mel pool geometry Density,
%

SD
±%D/t W/h L/W

39 350 0.8 0.117 93.2 13.5 3 2 3.9 99.7 0.1
40 350 0.8 0.094 116.5 10.8 3 2.5 3.9 99.4 0.1
41 340 0.56 0.551 27.5 44.4 3.5 0.5 3.4 96.3 0.1
42 340 0.56 0.276 55.1 22.2 3.5 1 3.4 99.4 0.1
43 340 0.56 0.184 82.6 14.8 3.5 1.5 3.4 99.4 0.2
44 340 0.56 0.157 97.0 12.6 3.5 1.76 3.4 99.5 0.1
45 340 0.56 0.138 110.2 11.1 3.5 2 3.4 99.2 0.2
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Abstract: Demands for producing high quality glass components have been increasing due to their
superior mechanical and optical properties. However, due to their high hardness and brittleness,
they present great challenges to researchers when developing new machining processes. In this work,
the discrete element method (DEM) is used to simulate orthogonal machining of synthetic soda-lime
glass workpieces that are created using a bonded particle model and installed with four different
types of seed cracks. The effects of these seed cracks on machining performance are studied and
predicted through the DEM simulation. It is found that cutting force, random cracks, and surface
roughness are reduced by up to 90%, 74%, and 47%, respectively, for the workpieces with seed cracks
compared to the regular ones. The results show that high performance machining through DEM
simulation can be achieved with optimal seed cracks.

Keywords: discrete element method; orthogonal cutting; seed cracks; surface roughness

1. Introduction

Glass materials have been widely used in our daily life due to their superior properties, but
machining these materials has always been a challenge due to their hard and brittle nature. There
are various machining techniques such as turning, milling, drilling, grinding, and laser machining.
However, it is very difficult to study the complex process of crack initiation and propagation through
experimental observation and theoretical analysis. In order to understand the dynamics of random
crack initiation and propagation in the glass cutting process, discrete element method is adopted to
model and simulate the cutting process [1].

The discrete element method (DEM) is a numerical technique which models solid structures as
bonded particles. These particles can deform and displace from one another and interact through
contacts or interfaces between them. Unlike the finite element method (FEM), the discrete element
method has the advantage of modeling brittle fracture. It can describe nonlinear behavior of brittle
materials and handle the complex particle contact physical process with coupled shear and bulk
deformation effects. Since the DEM was first introduced by Cundall [2], it has been widely applied
in various areas such as simulating crushable soil [3], granular flow [4], and even behavior of the
earthquakes [5]. In recent years, the DEM also has been used in simulating the cutting process of
various materials such as rock, ceramics, and carbon fiber reinforced polymer [6–8].

Nowadays, hybrid machining has become more and more popular compared to traditional
machining methods. It combines different machining actions on the material that need to be removed
and makes use of the combined advantages to avoid or reduce some adverse effects [9]. For example,
vibration-assisted machining combines machining with small-amplitude tool vibrations. During this
process, the cutting tool loses contact with the chips on a specified amplitude, resulting in decreased
machining forces and improved tool life and surface finish [10]. Chemical-assisted micromachining
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combines micromachining and chemical reaction of the workpiece. For silicon, the bonding forces
between Si particles on the surfaces can be weakened by the hydrofluoric acid. A low concentration of
hydrofluoric acid added to the abrasive slurry in ultrasonic machining can increase the material removal
rate and surface quality [11]. Laser-induced crack-assisted machining combines laser micromachining
and traditional orthogonal cutting. Before orthogonal cutting is carried out, the workpiece is treated
by a femtosecond laser to induce seed cracks on the workpiece. This process is able to reduce cutting
force, subsurface damage, and tool wear [12]. Due to the hard and brittle nature, it is very difficult
to study the complex process of crack initiation and propagation through experimental observations
and theoretical analysis. It also brings big challenges to researchers when developing new machining
processes. Therefore, the DEM simulation is used in this study to help us understand the dynamics of
random crack initiation and propagation during the cutting process.

In this paper, the discrete element method is used to simulate the orthogonal cutting of soda-lime
glass with different seed cracks. The purpose is to predict the effects of different seed cracks on the
cutting process. The first step is to create a synthetic material that behaves like soda-lime glass. Then,
the macro-properties are calibrated by adjusting the micro-parameters of the DEM model to match
the mechanical properties of the real soda-lime glass. Orthogonal cutting experiments are conducted
in order to validate the cutting forces, subsurface cracks, and chips. Finally, the cutting simulations
with four different types of seed cracks are conducted in order to optimize the cutting force, random
cracks, and surface roughness. Through this study, the effects of different types of seed cracks during
the orthogonal cutting is predicted.

2. Model Creation and Validation

Particle flow code in two dimensions (PFC2D), a program based on DEM, is used to model
soda-lime glass and random distributions of circular particles are adopted to achieve an isotropic
material. The particle contact behaviors of the model are expressed by flat-joint bonds, which is
detailed in the authors’ previous work [1]. The interactions and movements of the circular particles
can be simulated by PFC2D. It allows finite displacement and rotations of discrete bodies, including
complete detachment, and recognizes new contacts automatically as the calculation progresses.

2.1. Creation of the Specimen of Bonded Particles

In order to create the specimen that behaves like the real material, the same procedure as introduced
in the authors’ previous work follows [1]. Figure 1 shows the flow chart which indicates how this
procedure works.

Figure 1. Flow chart of the specimen creation procedure.
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The first step is to create a dense particle assembly. In this step, macro-parameters including the
specimen density, sample dimensions, and particle radii are defined. Then, the particles are bonded
based on the flat-joint contact model. The micro-parameters are defined in this step which contain
the particle contact stiffness, particle stiffness ratio, particle friction coefficient, particle damping
coefficient, bond shear strength, bond normal strength, and friction angle. The macro-parameters and
micro-parameters used in this study are shown in Table 1. The third step is to match the mechanical
properties of the specimen. Uniaxial tensile and compressive tests are simulated; four mechanical
properties are matched in this step which contains elastic modulus, tensile strength, compressive
strength, and poisson’s ratio. More details of the simulation procedure are provided elsewhere [1].
Through a series of adjustments, the DEM model is calibrated to match the soda-lime glass properties
as listed in Table 2.

Table 1. Macro- and micro-parameters of the synthetic specimen.

Micro-Parameters Description Value

ρ Ball density (kg/m3) 2.4 × 103

H Sample height (m) 1.0 × 10−3

W Sample width (m) 2.0 × 10−3

Rmin Minimum ball radius (m) 2.5 × 10−6

Rmax Maximum ball radius (m) 5.0 × 10−6

Micro-Parameters Description Value

Ec Ball–ball contact modulus (Pa) 8.1 × 1010

kn/ks Ball stiffness ratio 4.3
Ec Flat-joint bond modulus (Pa) 8.1 × 1010

kn/ks Flat-joint bond stiffness ratio 4.3
μ Ball friction coefficient 0.577
σc Flat-joint normal strength (Pa) 1.69 × 108

τc Flat-joint shear strength (Pa) 1.85 × 108

φ Friction angle (degree) 25.0

Table 2. Comparison of properties between the discrete element method (DEM) model and soda-
lime glass.

Mechanical
Property

Elastic Modulus
E (GPa)

Tensile Strength
σt (MPa)

Compressive
Strength
σc (MPa)

Poisson’s Ratio
ν

Soda-lime glass 71 41 330 0.23
DEM Model 71.1 42.6 332 0.228

2.2. Model Validation

After the material model is calibrated, orthogonal cutting of the same synthetic material is
simulated. Figure 2a shows the model geometry and boundary conditions. The workpiece is 2 mm in
length and 1 mm in height, which contains a total of 9885 particles. The particles marked as red are
fixed to simulate the boundary conditions. The cutting tool is modeled as a rigid body which has a rake
angle of −15◦ and clearance angle of 15◦. The depth of cut is 0.1 mm and the cutting speed is 4 mm/s.

The orthogonal machining experimental setup is constructed in order to validate the simulation
model. As shown in Figure 2b, a vertical Bridgeport milling machine with a cutting tool fixed on
the locked vertical spindle column is used to cut the sample. The soda-lime glass sample is fixed
on the horizontal carriage which is mounted on the Kistler three-component dynamometer (Kistler
Instrument Corp, Novi, MI, USA). A Kistler dual-mode charge amplifier amplifies the cutting force
signals, which are measured by the dynamometer with the sampling rate of 200 Hz. LabView (National
Instrument, Austin, TX, USA) is used to control the computer data acquisition system. The workpiece,
fixture, and dynamometer are clamped on the movable carriage of the milling machine, and the
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carriage feeds the workpiece to the cutting tool. The cutting tool is a 16 × 16 × 6 mm3 square ceramic
insert made of alumina and is mounted on the tool holder tilted to attain a negative 15◦ rake angle.
The cutting conditions for both the simulation and experiments are given in Table 3.

 
Figure 2. (a) DEM model of the cutting simulation, (b) experimental setup of the orthogonal machining test.

Table 3. Cutting conditions for the experiments.

Parameter Description Simulation Experiment

V (mm/s) Cutting speed 4 4
t (mm) Depth of cut 0.1 0.1
α (degree) Rake angle −15 −15

L (mm) Length of cut 2 25.4

In the chip formation image as shown in Figure 3a, the green, short lines denote broken bonds
between the particles which are caused by shear failure; the red, short lines are also broken bonds, but
they are caused by tensile failure. Broken bonds are considered as random cracks. It can be seen that
many broken bonds are connected to each other and continue propagating to a deeper region, which is
the formation of subsurface cracks. Some of the subsurface cracks can even propagate a few hundred
micrometers in distance. Compared to the optical images in Figure 3b, similar subsurface cracks can be
clearly observed in the cutting experiments.

In addition, the chips are recorded for both the cutting simulation and experiments. In the
simulation, the chips are formed due to random propagation of broken bonds. The bonded particles
are separated by broken bonds into smaller segments with different shapes. The chips from the cutting
experiments are also collected and examined. It can be seen clearly that the shapes and dimension of
those chips are very similar to those from the simulation.

The cutting forces in both the horizontal (main) and vertical (thrust) directions are recorded
during the simulation and experiments. It can be seen that numerous force peaks exist for both
the simulation and experimental workpieces, which are caused by the initiation and propagation of
cracks due to bond breakage between particles. This behavior is typical for brittle material removal
processes, characterized by random peaks and valleys which correspond to force build-up followed by
sudden fracture occurrence. It is found that the force magnitude for the simulation workpiece is quite
similar to the experimental one. In order to reduce the influence of particle arrangement during the
simulation, the specimens are generated with different random particle arrangements. Both simulation
and experiments are repeated three times, the average cutting forces for each replication are listed in
Table 4.
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Figure 3. (a) DEM model of the cutting simulation and recorded forces, (b) optical images of the
machined area of the soda-lime glass sample and recorded forces.

Table 4. Average cutting forces for each experiment.

Depth of Cut (mm) Replications

Average Cutting Force (N)

Experimental Workpiece Simulation Workpiece

Main Thrust Main Thrust

0.1
1 17.8 14.1 15.4 10.1
2 15.0 12.5 16.4 11.6
3 16.7 14.0 17.5 11.8

In order to compare the simulation and experimental results, the average forces for the three
replications are taken and plotted in Figure 4. The main forces for both the simulation and experiments
are almost the same, but the thrust force from the simulation is 17% less than that from the experiment
results. Due to the brittle feature of glass material, this difference is considered acceptable. Hence,
the DEM model is validated through this process.

Figure 4. Cutting force comparison for the simulation and experimental results.
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3. Surface Roughness Prediction

Surface roughness plays an important role in determining product quality and in most cases is a
technical requirement for mechanical products. The functional behavior of a part is highly dependent
on the desired surface quality. Machining simulations are well studied through the years, however,
predicting surface roughness is much more difficult than predicting cutting forces due to modeling
complexities. Since the discrete element method models the workpiece as bonded particles, the position
of each particle can be tracked through the whole simulation process. Based on this idea, an algorithm
has been developed to simulate the surface roughness of the machined workpiece.

The first step is to identify the particles which are not separated from the main workpiece. As can
be seen from Figure 5a, there are numerous broken bonds generated after the cutting is done. Some
of the particles are ejected from the main workpiece due to broken bonds, and some of them are still
attached to the main workpiece but are not bonded to it anymore. Under this circumstance, the particles
which are separated from the main workpiece need to be filtered out. A critical displacement of 10−7

m is used as a criterion to decide whether a particle remains on the surface. As shown in Figure 5b,
the total displacement of particle P1 is larger than the critical value, so it is not considered as part of
the main workpiece. Although particle P2 is not bonded to the workpiece, the total displacement of P2
is within the critical value, so it is still considered as part of the main workpiece. Since P2 is located at
the top surface, P2 belongs to the surface particles.

After filtering out the particles which belong to the main workpiece, those that form the top
surface of the machined part are identified. This is done by first dividing the cutting distance into
finite intervals, as shown in Figure 5b. Then, the highest particle within each interval is selected as the
surface particle. Care should be taken to select the length of these intervals. If it is too large, some
surface particles will be missing; if it is too small, unwanted particles will be generated and interfere
with the actual surface profile.

 
Figure 5. (a) Surface profile of a machined sample by DEM simulation, (b) surface particles.

The common measure for surface roughness is known as Ra [13], which is the arithmetical mean
deviation of the surface profile governed by:

Ra =
1
n

n∑
i=1

∣∣∣yi −m
∣∣∣
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where n is the number or total particles, yi is the y-position of the particle, m is the mean value of the
y-positions for all the surface particles which is expressed as:

m =
1
n

n∑
i=1

yi

The Ra value of the surface profile as shown in Figure 5a is found to be 4.25 μm.

4. Effects of Seed Crack Types on Cutting Performance

The orthogonal cutting with different seed cracks is simulated and each simulation is repeated
three times using specimens generated with different random particle arrangements to reduce the
influence of particle arrangement. Four different types of seed crack oriented at the angle (θ) 0◦, 45◦,
90◦, and 135◦ with the horizontal direction are shown in Figure 6a–d. The height of the seed cracks
(h) is 100 μm under the surface, the width of each seed crack (w) is around 10 μm, and the distance
between adjacent seed cracks (d) is 200 μm. The cutting conditions are shown in Table 5. The cutting
speed is set at 1 m/s, the depth of cut is 0.1 mm, the rake angle is −15◦, and the width of cut is 2 mm.
Figure 7a–d shows images for different conditions taken during the cutting simulation. The green
particles indicate the fixed boundaries. During the simulation, the main (horizontal direction) and
thrust (vertical direction) cutting forces are recorded; random crack numbers and the Ra values of
surface roughness are recorded as well. Table 6 shows the results for each cutting condition.

Figure 6. Synthetic workpieces with seed cracks of different angles: (a) 0◦, (b) 45◦, (c) 90◦, and (d) 135◦.

Table 5. Cutting conditions for the simulation.

Parameter Description Value

V (m/s) Cutting speed 1
t (mm) Depth of cut 0.1
α (degree) Rake angle −15

L (mm) Length of cut 2
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Figure 7. Simulation images of machined workpiece with seed cracks of different angles: (a) 0◦, (b) 45◦,
(c) 90◦, and (d) 135◦.

Table 6. Simulation results for each condition.

Angle of Seed Cracks Replications
Average Cutting Force (N)

Random Cracks
Surface Roughness

Ra (μm)Main Thrust

0◦
1 2.58 2.14 2893 29.71
2 3.59 2.33 3424 6.70
3 3.72 2.05 4212 9.38

45◦
1 1.80 1.75 2268 9.01
2 1.43 1.46 2010 10.21
3 1.46 1.73 1814 21.90

90◦
1 2.48 1.86 2735 28.30
2 3.48 1.95 1577 15.52
3 2.54 2.00 3504 20.41

135◦
1 1.79 1.11 2110 8.29
2 1.98 1.71 1674 20.28
3 1.21 1.53 2223 9.52

In order to compare the simulation results for each condition, the average values for the cutting
force, random cracks, and surface roughness over the three replications are taken and plotted in
Figure 8a–c. In general, compared to the untreated samples, cutting the treated samples with seed
cracks can greatly reduce the cutting force, random cracks, and surface roughness. As can be seen,
the cutting forces are reduced by 80%–90%, the random cracks are reduced by 54%–74%, and the
surface roughness is reduced by 10%–47%.

Comparing these four different seed cracks, the 45◦ and 135◦ conditions are better than the 0◦
and 90◦ conditions in general. Based on the results for cutting forces, random cracks, and surface
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roughness, the 45◦ and 135◦ conditions give the better performance than the 0◦ and 90◦ conditions.
Between the 45◦ and 135◦ conditions, the cutting simulations predict that the overall performance
under the 135◦ seed crack condition is better.

 
Figure 8. The simulation results for four different conditions: (a) Average cutting forces, (b) average
random cracks, and (c) average surface roughness.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the effects of seed cracks are studied and predicted through the orthogonal cutting
simulation with PFC2D based on the discrete element method. The results of cutting forces, random
cracks, and surface roughness are analyzed. The following conclusions are obtained from this study:

• The simulation results show that the cutting forces can be greatly reduced by cutting workpieces
with seed cracks.

• When the seed cracks are orientated at 45◦ and 135◦, the cutting forces can be minimized.
• When the seed cracks are orientated at 135◦, the random cracks and surface roughness are able to

be minimized.
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Abstract: This paper focusses on the effect of hot isostatic pressing (HIP) and a solution annealing post
treatment on the fatigue strength of selectively laser melted (SLM) AlSi10Mg structures. The aim of
this work is to assess the effect of the unprocessed (as-built) surface and residual stresses, regarding the
fatigue behaviour for each condition. The surface roughness of unprocessed specimens is evaluated
based on digital light optical microscopy and subsequent three-dimensional image post processing.
To holistically characterize contributing factors to the fatigue strength, the axial surface residual
stress of all specimens with unprocessed surfaces is measured using X-ray diffraction. Furthermore,
the in-depth residual stress distribution of selected samples is analyzed. The fatigue strength is
evaluated by tension-compression high-cycle fatigue tests under a load stress ratio of R = −1. For the
machined specimens, intrinsic defects like pores or intermetallic phases are identified as the failure
origin. Regarding the unprocessed test series, surface features cause the failures that correspond
to significantly reduced cyclic material properties of approximately −60% referring to machined
ones. There are beneficial effects on the surface roughness and residual stresses evoked due to the
post treatments. Considering the aforementioned influencing factors, this study provides a fatigue
assessment of the mentioned conditions of the investigated Al-material.

Keywords: fatigue; SLM; AlSi10Mg; post treatment; residual stress; surface roughness

1. Introduction

Selective laser melting (SLM) enables the manufacturability of complexly shaped and topographically
optimized components. Additive manufacturing (AM) is contemplated to find significant application
in demanding fields such as automotive, aviation and biomedical engineering [1–5]. Particularly in
complex structures, post built machining is not always possible; hence, it is of upmost importance
to investigate the influence of the unprocessed surface on the fatigue strength in conjunction with
the effect of subsequent post treatments [6,7]. It is estimated that about 90% of all engineering
failures are caused by fatigue-related damage mechanisms [8,9]. Along with Ni-based alloys, stainless
steel and titanum, aluminum alloys, AlSi10Mg is especially a very commonly used material for
powder-bed based AM and therefore causes the necessity of a proper as well as safe assessment
of the material qualification regarding fatigue [10]. Current studies on stainless and tool steels
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as well as titanimum alloys deal with the importance of surface quality, process parameters as
well as post treatments and possible reasons for defects formations. For example, powder defects,
insufficient energy and consequent partially melted powder particles or material vaporization impact
static and cyclic material properties [11–16]. Additionally, the manufacturability of lattice structure
by AM provides huge potential in terms of lightweight design and is subject to many research
works. The interaction between the building direction, microstructure, and crack propagation is
discussed in [11]. The microstructure is found to have great influence on the fatigue crack morphology
and crack deflection effects. Fatigue crack initiation and the propagation rate play a major role in
fatigue properties, whereby it is found that initiation is strongly linked with the surface roughness
and the crack propagation rate with the microstructure and stress level [17]. Among others, hot
isostatic pressing (HIP) and solution annealing (T6) are two common procedures to enhance material
properties [18–20]. Given the fact that HIP leads to a reduction of the volume fraction of porosity
and improved fatigue resistance for sand-casted aluminum components, an according HIP treatment
may be beneficial to AM parts as well [21–23]. SLM structures generally exhibit an extremely fine
microstructure due to high cooling rates [24]. A heat treatment above the solubility temperature
of AlSi10Mg causes microstructural coarsening, since grain boundaries are dissolved as well as the
precipitation of second phase particles [9,25–27]. These microstructural changes result in reduced
fatigue properties, and therefore demand a subsequent age hardening process in order to counteract
those unfavourable effects [28]. The exact post treatment parameters are set up incorporating the
knowledge of the specimen manufacturer. The influence of the post treatments is further investigated
in terms of the surface roughness and residual stresses. The fatigue strength of engineering components
is decreased with increasing surface roughness. Elevated surface roughness tends to generate stress
concentration factors and favors failure initiation [6]. In this study, the effect of the unprocessed surface
is investigated and described using a notch effect factor referring to a machined condition [29,30].
The applicability of an endurance limit reducing factor is researched and validated with experimental
results. The impact of residual stresses on the fatigue strength is studied as well within this work. It is
of utmost importance to holistically assess material qualification, since a present residual stress state
can significantly alter the stress condition at the failure initiating imperfection [31,32]. A post treatment
also influences the residual stress condition in great measure. Neglecting residual stresses may lead to
non-conservative designing of components, which is the reason for the conducted research work. It is
of technical and economical relevance to investigate the influence of residual stresses and enhance
existing concepts to properly as well as safe assess material qualifications regarding fatigue. This study
provides a method how to assess the impact of surface features under consideration of residual stresses
acting as mean stresses. The authors propose an approach to account for residual stresses in fatigue
design and furthermore look at notch effects due to surface roughness independently, which allows
a differentiated assessment of roughness features and residual stress effects.

2. Materials and Methods

Three different post treatment conditions are the subject of this work. Therefore, it was necessary to
clearly distinguish between the test series. The following enumeration clarifies the abbreviations used
in the present study and provides the applied treatments for each condition. A detailed description
of the respective routines is given in Table 1. The first column refers to the treatment, followed by
temperature, pressure and time, which provides information about the minimum holding time of the
respective treatment. The exact post treatment parameter is defined incorporating the knowledge of
the specimen manufacturer, aiming to enhance material properties. For this reason, the used parameter
sets are classified:

• Test series “AB”: As-built condition (no post treatment applied),
• Test series “HIP”: Hot isostatic pressing + age hardening,
• Test series “SA”: Solution annealing + age hardening.
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Table 1. Parameter of subsequent post treatments.

Treatment T (°C) P (MPa) Time (h)

Hot isostatic pressing above 500 above 100 2
Solution annealing above 500 - 6

Age hardening below 200 - 7

In order to quantify the impact of the surface roughness, each of the above-mentioned test
series (AB, HIP and SA) consisted of two batches—one lot exhibiting a machined and polished
surface—denoted as “M”, and a second set of specimens in as-built (not machined) surface
condition—denoted as unprocessed “UP”. Therefore, in total, six test series were investigated.
There were nine specimens that exhibited a polished surface and five specimens with unprocessed
surfaces manufactured for each condition. The abbreviation for the surface condition was added
before the post treatment e.g., M-HIP means machined surface and HIP treated or UP-SA stands for
unprocessed surface and solution annealing.

The used AlSi10Mg powder for specimen manufacturing showed the chemical composition given
by the powder manufacturer in Table 2 [33]. According to manufacturer specifications, the material
corresponds to the standard DIN EN 1706:2010 [34].

Table 2. Chemical composition of the AM powder in weight %.

Material Si Fe Cu Mn Mg Al

AlSi10Mg 9.0–11.0 0.55 0.05 0.45 0.20–0.45 Balance

All specimens were built in a vertical direction on an EOS M290 system, using a Yb fiber laser
with a power of 400 W. The beam diameter is set to 100 μm. The standard parameter set provided
by EOS is used for printing. To ensure all surface-related effects are eliminated for the investigation
of the machined conditions, a respective number of specimens is manufactured with a certain
machining allowance to subsequently remove the boundary layer. Following the manufacturing
process, the respective post treatment was applied. Afterwards, the specific specimens for the machined
test series were processed to the geometry by turning and polishing, shown in Figure 1. The geometry
of the specimen corresponds to no standard but is designed to minimize the stress concentration within
the testing section caused by the narrowing shape. A numerical analysis reveals a maximum principal
stress concentration of Kt = 1.045, hence 4.5% at the thinnest point. The same specimen geometry and
manufacturing parameter are used for previous work already published by the authors in [35].
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Figure 1. Specimen geometry for high-cycle fatigue testing [35].
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2.1. SEM Investigation

To characterize the impact of the respective post treatment on the microstructure, backscatter-SEM
images of microsections were taken with a Carl Zeiss EVO MA 15 microscope in accordance with [36].
Both post treatments were conducted above the solubility temperature of the investigated material [37–39].
It is mentioned that the solution temperature of the cast alloy is above 450 °C, and therefore
a subsequent age hardening at low temperatures leaves the microstructural evolution unchanged [40].

2.2. High Cycle Fatigue Assessment

For all test series, a modified staircase test method was utilized [41]. The high-cycle fatigue testing
was carried out under a load stress ratio of R = −1 on an RUMUL Mikrotron resonant testing rig.
The test frequency was in the region of 106 Hz. Specimens were gripped with collets at both ends.
The test was aborted when total fracture occurred, or the run-out criterion of 1E7 load cycles was
reached. In order to generate more data within the finite life region, conservatively not ruling out
the possibility of pre-damaging at load levels below the fatigue limit, run-outs were reinserted [42].
In the following work, selected results referring to the AB and HIP conditions have been partially
published within preliminary studies in [35]. All given stress values were normalized to the nominal
ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of the base material without any post treatment, given by the powder
manufacturer [33]. The fatigue strength at 1E7 load-cycles for a survival probability of 50% (σf) was
statistically determined by applying the arcsin

√
P-transformation, described in [43]. The assessment

of the S/N-curve within the finite life region was done utilizing the ASTM E739 standard [44].
Mean stresses impact the fatigue strength whereby the endurance limit is decreased with growing

mean stresses such as static loads along with cyclic loading [45]. The effect is usually depicted as
fatigue strength amplitude plotted over mean stress. A large number of concepts have been developed
in order to predict the fatigue strength for different mean stress states [46,47]. Two models, one
according to Gerber [48] and another one developed by Dietman [49] were utilized within this work to
consider a certain mean stress state caused by residual stresses and its impact on fatigue. Equations (1)
and (2) serve as two models to correct the endured stress amplitude dependent on the present residual
stress state. Both required the ultimate tensile strength σuts for the respective condition, which was
provided by the specimen manufacturer. The parabolic Gerber concept as well as the empirical
Dietmann equation showed high statistical correlation with experimental data, which is why those
two models were applied. In the following, σa(−1) stands for the stress amplitude at a load stress ratio
of R = −1, and σm refers to the present mean stress. Considering this, the endurable stress amplitude
σa, at a certain mean stress, can be estimated:

σa = σa(−1)

[
1 −

( σm

σuts

)2]
, (1)

σa = σa(−1)

√
1 − σm

σuts
. (2)

2.3. Residual Stress Measurement Methodology

The holistic characterization of contributing factors to the fatigue strength causes the necessity to
assess the residual stress state [31,32], especially in regard to the building process [50,51]. The analysis
was performed with X-ray diffraction using an X-RAYBOT from MRX-RAYS, located in Brumath,
France. A psi-mounting configuration with Cr-Kα radiation was used along with a collimator size of 2
mm in diameter. The evaluation was based on the 2θ − sin2(ψ) method. The measurement setup was
according to the ASTM E915-96 standard [52]. The exposure time was set to 30 s for each increment,
opting for 25 ψ-increments, with a tilting angle of the X-ray tube from −40° to +40°. The measurement
procedure corresponds to the ASTM E2860-12 standard [53]. The residual stress analysis is performed
on all unprocessed specimens to avoid falsifying of the results due to influences of machining. Since the
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fatigue strength at 1E7 load cycles is of interest, one should be aware of a possible depletion of residual
stress under tensile loading. For this reason, the validation of the cyclic stability of residual stresses
is necessary in order to ensure the usability of the measured stresses in following work. Therefore,
in situ residual stress measurements were conducted while fatigue testing. For the assessment of
the cyclic stability of the present residual stresses, the fatigue testing was stopped, residual stresses
were measured, and, afterwards, the testing is continued. In order to avoid falsifying of the results,
the specimen remains clamped in the testing rig.

2.4. Surface Roughness Evaluation

An engineering approach to characterize the reduction of the fatigue strength due to the surface
roughness includes the maximum depth of roughness valleys as well as the roughness valley
radius. Based on a concept of Peterson, the unprocessed surface, exhibiting micro notches due
to the building process, was characterized. Considering the localized stress concentration of such
features, the consequent reduction of fatigue properties can be described by the notch effect factor Kt;
see Equation (3) [30]. This approximate solution for a shallow, assumed ideal elliptical notch, is only
a function of the notch depth and radius of the curvature. Therefore, this concept incorporated the
maximum surface deviation St and the notch root radius ρ. Based on recommendations by the author,
the support effect was not taken into account and set to n = 1 due to a conservative approach; for this
reason, Kt equals Kf. This concept finds application within this study to predict the reduced endurable
stress amplitude of the unprocessed specimens, beginning with the fatigue strength of the machined
ones, respectively, in mean (residual) stress free state:

Kt = 1 + 2

√
St

ρ
. (3)

Utilizing a light optical microscope and three-dimensional image processing, it was possible
to determine the average maximum surface deviation (St) in a non-destructive way [54], shown in
Figure 2. Since the specimen geometry is round and additionally possesses a curvature within the
testing area, proper filtering of the captured surface topography is necessary. In a first step, the round
specimen was partitioned into 12 sections that are individually captured and represent the entire
surface. Exemplary, Figure 3a pictures the primary profile, respectively the geometrical structure of one
surface segment, detected by the digital optical microscope. The thereby generated three-dimensional
datasets were processed within a user-defined routine, as described in [55]. By means of a second order
robust Gaussian regression filter, the roughness profile is calculated applying a cut-off wavelength λc

of 2.5 mm. The cut-off length was chosen as recommended by the authors in [55]. This results in the
waviness profile as pictured in Figure 3b and the associated roughness profile, see Figure 3c, of the
exemplified surface segment. The roughness profile now entirely reflects the surface topography as
the waviness profile corresponds to the specimen geometry, respectively form. After areal roughness
calculation, the evaluated area is separated into sub-areas, 1 × 1 mm2 in size by means of the routine
and plotted onto the measured surface image. An exemplary roughness map of the areal roughness
parameter St is shown in Figure 2. Yellow areas mark high roughness values, and blue areas mark
low ones. Due to that, not only can local areal roughness parameters be linked to surface topography
properties, such as notch depth, but also information about the location of the structures are gained.

Figure 2. Exemplary surface roughness map.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3. Surface roughness evaluation process. (a) Primary surface profile. (b) Waviness surface
profile. (c) Surface roughness profile.

3. Results

3.1. Microstructural Analysis

In the untreated condition, see Figure 4a, one can identify pores and grain boundaries, also
detected in [56]. The post treated conditions differ from the as-built condition, as significant changes
in the microstructure are detected. Grain boundaries are no longer clearly visible, and precipitates
are formed within the microstructure. This is observed for both post treatments; see Figures 4b
and 5. By virtue of the heat influence, the post treatment causes melt pool boundary softening,
implying microstructural evolution and precipitation [57]. Additionally, the porosity and the maximum
extension of pores are significantly decreased for the HIP condition, also detected in [58] and published
within previous work on this topic in [35].

Grain boundaries

Pores

(a) (b)

Figure 4. Microstructural analysis. (a) Microstructure of the AB condition [35]. (b) Microstructure of
the SA condition.

The changes to the microstructure found in the conditions with a heat-treatment above 500 °C are
investigated in detail. Iron-rich precipitates and silicon agglomerations are detected; compare [59].
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These microstructural features are also found in [27] for both the HIP and SA conditions. A performed
EDX-analysis on a Fe-rich precipitate, the spot marked as ‘a’ in Figure 5, shows a chemical composition
(Al70.24Si15.24Fe14.32) that calculates to Al5Si1.1Fe1.02 and is similar to the β-phase Al5SiFe, reported and
found in [60–62]. Due to the elevated temperature above the solubility temperature, silicon crystals are
precipitated at the grain boundaries which grow to their respective size throughout the subsequent
annealing [37,38,63]. An analysis at spot ‘c’ confirms the labelled agglomerations as Si-particles that
are well reported in [64,65]. The detected microstructural features decelerate the long crack growth.
The crack front interferes with these microstructural features, and the propagation is obstructed and
forced to change its direction, whereby the overall resistance against fatigue crack growth is enhanced.
The improved resistance against crack propagation is attributed to deflection and energy dissipation at
the crack tip [25,66]. Within this study, this microstructural behavior is observed for the HIP and the
SA condition; compare [35]. After the post treatment, the base material in area ’b’ shows a chemical
composition of Al94.27Si5.73, which differentiates to the as-built matrix due to precipitation.

a

b

c
Pores

Fe-rich precipitates
-Al5SiFe

Si-particles

Figure 5. Microstructure in post treated condition including EDX analysis.

3.2. Residual Stress Measurement

3.2.1. Surface Residual Stresses and Cyclic Stability

For the unprocessed condition, it is highly necessary to know the residual stresses at the
surface, since this is the location of the failure origin, and the condition within the failure initiation
area is essential. The interaction between surface condition, residual stresses, and, furthermore,
the microstructure as well as understanding the importance of their codependency is also reported
in [67,68]. To ensure a proper assessment of the axial residual stresses at the surface, three measurements
along the circumference in a distance of 120° are performed. The measurements are conducted before
testing and clamping. For further analysis, the mean value is considered to serve as a base value with
the scatter band representing a confidence level of 95%. The residual stress results are normalized
to the UTS of the material and abbreviated as σres,ax,surf. This allows for quantifying the intensity of
residual stresses as a share of the ultimate tensile strength and enables a sophisticated valuation of the
range in which the occurring stresses lie. All measured stresses are in the tensile region. The analysis
reveals a significant decrease of residual stresses for both post treated conditions referring to the AB
condition. It is found that HIPing reduces the axial residual stresses at the surface by 54.2% and
solution annealing by 46.7%. Each specimen which reached the run-out criterion was measured again
and showed no change. The outcome of the in situ residual stress measurements validate that testing
at the fatigue limit (run-out load level) causes no notable changes of surface residual stresses. This case
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is depicted by the two black lines in Figure 6. However, increasing the tensile load above the fatigue
limit either leads to a relaxation of residual stresses or failure before measurable changes to the residual
stress state; see red lines in Figure 6, occur. The findings therefore prove that residual stresses measured
before testing are still present after testing at run-out level or remain even unchanged until failure.
This enables to look at measured values before testing as permanent present mean stresses. All results
are given in Table 3, whereby all stress values are normalized to the surface stress before testing but
after the specimen is clamped.

Table 3. Axial surface residual stress measurement results.

Condition Surface σres,ax,surf (0 LC) σres,ax,surf (1E7 LC) Difference

AB UP 0.107 ± 0.027 0.106 ± 0.023 −0.9%
HIP UP 0.049 ± 0.023 0.054 ± 0.024 +11.0%
SA UP 0.057 ± 0.026 -

Figure 6. Cyclic stability of residual stresses.

3.2.2. In-Depth Residual Stress Distribution

To characterize the residual stress state directly at the crack initiation site for the machined
specimens, it is necessary to electrolytically polish into the depth in which the failure responsible
defects lie. The determination of the residual stresses at the crack origin is essential since they are
substantially involved in failure initiation and crack growth; the present stress is denoted in the
following as σres,ax,surf for crack initiation at the surface and σres,ax,bulk for failure from internal defects.
To negate the effect of machining, an in-depth progression of residual stresses of the AB and HIP
condition is performed. Based on the fracture surface analysis of the machined specimens, it is found
that the average failure critical imperfection either lies at the surface or in a maximum depth of
about 200 μm beneath the surface. Considering this, a conservative assumption is made to take the
mean residual stress estimated within the aforementioned region for further analysis. The in-depth
progression is shown in Figure 7, in which all stress values are normalized to the respective stress
measured at the surface to highlight the distribution of residual stresses in depth. The greyed out area
marks the machining allowance of 1 mm that is added to the building process. Beneath the unprocessed
surface, a stress peak is observed for the HIP and AB conditions. Both show a similar progression
with significantly increased axial tensile stresses in the area in which the critical imperfections lie,
signalized by the red-shaded area. The results are summarized in Table 4.
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Figure 7. Normalized in-depth axial residual stress progression of AB and HIP conditions.

Table 4. Axial in-depth residual stress measurement results.

Condition
σres,ax,bulk to

σres,ax,surf
σres,ax,surf σres,ax,bulk Increase

UP-AB 2.81 0.107 0.301 +281%
UP-HIP 2.75 0.049 0.135 +275%

Considering the comparably high residual stresses at the crack initiation spot as an existing
mean stress, they change the present mean stress state and affect the crack initiation, propagation and
consequently the fatigue strength in great measure [69,70].

3.3. Surface Roughness Parameter Evaluation

For the application of the notch effect concept by Peterson, mean values of all gathered data of St

and ρ are taken into the calculation of Kt, since the most critical surface feature is a certain combination
of notch depth and notch valley radius. Since the aim is to non-destructively determine the reduction
in fatigue strength, the values for St and ρ are taken from the optical surface assessment and not from
a subsequently performed fracture surface analysis. Empirical investigations show that the mean
value of the maximum valley depth of all 12 segments describes the critical surface roughness properly.
For a suitable assessment of the area-based roughness parameter St, comparison, and validation of
the optical evaluation, the maximum surface deviation is also measured within the fractured surfaces.
The non-destructive optical surface evaluation is in sound correlation with the mean values from
measurements on fractured specimens. The average deviation of the two methods varies between 5.8%
and 7.4%, which confirms the applicability of the used evaluation routine. The results for the surface
roughness parameter St are normalized to the mean value evaluated by the fracture surface analysis
and are summarized in Table 5. It is observed that both post treatments have a beneficial impact on the
surface roughness; St is decreased by about 14%.

The specimens are printed in a vertical (axial) direction, which leads to a periodically repetitive
formation of the surface shape in the building direction. This recurring surface texture for additively
manufactured structures is also reported in [71]. Three-dimensional surface imaging allows the
measurement of the recurring roughness valley radii (ρ) in the loading direction with only minor
deviations; see Figure 8. The evaluation is based on line measurements at several selected specimens
and different locations around each specimen. It is mentioned that the notch radii can not be measured
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in the fractured surface since this would provide the notch radius within the wrong plane, namely
perpendicular to the loading direction. The comparison of the investigated conditions reveals that the
average roughness valley radius increases due to the post treatments, which mitigates the sharpness of
the notch.

Figure 8. Surface notch valley radii measurement.

Table 5. Results of the surface roughness evaluation.

Condition
Norm. Mean St

(Frac. Surf.)
Norm. Mean St

(Optical Eval.)
Deviation Average ρ

AB 1.000 (Basis) 0.926 (−7.4%) 7.4% 197.6 μm
HIP 0.868 (−13.2%) 0.804 (−19.4%) 6.2% 243.2 μm
SA 0.852 (−14.8%) 0.794 (−20.6%) 5.8% 245.5 μm

3.4. High Cycle Fatigue Testing

The high-cycle fatigue test results for the HIP condition are displayed in Figure 9. The solid
lines denote the machined surface condition, whereby black with square markings represents the AB
condition and blue with triangle markers is used for the HIP condition. Solely, the comparison of both
machined HIP to AB conditions is published within a previous study in [35]. The dashed lines stand
for the unprocessed surface condition. The displayed SN-curves are evaluated at a survival probability
of 50%. All results are summarized in Table 6. The finite life region is denoted as FLR, and the long
life region is abbreviated as LLR. In order to obtain reasonable results and ensure testing within the
linear-elastic region, the peak load level for testing is below the yield strength of the material.

Comparing the machined conditions, the HIP treatment leads to an increase in fatigue strength
by 13.8% referring to the AB condition. A similar trend is observed for the unprocessed condition.
The HIPed series exhibits a 25.3% higher fatigue strength than the AB series. For both post treatment
conditions, the difference between machined and unprocessed surface condition is significant.
The as-built surface decreases the fatigue strength for the HIP condition by 62.2% and by 65.6%
for the AB condition. Hence, the assessment of the surface roughness is essential. Regarding the
scattering between 10% and 90% survival probability, HIPing narrows the scatter band for each surface
condition within the finite life region as well as in the long life region. It is observed that the HIP
treatment also positively impacts the slope of the S/N-curves in terms of a less steep behaviour.
Partially, these results are already published in [35].
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Figure 9. S/N curves for the AB and HIP test series.

The following Figure 10 shows the fatigue test results for the solution annealed condition.
As described before, black lines and markings refer to the AB condition. Analogous to Figure 9,
the green solid line presents the results for the machined, and the green dashed line the results of the
unprocessed condition. Green circular markings are used to flag the test data. Solution annealing
reveals the same trend as observed for the HIP condition. The fatigue strength of the machined SA
condition lies 5.9% above the fatigue strength of the machined AB. In regard to the unprocessed
surface condition, solution annealing enhances the fatigue strength by 25.3%. One can observe that
the unprocessed surface again has a major impact on the fatigue behaviour, as machining leads to an
improvement of +146%. The scattering between 10% and 90% survival probability is again decreased
for the machined condition. The slope in the finite life region is again found to be less steep than for
the AB condition.

Figure 10. S/N curves for the AB and SA test series.
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Table 6. High cycle fatigue test results.

Condition Surface σf(50%)
Comparing

AB-M
Comparing
M and UP

AB M 0.253 Basis Basis
AB UP 0.087 −65.6% −65.6%

HIP M 0.288 +13.8% Basis
HIP UP 0.109 −56.9% −62.2%

SA M 0.268 +5.9% Basis
SA UP 0.109 −56.9% −59.3%

Condition Surface Slope FLR
Scatter Band

FLR
Scatter Band

LLR

AB M 12.99 1:1.15 1:1.14
AB UP 5.20 1:1.44 1:1.57
HIP M 19.37 1:1.06 1:1.04
HIP UP 4.30 1:1.22 1:1.43
SA M 8.17 1:1.03 1:1.07
SA UP 4.54 1:1.53 1:1.43

3.5. Fracture Surface Analysis

In order to holistically characterize the fatigue behaviour of the investigated material, a fracture
surface analysis is carried out for every tested specimen. It is found that there are different mechanisms
that cause the failure.

3.5.1. Failure from Intrinsic Imperfections

Investigating the fractured surfaces of the machined AB condition reveals that, in every case,
surface-near pores are responsible for failure; see Figure 11a. The size and location of the imperfection
are the determining criteria in terms of the fatigue strength [72–74]. For the machined HIP test series,
the failure initiates from microstructural inhomogeneities. The debonding of Si-crystals is responsible
for crack initiation, which is depicted in Figure 11b. This failure behaviour is already published
within preliminary studies on this topic [35]. The post treatment of the SA condition is similar to the
HIP treatment, which leads to a comparable microstructure. On the contrary, the fracture surface
analysis displays a combined failure cause of microstructural inhomogeneities and porosity, as shown
in Figure 11d. The occurring porosity may be attributed to the lack of isostatic pressure during the SA
treatment. To be sure about the failure mechanism, an EDX-Analysis is performed on the fractured
surface. In regard to Figure 11c, area ‘a’ shows a chemical composition of Al18.06Si65.41Mg16.53. Spots ‘b’
and ‘c’ consist of a great measure of Silicon, which leads to the interpretation of debonding Si-crystals,
also found in [66]. In comparison, spot ‘d’, which lies beneath a delaminated Si-Slab, is found to be
base material.
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Figure 11. Fracture surface analysis of machined specimens. (a) Failure initiation spot of AB specimens.
(b) Failure initiation spot of HIP specimens. (c) EDX analysis on the fractured surface of one HIPed
specimen. (d) Failure initiation spot of SA specimens.

3.5.2. Failure from Surface Features

The main outcome of the fracture surface analysis for all test series and each specimen exhibiting
an unprocessed surface is that the surface texture is in every case failure critical. The effect of the
surface roughness dominates all other imperfections and microstructural features in terms of crack
initiation and the consequential fatigue strength. This behaviour is also observed in [75]. Figure 12a,b
highlight the failure origin from a roughness valley. The substantive effect of the surface roughness
on the fatigue strength is well reported in [76–78]. The given examples are from the unprocessed AB
series. No evidence of pores or microstructural inhomogeneities is found in the surrounding area
for any test series. In conclusion, one can distinctively determine the surface condition as the crucial
feature, which overshadows all other failure reasons and are therefore neglectable in the presence of
an unprocessed surface.

(a) (b)

Figure 12. Fracture surface analysis for one specimen of the unprocessed condition. (a) Fractured
surface of unprocessed as-built specimen. (b) Failure responsible surface characteristic.
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3.6. Fatigue Assessment

3.6.1. Mean Stress Correction

Macroscopic residual stresses of the first order may be considered to overlay with load stresses
and therefore act as mean stresses, encouraging a shift of the actual load stress ratio to an effective
stress ratio Reff [79,80]. The intended testing is performed at a load stress ratio of R = −1, which means
that the mean stress is zero. Taking the effective mean stress caused by load and residual stresses into
account, the load stress R-ratio is shifted to an effective R-ratio, according to Equation (4):

Re f f =
σmin + σres,ax

σmax + σres,ax
. (4)

For the HIP condition, the present residual stresses lead to an effective stress ratio of Reff = −0.36
for the machined and to Reff = −0.38 for the unprocessed surface condition. The effective stress ratio
for the AB machined condition calculates to Reff = 0.09 and even to Reff = 0.1 with an unprocessed
surface. Hence, it is clearly shown that residual stresses alter the testing condition significantly.
To independently assess the impact of the surface roughness, the stress amplitude is extrapolated
to a ratio of R = −1. The aim is to eliminate all influencing factors but one, the surface roughness.
This enables the independent quantification of it. This correction of the stress amplitude to a mean
stress of zero accounts for the influence of residual stresses and simultaneously gives a conservative
estimation of the endurable fatigue strength amplitude as if no residual stresses would be present.
Figure 13 presents the mean stress corrected fatigue strength amplitude according to Gerber, which
is denoted as σf,M,cor,G in the following. The same procedure is applied for the correction according
to Dietmann, denoted as σf,M,cor,D, shown in Figure 14. The results are also summarized in Table 7.
Comparing both concepts, the model according to Gerber is more conservative than the Dietmann
one in regard to the experimental results σf,exp. In conclusion, one can state that it is proven that the
residual stress state contributes in great measure to the fatigue resistance; this effect can be observed
by the increase of the endurable fatigue strength amplitude for the AB and HIP condition.

The difference in the residual stress free state between AB und HIP may be attributed to beneficial
microstructural changes and the different failure initiation modes for the HIP condition, as previously
presented and published within [35]. Both concepts lead to similar results, estimating a benefit due to
HIPing of approximately +5.8% for the machined and 23.9% for the unprocessed condition, see Table 8.

Figure 13. Haigh diagram with residual stresses accounted for according to Gerber.
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Figure 14. Haigh diagram with residual stresses accounted for according to Dietmann.

Table 7. Mean stress corrected fatigue strength values.

Condition Reff σf,exp σf,cor,G σf,cor,D

M-HIP −0.36 0.288 0.299 (+3.8%) 0.321 (+11.4%)
UP-HIP −0.38 0.109 0.110 (+0.9%) 0.113 (+3.7%)
M-AB 0.09 0.253 0.281 (+11.1%) 0.306 (+20.9%)
UP-AB 0.10 0.087 0.088 (+1.0%) 0.092 (+5.7%)

Table 8. Impact of the microstructure on the fatigue strength in residual stress free state.

Condition M-HIP to M-AB UP-HIP to UP-AB

σf,cor,G 1.064 (+6.4%) 1.250 (+25.0%)
σf,cor,D 1.052 (+5.2%) 1.228 (+22.8%)

3.6.2. Assessment of the Surface Roughness in Mean Stress Corrected State

The importance of the assessment of the surface roughness caused by the building process is
obvious, since it is unequivocally found to be the fatigue strength determining factor. The fatigue test
results as well as the fracture surface analysis emphasize the evaluation of the surface roughness and
its influence. The results for the notch factor of all conditions are given in Tables 9 and 10, in which
the estimated fatigue strength based on the analytical model is abbreviated as σf,UP,mod, and the
experimental results are denoted as σf,UP,exp, respectively, for each unprocessed condition. As expected
based on the roughness parameters, the notch effect is more pronounced for the AB condition than for
the post treated conditions. Beginning with the corrected fatigue strength of the machined condition
(σf,M,cor) and dividing it by the notch factor (Kt), which acts as a reduction factor accounting for the
surface roughness, estimates the fatigue strength of the unprocessed condition; see Equation (5):

σf ,UP,mod =
σf ,M,cor

Kt
. (5)

Eventually, the analytically estimated, mean stress corrected fatigue strength is compared to
the experimentally determined fatigue strength, both in a residual stress freed state. The results
of the analytical approach deviate in the range of +6.4% to +16.3% from the experimental results,
which acknowledges the applied procedure to be deployable for the estimation of the reduction of
fatigue properties due to the surface roughness starting from a machined surface condition in a residual
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stress freed state utilizing mean stress corrected values according to Gerber, see Table 9 and Dietmann,
summarized in Table 10.

Table 9. Assessment of the surface roughness on the fatigue strength after Gerber.

Condition σf,M,exp σf,M,cor,G Kt (UP) σf,UP,mod

AB 0.253 0.281 2.86 0.098
HIP 0.288 0.299 2.56 0.117

Condition σf,UP,exp σf,UP,cor,G σf,UP,mod to σf,UP,cor,G Difference

AB 0.087 0.088 1.114 +11.4%
HIP 0.109 0.110 1.064 +6.4%

Table 10. Assessment of the surface roughness on the fatigue strength after Dietmann.

Condition σf,M,exp σf,M,cor,D Kt (UP) σf,UP,mod

AB 0.253 0.306 2.86 0.107
HIP 0.288 0.321 2.56 0.125

Condition σf,UP,exp σf,UP,cor,D σf,UP,mod to σf,UP,cor,D Difference

AB 0.087 0.092 1.163 +16.3%
HIP 0.109 0.113 1.106 +10.6%

Both concepts present a minor non-conservative approach, but the scatter band (1:Ts) in the long
life region of 1:57 for the UP-AB, and 1:43 for the UP-HIP condition, as given in Table 6, needs to be
considered as well. Consequently, the estimated mean fatigue strength is well within the scattering of
the experimental results.

The above presented concept is utilized to predict the fatigue strength of the SA condition. Both of
the others, AB and HIP, reveal in machined and unprocessed conditions the same effective stress ratio
due to residual stresses because only the residual stresses in unprocessed SA conditions are measured,
assuming the same R-ratio in machined conditions. Applying this procedure, the fatigue strength of
the machined SA condition can be properly predicted with both concepts, denoted as σf,M,pred,G/D.
The deviation from the experimental results is calculated to only +3.4%; see Table 11.

Table 11. Fatigue strength assessment of the SA condition.

Condition Reff,M,UP σf,UP,exp σf,UP,cor,G σf,UP,cor,D Kt (UP)

SA −0.31 0.109 0.110 0.114 2.54

σf,M,cor,G σf,M,cor,D σf,M,pred,G σf,M,pred,D σf,M,exp

0.279 0.290 0.277 (+3.4%) 0.277 (+3.4%) 0.268 (Base)

4. Discussion

Based on the results presented in this paper, the fatigue strength of additively manufactured
AlSi10Mg structures is altered by post treatments, the residual stress state and the surface condition.
The fatigue strength is improved by HIPing and solution annealing, for a machined as well as
a unprocessed surface, compared to the AB condition. This study also proves a beneficial effect
of the investigated post treatments on the microstructure and consequently on fatigue.

The outcome of the investigations on the surface condition reveals that, by virtue of the roughness,
fatigue properties are significantly reduced. Comparing the as-built surface to a machined surface,
this work reveals that the unprocessed surface causes a significant reduction of fatigue properties of
about −60%. The surface roughness analysis shows that the HIP as well as the SA treatment positively
influences decisive surface related characteristics due to the heat input and the applied pressure during
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the HIP process. The maximum roughness valley depth is decreased and furthermore the average
roughness valley radius is mitigated compared to the AB condition. These beneficial changes to
the surface topography contribute to an improved fatigue behaviour of +25.3% for both conditions
compared to the AB condition.

This work leads to the conclusion that the residual stress state at the respective failure origin can
be considered as a present mean stress, whereby a shift of the intended load stress ratio to an effective
stress ratio occurs. Another finding of the conducted investigations is that, due to the heat influence
of the post treatments, residual stresses are reduced by roughly 50%. An analysis of the in-depth
progression reveals increased tensile residual stresses compared to the surface by a factor of almost
three. By the means of the presented methodology, a prediction of the reduced fatigue strength of
unprocessed specimen, in relation to the machined condition, is given. The developed model is shown
to be well applicable to the investigated test series in a residual stress free state. Although the fatigue
strength amplitude prediction is slightly non-conservative, the estimation is well within the scatter
band of the the experimental results in the long life region.
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